SURROUND-SOUND UPGRADES
The Separate-Components Path To Home Theater

COMPATIBILITY
How To Make Sure Your Components Cooperate

FIRST TESTS!
Carver's Breakthrough Amplifier

Technics CD Changer, Parasound Power Amp, Cambridge SoundWorks Speaker System, And More
Some people don’t need a sound system to hear music.
For the rest of us, there's Kenwood.

If you are not one of those people who can keep dancing to a drum solo forty-five minutes after the band has stopped playing, fret not. Because Kenwood stereos give you concert-quality sound whenever you want it. And unlike the music some people hear in their heads, a Kenwood you can actually turn off when you're done. For the dealer nearest you, call 1-800-KENWOOD.
Bloodier blood, scarier stories... other benefits of USSB

USSB digital entertainment is breakthrough, state-of-the-art transmission of television programs in the form of digital information. The result is a sparkling, super clear picture comparable to laserdisc quality. Plus sound that's unsurpassed even by digital CDs. The effect is startling. Action scenes become more exciting, love scenes more romantic, and the landscapes will take your breath away.

It is quite simply the sharpest, most brilliant picture and clearest sound ever broadcast.

IT COMES TO YOU FROM OUTER SPACE.

What makes it possible is the remarkable new technology from RCA called the Digital Satellite System. Because it uses the largest, most powerful communications satellite ever launched, it broadcasts up to 150 channels of perfect digital signals that can be picked up by a tiny 18" satellite dish.

THE BIGGEST HITS ON THE SMALLEST DISH.

Once you own this remarkable new home entertainment system, USSB will bring you America's Favorite Networks in a way you've never experienced. You'll get Showtime and HBO, with the best films from Hollywood and diverse...
exclusive original programming including comedy, movies, documentaries, family series and sports specials. Plus classic and contemporary films on Cinemax. Movies from the 60's, 70's and 80's on FLIX, and non-stop movies on The Movie Channel. You'll also get great music videos on MTV and VH-1, unique comedy on Comedy Central, great children's programs on Nickelodeon, and classic television on Nick at Nite. As well as quality women's programs on Lifetime and the 24-hour-a-day fast-paced All News Channel. Plus our pledge to provide you with the very highest level of customer service and support...24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

**MULTICHANNEL MAGIC.** With USSB, you get five distinct channels of HBO, three channels of Showtime, two versions of The Movie Channel, three channels of Cinemax, as well as FLIX. Fourteen distinct premium channel choices every time you sit down to watch TV. It's a movie-lover's paradise.

**ONE MONTH FREE!** To introduce this dazzling new dimension of television pleasure, we're offering everyone who purchases an RCA Digital Satellite System--ONE FREE MONTH of all our great channels. Experience the power of USSB digital entertainment on the new RCA Digital Satellite System. Visit your RCA dealer or satellite TV retailer today, or call 1-800-BETTER TV for more information.
Most speakers that call themselves multi-media don’t even deserve to be called speakers; while the hi-fi speakers worthy of their name won’t function or even fit in most surround sound, home theater, computer, MIDI or mini system applications. Celestion solves this dilemma elegantly with the Style Series; packaging their 70 years of loudspeaker experience in magnetically shielded, weather-resistant enclosures with universal mounting systems. Where in your home will your new Style speakers sound the best? Wherever you want.
Cover
Separate components, such as Rotel’s RSP-960AX surround-sound processor and Marantz’s MA500 single-channel power amplifiers, provide flexibility in a home theater system. See page 68.
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CHILL OUT
Sensitive to the global increase in personal stress, Pioneer is promoting in Japan its Bodysonic chair, which soothes an occupant by vibrating in sync with relaxing music. Sales have been limited by the price of the chair (1.5 million yen, or about $15,000), but Pioneer is optimistic about the future of the system, which also makes it possible to feel videos as you watch. The Bodysonic chair was demonstrated at CES last year, but at present the only Bodysonic products Pioneer U.S.A. is marketing are for the car. $300 to $520 “speaker systems” that fit onto the backs of the seats so riders can feel the music playing on the car’s stereo system.

A hit in Japan, the “Baby Soother” cassette/CD calms babies with a series of rhythmic sounds said to be similar to those in a mother’s womb. British Technology Group, of Guelph Mills, Pennsylvania, which represents the inventor of the Baby Soother, is seeking a company to manufacture and sell the device in the U.S.

DIGEST
Among the winners of Discover magazine’s fifth annual Discover Awards for Technological Innovation are two products that have appeared in STEREO REVIEW’s CES “Showstopper” roundups: the Digital Satellite System (DSS) pioneered by DirecTV and RCA and the NoiseBuster noise-canceling headset from Noise Cancellation Technologies (NCT). Five finalists were selected in each of seven categories from a pool of more than 4,000 nominations. Winners were chosen by independent judges in each category.

WARBER Bros. Records and affiliated record labels are now previewing upcoming music releases on America Online and CompuServe. Subscribers can download 30-second samples of releases before they arrive in stores. KEF is offering a limited-edition Signature Series of speakers in honor of its founder, Raymond E. Cooke. The three-model lineup includes a new version of the famous LS3/5a designed for the British Broadcasting Corp. ($1,450 a pair in teak, $1,650 in rosewood). The speakers must be special-ordered through authorized KEF Signature Series dealers.

NUMBERS
An independent survey conducted for Yamaha shows that U.S. consumers are more knowledgeable about home theater now than they were a year ago, yet only 38 percent of audio/video sales personnel said that as many as half of the potential customers in their stores are familiar with the name “Dolby.” Mid-year figures released by the Recording Industry Association of America indicate that the dollar value of shipments of recordings in 1994 increased 11.9 percent over the first six months of last year to reach a record total of $4.8 billion. The soundtrack recording of Disney’s The Lion King became the best-selling album released in 1994, with sales of 5 million units in only three months.

Deutsche Grammophon says that more than 1 million CD’s and tapes in its “Mad About” series of classical recordings were sold in its first year, and the purchasers represent every age group from under 18 to over 60. The supposedly apathetic Generation X (age 26 to 30) led with 14 percent of the sales.

VCR FIXIN’S
VCR’s top the list of products taken in for repair to Radio Shack stores since the chain began handling out-of-warranty repairs for major-brand electronic products last summer, according to Henry Chiarelli, vice president of retail services for Radio Shack’s parent, Tandy Corp. It seems that children (we presume) have a penchant for putting coins and other small objects into the cassette wells. “We’ve seen VCR’s with a lot of peculiar things in them,” Chiarelli said, adding that another common problem is tapes jammed into decks upside-down.

Telephones are next on the most-often-repaired list, followed by camcorders, personal electronics (Walkman-type tape players, etc.), and, finally, audio products, including receivers, turntables, and CD changers.

AUTOSOUND ANNEX
Base sound systems are being offered as options in two new 1995 luxury sedans: the Mazda Millenia and the Oldsmobile Aurora. The Millenia system ($1,200) features six speakers and a trunk-mounted six-disc CD changer; the Aurora system ($1,131) features seven speakers, including an Acoustimass bass module, and a twelve-disc CD changer. Options for Ford’s new 1995 Windstar minivan include a seven-speaker Ford JBL system ($510 with “preferred equipment” luxury package) and a ten-disc CD changer ($500) that’s mounted in the console between the driver and front passenger seat.
But we think you’ll find this first few dozen from Video magazine’s technical editor Lance Braithwaite compelling enough to make Proton’s new line of high-end monitor/receivers worth a closer look:

"Proton has a reputation as the Ferrari of direct-view TV sets... The company’s TVs have earned consistently high marks from reviewers and audiophiles.”

The other 1371 words are equally complimentary. But that’s no surprise given Proton’s commitment to superb engineering and remarkable picture quality. From the magnificent large-screen 35-inch NT-3740 to the new 20-inch VT-218 monitor/receiver, Proton packs valuable features and performance into every monitor/receiver it produces.

But Proton makes more than pictures perfect. Add Proton’s SD-1000 surround decoder and powerful new AA-1660 six-channel amplifier for a home theater system that’s really worth staying home for.

There’s a lot more to be said about Proton, but don’t take our word for it. Call today for Proton’s new catalog, a reprint of Video’s Videotest and the location of the dealer nearest you.

Proton 13855 Struikman Road, Cerritos, CA 90703-1031
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"Consumer Reports"

As a former audio industry professional and a long-time reader of both Stereo Review and Consumer Reports, please let me add my two cents' worth to the debate begun by Julian Hirsch in his September "Tech Talk" column. I agree with almost all of what Mr. Hirsch said, but I wish he'd given more attention to what I consider the most important part of any review in Consumer Reports: the frequency-of-repair records.

It's not normally difficult to decide why I like one product more than another—sound quality, ergonomics, wife-acceptance factor, or what have you. But if I know that a particular product (a car, a cassette deck, or a lawn mower) is more likely to need repair than a similar product from another manufacturer, that is going to affect my decision. An audio salesperson might not care to tell me that a certain tape deck tends to spend a lot of time on the repair bench, but Consumer Reports can—and saves me a lot of grief in the process.

There is no such thing as too much information. Consumers need to know as much as they can to make informed purchases. Stereo Review and Consumer Reports are two excellent places to get that knowledge.

VICTOR A. DOLCETTE
Detroit, MI

Changing the Volume

In his amusing story on surround processors, "Doesn't Anybody Change the Volume Anymore?" (September), Alan Freedman stated that the Proceed PAV audio/video preamplifier does not have an on-screen display, but it actually has a rather sophisticated one.

The display can be temporarily disabled if the user finds the on-screen messages distracting. We assume that Mr. Freedman's experience with the PAV was limited to a brief demo in a dealer's showroom, and it is entirely possible that the display was turned off. As for the PAV's lack of myriad digital "hall effects," no amount of artificial reverberation, digital or otherwise, can sound as natural as the ambiance captured in the recording itself.

For this reason, the PAV uses an ambience-extraction circuitry that places the natural ambiance of the recording out in the room (where it belongs). For this reason, the PAV uses an ambience-extraction circuitry that places the natural ambiance captured in the recording itself. For this reason, the PAV uses an ambience-extraction circuitry that places the natural ambiance captured in the recording itself.

JON HERRON
Director of Communication, Madrigal
Middletown, CT

Stereo Speaker Hookup

While David Ranada's review of three "low-budget" A/V receivers in August was informative on the whole, his discussion of a series hookup for surround speakers may be misleading. If completely different models of surround speaker are
Introducing the first speaker system to realize even Mozart fans like a good chase scene.

Some consider Lynnfield VR video reference speakers from Boston Acoustics to be the first home theater components that do justice to, say, an impeccably recorded symphony. Others see them as the first audiophile speakers flexible enough to reproduce an Arnold Schwarzenegger film without muscling in on the rest of the living room furniture. To accomplish this, our Lynnfield VR speakers use advanced technology from our acclaimed Lynnfield Series (which sell for over $5000 a pair). Like our patented AMD mechanical filter, anodized aluminum tweeter dome, DCD bass units, crossovers with bypass capacitors and heavy windowpane-braced cabinets. Plus all VR components feature MagnaGuard® shielding so they’re not finicky about being placed next to video equipment. A full explanation of these engineering achievements is available at your local Boston dealer. Why not drive there? Carefully.

New Lynnfield VR.

The Lynnfield VR Series includes three floor-standing left/right speakers—the VR20, VR30 and VR40—the VR12 center channel speaker and VRS dipole surround speakers.

Boston Acoustics

70 Broadway, Lynnfield, MA 01940 617-592-9000

CIRCLE NO. 14 ON READER SERVICE CARD
used, his cautions are valid. But most users would employ the same model for both surround, and a series hookup in that case should not cause problems. The frequency response of identical speakers will not be significantly affected by a series hookup, and if a low-impedance design is employed, that kind of connection will prevent the kind of surround-amp overload that might result with a parallel interface.

HOWARD FERSTLER
Tallahassee, FL

David Ranada replies: My preference for parallel connections is an "all other things being equal" proposition. Mr. Ferstler is correct that using identical surround speakers should not cause problems, but parallel connection will allow the true connection of a single surround speaker (as is needed in some listening situations) or the use of very different surround speakers (as might occur because of a piecemeal upgrade) in addition to providing freedom from speaker-impedance interactions.

Going to an Extreme

While reading Parke Puterbaugh's review of the Kiss tribute CD, "Kiss My Ass" (September), I was surprised to see Extreme described as a "German metal band." I thought it was an American band. Am I confused, or is Mr. Puterbaugh?

LAURIE A. WELSH
Dunellen, NJ

He was. Extreme's lead singer is German, but the band is American, as other readers also noted.

"Is It Real, or . . .?"

An ad for the Victor Talking Machine in The July 1906 issue of Ainslee's magazine shows that realistic recorded sound has been around a lot longer than we may have thought. It declares that people could not "tell the difference between hearing grand-operatic artists sing and hearing their beautiful voices on the Victor." It concludes, "There is a Victor for every purse—$10 to $100."

Interestingly, an ad for the Edison Phonograph, also from Ainslee's, states, "For a small additional expense you can obtain from your dealer a recorder and blank records, by which you can make your own records, and listen to the sound of your own voice and that of your friends.

WALTER V. PIERSON
Forsyth, GA

Speaker Values

Tom Nousaine's report on comparison tests of floor-standing speakers (July) and bookshelf speakers (September) have left me with some questions. While I understand the limitations of test facilities, Mr. Nousaine positioned all the speakers in the same room location, thereby doing a disservice to those whose manufacturers recommended putting them against a wall or in a corner. How much did that color the panel's impressions of their performance? What exactly makes the $500-$600 bookshelf speakers tested worth any more than bookshelf speakers in the $250-$350 range? Also, what explains the great variation in weight, from 11 to 29 pounds?

JAMES KEYES
Muskegon, MI

It is very difficult to set up and carry out a good comparative listening test of loudspeakers, particularly when many or all of the contestants are close in quality, and sometimes one has to make difficult choices between maintaining similar placement of all the speakers under test and placing each of them exactly as recommended. Like any other speaker review, these comparisons should be treated as rough guides to your own further listening and evaluation rather than as the final word on any of the speakers tested.

It is impossible to make a blanket statement about what distinguishes speakers in different price ranges that will be valid for all instances. In general, however, one might expect some combination of improvements in bass extension, maximum output level, and overall sound quality (smoothness, detail, imaging, and so forth) as price goes up, particularly within a given line. The variation in size and weight among the bookshelf speakers was a result of our desire to choose models in a particular price range. Had we gone by size or some other criterion, the prices would have varied substantially.

The Future of Laserdiscs

After reading several recent articles in STEREO REVIEW about the digital future of television, I have begun to worry about my collection of laserdiscs. The articles state that the new HDTV standard will be totally compatible with the NTSC format we have now, meaning that we will still be able to watch old programs recorded years ago by an ancient VHS VCR on the brand-new digital VCR of the future. But will the future laser-disc players be able to play old discs? Is there any plan at all to continue producing laserdiscs in the future, or will that consist entirely of CD-Movies?

MOSIE REUVENI
Givataim, Israel

The digital VCR of the future probably will not be able to play actual VHS tapes, but you could easily dub them to the new format. As for HDTV laserdisc players, it will be very surprising if they were not endowed with the ability to play current laserdiscs, unless the HDTV discs turn out to be considerably smaller.

We assume that by CD-Movies you mean what is being called Video CD. In the present format, the picture quality from Video CD is considerably inferior to that from laserdisc—perhaps on a par, overall, with that from VHS tape—and the laserdisc market is continuing to grow at a good pace. Moreover, the audio data rate on Video CD is too low to accommodate the discrete 5.1-channel digital soundtracks that are expected on laserdisc in the near future.

Power to the Center

I can't let the following comment in August "Dealer's Choice," by Rebecca Day, pass without objection: "Having more power for the center speaker is no problem for Rubinstein, since [it] plays a key role in home theater, especially in reproducing dialogue. And even if the center speaker needs to be throttled back a bit, the adjustments can be made using the processor's remote control."

Obviously, if the input to all channels is in correct balance, then having more power available to any one channel is irrelevant. The article should have noted whether the selected system amplifiers have the same sensitivity—that is, does each amp produce the same level when driven by 1 W?"

STEPHEN J. EDWARDS
Yonkers, NY

The published comment about power was indeed confusing; what really has to be attended to are the relative sensitivities of the various amplifiers and loudspeakers in the system. Fortunately, as noted in the article, level-matching can be dealt with via the processor.

Wanted: Wire Recorder

My father made a number of recordings on a Sears, Roebuck & Co. wire recorder in the late 1940's and early 1950's. I am having trouble finding a working player for them so that I can make dubs. Can anyone give me any help? I have checked with a number of local stereo and electronics repair shops with no luck.

DALE HARRIS
Houston, TX 77060

Bypassing SCMS

Americans have a way of ignoring laws that they find a nuisance—for example, the Serial Copy Management System
How To Make Sure Your 5-Disc Changer Is Up To Speed.

The Quick Disc Rotation System means quiet, disc to disc changes as fast as five seconds. And you can still play one disc while changing four.

Take home the new Technics 5-disc changer and you get high technology that’s user-friendly. Like ultra-quick disc changes and super-informative disc location displays. And much more. All of which means when you buy the new SL-PD1000, you won’t get short-changed.

Technics 5-disc changer and you get high technology that’s user-friendly. Like ultra-quick disc changes and super-informative disc location displays. And much more. All of which means when you buy the new SL-PD1000, you won’t get short-changed.

Technics 5-disc changer and you get high technology that’s user-friendly. Like ultra-quick disc changes and super-informative disc location displays. And much more. All of which means when you buy the new SL-PD1000, you won’t get short-changed.
True Blues.

noisebuster

personal active noise reduction headphone

NoiseBuster's revolutionary "active" noise technology automatically reduces irritating and unwanted low-frequency background noise in your listening environment. So you can enjoy Muddy Waters, for instance, minus the mud. • Microphones in both NoiseBuster headphone ear cups listen to the incoming offensive noise and feed that information to the electronic controller, where it is analyzed and a precise anti-noise sound wave is generated. When the anti-noise wave meets the offensive noise, the incoming noise is reduced. • Because active technology requires precise sound generation, NoiseBuster is a superior headphone designed for a truer representation of the audio signal and enhanced clarity. Comfortable and lightweight, NoiseBuster won't leave you singing the blues.

The Quiet Resolution

$149 + shipping and handling 1-800-278-3526

NOISE CANCELLATION TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
800 Summer Street, Stamford, CT 06901-1023. Tel: 203-961-0500, Fax: 203-348-4106
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Stereo Review

PRESENTS

THE BASIC REPERTORY ON COMPACT DISC
A CRITICAL DISCOGRAPHY
1994 EDITION

Noted critic Richard Freed has chosen the best available CD recordings of the most often performed music in the classical orchestral repertory. Hundreds of recordings of symphonic works from Bach to Wagner.

To receive your copy of this useful pamphlet, send a self-addressed business-size (#10) envelope, stamped with 52¢ postage, and a check or money order for $3 payable to Stereo Review (no cash, please), to The Basic Repertory, Stereo Review, 1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019. Orders from outside the U.S.A. must be accompanied by a self-addressed envelope and $4 (payable in U.S. funds).

LETTERS

(SCMS). It's ridiculous. I've heard that anyone knowledgeable in electronics will be able to bypass the system. If that's not true, what are the chances of some kind of bypass system's becoming available underground (or overseas)? BILL OLSEN Lake Linden, MI

While we agree that SCMS is a nuisance—particularly in the case of DCC and MD, whose copies are not digital clones—it is required by law on U.S. consumer equipment. And the system will still let you make any number of first-generation direct-digital copies. You usually cannot bypass SCMS by simple means (for example, cutting a wire in the circuit). You'd have to design and construct a circuit to change or eliminate the SCMS data in the digital signal, which is not extremely complex or costly to do, but it is tricky. Trying to sell such a circuit could get you into big trouble, however: lawyers, subpoenas, court appearances, the works.

Only Connect

Please to manufacturers: On most receivers and amplifiers the many inputs and outputs on the back are much too close together, making it very difficult to connect and disconnect equipment. I have ruined many cables just trying to dislodge them. Why not put the jacks further apart so that a person with average-size fingers can get a good grip on a plug and not have to pull on the cable?

JAAN TONTS Rancho Cucamonga, CA

Corrections

In October "User's Report" on the Energy Home Theater Reference speaker system, two model designations were transposed. The center-channel speaker is the RVS-1, the left and right satellites the RVS-2.

In his September review of a reissue by Bobby Watson, Chris Albertson referred to his "current Blue Note releases." Watson is recording for Columbia now.

In referring to the conductor Kent Nagano's "late New York debuts" at Carnegie Hall and the Met last spring (September), author K. Robert Schwarz overlooked Nagano's prior debut with the New York Philharmonic at Avery Fisher Hall on November 12, 1987.

We welcome your letters. Please address correspondence to Editor, Stereo Review, 1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019. You should include your address and telephone number for verification. Letters may be edited for clarity and length.
Even the home shopping channels sound great.

Get ready for an audio experience that reaches far beyond the confines of your living room—whether you're in the movie mode, the music mode, or even the shopping mode. Introducing the RV-6030R.

Our latest and greatest audio/video receiver.

Sherwood is one of the few A/V Receiver manufacturers to utilize the new Analog Devices' Dolby Pro Logic® surround processor. It delivers enhanced channel separation even with low-level signals, wider dynamic range, and lower total harmonic distortion. We're talking crisp dialogue and multi-dimensional sound effects with all the depth and clarity of the original production.

Superior Dolby Pro Logic® performance, 75 watts per channel—left, right and center, and an A/V Receiver product line that was awarded “Best Buy” status by the leading national consumer magazine. It all adds up to a component that'll knock your cubic zirconium-studded socks off.

So if you're shopping around and need a little more convincing, call (800) 962-3203 to find out how our RV-6030R with the Analog Devices Dolby Pro Logic® surround processor stacks up against the competition.
The ultimate way to remain true to the listener, is to first be faithful to the source.

AR

The way life sounds.

The new AR 303, 302, 338, 228, 208v & 218v loudspeakers. 1-800-969-AR4U.
TOSHIBA

Toshiba's CV27D48 is the first 27-inch TV with a built-in four-head VHS Hi-Fi VCR. The set is said to deliver 650 lines of horizontal resolution and is equipped with stereo audio/video inputs and a remote control. To simplify recording, the VCR will automatically shift to a slower recording speed if necessary to fit an entire program on one tape. Other convenience features include such on-screen prompts as clocks that show start and end times. Price: $1,000. Toshiba, Dept. SR, 82 Totowa Rd., Wayne, NJ 07470.

AIWA

Aiwa's top cassette deck, the AD-F850 ($400), is a three-head design featuring a two-motor, dual-capstan "quick-response" tape mechanism. Highlights include Dolby HX Pro, Dolby B and C noise reduction, a fine-tuning bias control, a fluorescent display with a linear tape counter, LED level indicators, and a remote control. The AD-F850 is joined by two other new models: the single-well AD-F450 ($250) and the dual-well AD-WX727 ($300). Aiwa, Dept. SR, 800 Corporate Dr., Mahwah, NJ 07430.

HSU RESEARCH

Subwoofer or end table? The HRSW12V, Hsu Research's first powered subwoofer, combines a 12-inch driver, an adjustable 24-dB-per-octave crossover, and a 150-watt power amplifier in a vented cabinet that can be used as an end table or TV stand. It's rated down to 20 Hz (±2 dB). The 22-inch-high, 23-inch-diameter cylindrical enclosure has a black fabric sleeve and a Zolatone granite top. Available factory-direct for $800 (plus shipping) from Hsu Research, Dept. SR, 20013 Rainbow Way, Cerritos, CA 90703; telephone, 310-924-7550.

ONKYO

Onkyo has entered the speaker arena with two THX-certified packages: the System One (shown, $2,995) and the System Two (about $4,000). Both systems include three 20-inch-tall front speakers with pairs of 4½-inch woofers and titanium-dome tweeters and two wall-mountable dipolar surround speakers (brackets included). System One comes with two 30-Hz-capable subwoofers, one of which has a 180-watt amplifier. System Two, for rooms larger than 2,500 cubic feet, doubles the subwoofer count. Onkyo, Dept. SR, 200 Williams Dr., Ramsey, NJ 07446.
**NEW PRODUCTS**

**CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS**

The Icon mkII CD player from California Audio Labs uses a “hand-trimmed” 18-bit digital-to-analog (D/A) converter, said to provide four times the resolution of standard 16-bit converters, and a digital servo that’s said to provide a tenfold improvement in tracking accuracy over analog servos. Price: $895.

California Audio Labs
Dept. SR, 16812 Gothard St., Huntington Beach, CA 92647.

- Circle 123 on reader service card

**NILES AUDIO**

Niles says its OS-10 two-way speaker is 100 percent water resistant, making it practical for use outdoors. The waterproof woofer and tweeter are housed in a 10¾ x 8¼ x 6¼-inch plastic cabinet with an aluminum grille and mounting bracket. The cabinet has threaded brass inserts for OmniMount brackets and comes in black or white. The speaker’s low-frequency limit is given as 65 Hz. Price: $380 a pair.

Niles Audio, Dept. SR, 12331 S.W. 130 St., Miami, FL 33186.

- Circle 126 on reader service card

**ATLANTIC**

Atlantic’s 50-inch-tall Guitar CD Tower comes in a 120-disc free-standing version (shown, $110) and a single-sided wall-mountable 60-disc version ($80). Both are made of steel and are available in black or red. Atlantic, Inc., Dept. SR, P.O. Box 2399, Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670-2399.

- Circle 124 on reader service card

**APOGEE ACOUSTICS**

Apogee’s 5-foot-tall Centaurus Column speaker combines a 26-inch dipole ribbon midrange/tweeter and a 6½-inch cone woofer. The 13-inch-wide, 9¾-inch-deep wood-frame cabinet, with a black or taupe fabric grille, can be placed against the wall behind it because the ribbon’s back waves are deflected out of one side. Bandwidth is 35 Hz to 20 kHz. Price: $1,495 a pair.

Apogee Acoustics, Dept. SR, 35 York Ave., Randolph, MA 02368.

- Circle 125 on reader service card

**ADVENT**

Designed for car stereo systems in need of a modest power boost, Advent’s PA415 four-channel amplifier is rated to deliver 15 watts per channel into 4 ohms or 18 watts into 2 ohms (both continuous). It has speaker-level and line-level inputs, two input-sensitivity controls, and gold-plated connectors, all concealed by its heat sink. Dimensions: 1¼ x 8½ x 4¼ inches. Price: $149.


- Circle 127 on reader service card

**ATLANTIC**

Atlantic's 50-inch-tall Guitar CD Tower comes in a 120-disc free-standing version (shown, $110) and a single-sided wall-mountable 60-disc version ($80). Both are made of steel and are available in black or red. Atlantic, Inc., Dept. SR, P.O. Box 2399, Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670-2399.
NAME: Chris McAdams.  PLAYING MUSIC: Furniture Designer.

**T**he other day my dad informs me that most normal people my age are actually looking forward to setting down, driving station wagons and buying dishes that aren't plastic. Which translates into: they can't eat cheese put's or 33

**8 CDs for the Price of ONE!**

**NAME:** Chris McAdams.  **PROFILE:** Furniture Designer.
So I said, "Who wants to be thought of as normal?"
NEW PRODUCTS

**JASCO**

Instant car CD: Jasco’s HE 8647 adaptor kit converts the output of a portable CD player into a radio signal so that it can be played through any car stereo system equipped with an FM tuner. It has an adjustable transmitting frequency and provides 4.5-, 6-, or 9-volt DC power to the player via a cigarette-lighter adaptor. Price: $33. Jasco, 311 N.W. 122nd, Oklahoma City, OK 73114.

**ZENTEK**

Zentek’s CS720 wireless headphone system uses an infrared transmitter with an operating range of “up to 23 feet.” The AC-powered transmitter/base has a miniplug (a phone-jack adaptor is supplied) and a built-in charger for the two AAA Ni-Cd batteries (not included) the headset requires. A volume control is on one headphone. Price: $60. Zentek Corp., Dept. SR, 3670-12 W. Oceanside Rd., Oceanside, NY 11572.

**NIKKODO/BMB**

A new form of blackmail? The BMB DA-X11 karaoke amp from Nikkodo includes a tape deck so you can record sing-along performances. It also has five microphone inputs and a digital key shifter and echo processor. Rated power output is 100 watts per channel. Price: $1,599. Nikkodo USA, Dept. SR, 4600 N. Santa Anita Ave., El Monte, CA 91731.

**ALLISON ACOUSTICS**

Allison’s PD8.3 speaker combines two 8-inch woofers, a 4-inch midrange driver, and a 1-inch tweeter in a 34-inch-tall sealed hardwood cabinet with a pecan veneer. The system is magnetically shielded and has inputs for biaiming or triaiming. Bandwidth is given as 35 Hz to 20 kHz and sensitivity as 89 dB. Rubber feet and brass floor spikes are included. Price: $900 each. Allison Acoustics, Dept. SR, 478 Stanford Ave., Danville, KY 40422.

**BELL’OGGETTI**

The AVS-767 audio/video rack from Bell’Oggetti is designed to accommodate television sets with screen sizes up to 32 inches diagonal. Made in Italy of heavy-gauge metal with a black powder-coated finish, the rack has five tempered-glass shelves and features a hollowed-out post (rear) for organizing and concealing component power cords and interconnects. The rack’s overall dimensions are 31 1/2 x 34 x 19 inches. Price: $850. Bell’Oggetti, Dept. SR, 711 Ginessi Dr., Morganville, NJ 07751-1250.
NEW PRODUCTS

▲ NOMAR
Nomar’s Speaker Friendly bracket is designed for wall-mounting and accommodates speakers from 8 to 24 inches tall and weighing up to 20 pounds. Once seated in the ¾-inch steel bracket, the speaker pivots horizontally. Available via mail order for $39.95 (plus shipping) from Nomar Industries, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 301381, Portland, OR 97230; telephone, 503-520-1341.
* Circle 133 on reader service card

▲ SIGNATURE TECHNOLOGIES
The classic styling of Signature Technologies’ SR-12 CD player seems incongruous with its function until you find out that there’s a vacuum tube in its analog output stage. The player also features a Philips CDM 9 transport, a 1-bit digital-to-analog (D/A) converter, favorite-track memory for more than 100 discs, and an optical digital output. The standard finish is rosewood (shown); oak, walnut, and cherry finishes are also available. Price: $1,695. Signature Technologies, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 09068, Milwaukee, WI 53209.
* Circle 134 on reader service card

▲ PANAMAX
Panamax’s Coaxmax 6 surge suppressor, designed to protect A/V gear from electrical spikes, boasts a 40,000-ampere surge capacity. Price: $129. Panamax, Dept. SR, 150 Mitchell Blvd., San Rafael, CA 94903.
* Circle 135 on reader service card

▲ CANTON
Canton’s Fonissimo subwoofer/satellite speaker system includes two 5-inch-cube satellites, each containing a 4-inch midrange driver with a coaxially mounted tweeter, and an 11½-inch-high band-pass bass module with two 7-inch woofers. System bandwidth is given as 22 Hz to 30 kHz. All three pieces are available in black or white vinyl with matching grilles. Price: $829. Canton, Dept. SR, 915 Washington Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55415-1245.
* Circle 136 on reader service card

▲ ROSINANTE
The Evolution speaker from Rosinante unites two 7-inch “polyglass” woofers and a 1-inch inverted titanium-dome tweeter in a unique 4-foot-tall cast-polymer cabinet. The density and shape of the seamless cabinet, made via a patented process, are said to eliminate resonances and image-muddling refraction. Bandwidth is given as 28 Hz to 22 kHz and sensitivity as 93 dB. Power-handling is 50 to 300 watts. Finish is white or black simulated marble. Price: $2,000 a pair. Rosinante, Dept. SR, 602 Acorn Plaza, Eudora, KS 66062.
* Circle 137 on reader service card
We challenged our engineers to come up with the best sounding, easiest to use home theater system ever. They came back with next to nothing.

Actually, they came back with everything we asked for – all in a system so small, it virtually disappears from view. The Bose® Lifestyle® 12 home theater system.

This is the system that simplifies the whole concept of home theater audio. With a sleek music center smaller than this open magazine. (Yet built inside are an AM/FM tuner and a CD player.) Five tiny, acoustically matched speakers. An Acoustimass® bass module that hides out of sight nearly anywhere in the room (not shown). And a remote control that works from anywhere in your home, right through the walls.

With such gripping sound, it could only come from Bose. So, whether you’re playing movies or music, you’ve got the best seat in the house.

The Bose Lifestyle® 12 system. All you’ve hoped for in a home theater system. And a whole lot less. For more information and names of dealers near you, call:

1-800-444-BOSE Ext. 450
Mon. - Fri. 9-9, Sat. 9-5 ET
NO MORE INSIGHTLY SPEAKER WIRES!

**ONLY $2.95**

Dealer inquiries welcome!

Now - Remote speakers without unsightly wire.

New - Nearly invisible - a mere ten thousandths of an inch thick. 18 gauge wire tape is a great alternative to running thick speaker wire up your wall. Simply prep, peel, stick and paint over.

Save - Hundreds of dollars over the cost of in-wall installation of speaker wire.

Easy - This process makes easy work of hiding speaker wire.

Learn - What custom installers don't want you to find out, how easy and inexpensive you can install your own speaker wire for surround sound theater for your home.

Simply - Run speaker wire under carpet or around edges of rooms to the place where you want to go up the wall. At this point, connect Wire Tape speaker wire and follow easy installation guide.

- **18 ft. of #18 gauge Wire Tape** with 8 copper, spring loaded, quick disconnect wire connectors and 8 rubber insulated covers...
  - $19.95
- **25 ft. of #18 gauge Wire Tape** (Connectors sold separately, #808)...
  - $19.95
- **50 ft. of #18 gauge Wire Tape** (Connectors sold separately, #808)...
  - $39.95
- **80 ft. Copper, spring loaded, quick disconnect wire connectors and rubber insulated covers**...
  - $5.95
- Free Information packet with sample.

Check/Money Order

Add $4.50 shipping (CA residents add applicable sales tax.)

To order, call toll-free

1-800-771-4063

WIRE TAPE™

640 N. Cypress St., Orange, CA 92667

World Patent Rights Pending.
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**AUDIO Q&A**

BY IAN G. MASTERS

---

**To Sub or Not**

Q A subwoofer may be a convenient solution to a couple of problems that sometimes arise in stereo systems. Sometimes rooms cannot accommodate large main speakers, and many small speakers—but by no means all—tend to be shy in the low end. If your speakers are bass-shy, an outboard subwoofer can be used to supply that bottom octave or so; if your speakers are already producing that part of the spectrum, however, you don’t need a sub to produce it.

Still, even with speakers that are able to reproduce the very low sounds, room acoustics can play havoc with bass response. Placing a full-range speaker so that it provides good stereo imaging can cause standing waves or other problems that result in less-than-smooth bass. In that case, a subwoofer can be used to even out the low end because it can be placed just about anywhere in the room. But again, if you don’t have the problem you don’t need the cure.

Either way, it’s safe to run your system without a subwoofer unless you crank the bass so high that you try something.

A

**Ambiguous Ambience**

Q A surround-sound receiver has a number of digitally produced ambience modes, but I’m not sure how to adjust them because I’ve never been in a recording studio or concert hall and don’t know what they sound like. How do I set the controls so they sound right?

A

First, forget what they call the various modes. Instead of Hall, think “big, reverberant space”; for Studio, think “smallish, dead room”; and so forth. Then use the controls to create pleasing effects for the various sorts of music you listen to. If you’ve never been to a concert hall, it’s not an acoustic reference for you, so it doesn’t really matter whether or not your enhancer sounds like a genuine hall, let alone a particular one. Or just leave the adjustments as the maker set them—most of the good ones create plausible, pleasant acoustic effects at their default settings.

**Dueling Preamps**

Q My surround-sound system contains a pre/pro decoder that will normally feed power amplifiers directly. Instead, I have it connected to three integrated amplifiers, each with its own built-in preamp stage that can’t be bypassed. Am I missing out on better sound quality by doubling up the preamp stages?

A

I doubt it. Generally, the fewer things in the signal path the better, but pure electronic components—such as preamplifiers—are pretty transparent in terms of noise and distortion. Just make sure that the secondary preamps’ tone controls, loudness switches, and anything else that might alter the frequency response are in their neutral positions—or switched out if possible.

**Flat Response**

Q I often come across the term “flat response” when audio equipment is reviewed. What is it? What is its importance? Can it be determined or measured at home?

A

One of the major virtues of a good piece of audio gear is that it be linear, that the output it produces for a particular input level be independent of frequency. In other words, if an amplifier fed a 1-millivolt signal at 1 kHz produces an output of, say, 1 volt, it should do the same at 20 Hz and 20 kHz, and at all frequencies in between. A component’s ability to do that is usually plotted on a graph where the horizontal axis represents the frequencies within the audio spectrum, from lowest to highest, and the vertical axis represents the device’s output at each frequency with a fixed input level. The result is a graphic representation of its frequency response: a perfect response curve would be a straight line, or “flat.”

Flat response is important to the character of a system’s sound: Too little treble and it will sound muffled, too little bass and it will sound thin, and dips and bumps in the middle will make music sound unnatural. At home, you can get some idea of a component’s response by using a test CD that plays specific frequencies across the audio spectrum. Feed the signal through the component you want to check and then to a power amp with output meters. Watch the meters to see how the levels of various frequencies compare—they should be the same if the component has a flat response. If your amp doesn’t have output indicators, the level meters of a cassette deck can sometimes...
Before attempting the operation of the Lifestyle® 12 home theater system, the following instructions should be carefully reviewed and memorized.

**Push**

**One button.** That's all it takes to experience the dramatic sound of the Bose® Lifestyle® 12 home theater system.

This is the surround sound system that simplifies home theater. Instead of a tower of components, you get a music center with CD player/tuner built in. Five acoustically matched speakers, each small enough to hold in the palm of your hand. And an easily hidden Acoustimass® bass module. (Not shown, because you won't see it in your home, either.) However, there is one last instruction you should follow. Hold onto your seat – after all, the sound is from Bose. For more information and names of dealers near you, just push these buttons:

1-800-444-BOSE Ext. 453
Mon.-Fri. 9-9, Sat. 9-5 ET

Better sound through research.®
Music's come a long way since the days people sang about holding hands and moonlit walks. On most car stereos, however, it's often hard to tell. Which is why we suggest you put in a Pioneer® CD player. Not only will you be able to enjoy your favorite discs on the road, but all of our players provide true four speaker amplification for killer CD sound.

So call us at 1-800-Pioneer, ext. 202, for a dealer. Then prepare yourself for some car audio that's really uncensored.
be used instead, although those may provide only 1- or 2-dB resolution.

Tiny TV Speakers

My music system is in one room and my TV in another, which means that when I watch TV I have to listen to the tiny speakers in the set. Is there any reason television manufacturers don’t incorporate 50- or 100-watt amplifiers in their sets so that they could drive a normal pair of speakers?  

LARRY LOGNER
Whitestone, NY

Traditionally, TV makers have shown little concern for sound quality. But in recent years, as A/V systems have become increasingly popular, they have made great strides in improving the quality of both the speakers and the amplifiers they put in their TV sets. Even so, they haven’t gone to the extreme of incorporating high-power amplifiers in their sets so that (theoretically) all you need to add is a couple of surround speakers. Even these amplifiers tend to have a fairly low output (maybe 10 or 15 watts), though, so external amplification is usually desirable. But the built-in stuff is often okay in small rooms or until you can afford the extra gear.

Digital Print-Through?

I have heard a lot about print-through in analog tapes. I'm considering moving into one of the modern digital recording media and wonder whether the same effect happens with them. If not, why not? Magnetic patterns are magnetic patterns, aren't they?  

CLYDE A. RUSSELL
Thornwood, CO

Yes, they are, and digital tape media, such as DCC and DAT, might well have lots of print-through. Fortunately, though, the playback systems simply ignore it. In analog tapes, print-through—the leakage of magnetic patterns on one layer of tape through to the next—might be on the order of 40 or 50 dB below the program level. That’s well within the range of audibility, especially if what’s leaking is loud and what’s currently playing is soft. In any kind of digital recording, the playback system detects only the presence or absence of a signal at each moment, with no concern for its level. In practice, if the signal falls below a certain level, the pickup doesn’t respond to it at all. Digital tape print-through falls into that category.

CD to Phono Input

My roommate recently bought a new CD player. I'd like to attach it to my current system, but there aren’t enough line-level inputs to accommodate it. If I patched it to the phono inputs, would that damage my receiver?  

RYAN CONOVER
Bettendorf, IA

It probably won’t do any damage, but it is sure to sound terrible. For one thing, the phono stage is equalized—it boosts the bass and cuts the treble quite a bit in order to reverse the equalization applied when a vinyl record is made. For another, the phono input has an extra amplification stage to handle the very low output of a phono cartridge; feeding it a high-level signal such as the output of a CD player will overload it and cause excruciating distortion.

If you have a question about audio, send it to Q&A, Stereo Review, 1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019. Sorry, only questions chosen for publication can be answered.

WHY FREE CDS?
(Well, have you ever tried to play a set of steak knives?)

Here’s an offer that’s definitely a cut above the rest: Now when you buy any Pioneer® single disc car CD player with Detachable Face Security, you’ll get your choice of any three of the CDs shown here free. Buy any six or twelve disc multi-play CD changer and get any six CDs. Pretty sharp, huh?

Call 1-800-PIONEER, ext. 202, for a dealer near you. Check CD boxes and send coupon, original receipt and UPC bar code from product box to: Pioneer Free CD Offer-TR, P.O. Box 1540, Long Beach, CA 90801-9905. Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. Offer good on Pioneer DFF-300 single play car CD players or multi-play car CD changer purchased in the U.S.A. between 8/15/94 and 11/15/94. Must be postmarked by 11/30/94. Limit one gift package per qualifying purchase. Void where prohibited by law. Only original, unaltered sales receipts accepted. Pioneer reserves the right to substitute awards of comparable value based on supply or availability. All titles are the property of their respective artists and Capitol Records. Titles shown also available in stores. ©1994 Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc., Long Beach, CA.
Cataloging Your Recordings by Computer

BY CHRIS ALBERTSON

Keeping track of discs and tapes is no big deal if you have a modest collection. You set aside some space—perhaps on a shelf or in one of those specially designed wall racks or cabinets—and arrange them in some sort of logical order. But music collections have a tendency to grow, and before you know it you’ve got a pretty good library on your hands. When you reach that point, it’s time to set up some kind of inventory system. Actually, you should begin cataloging before the collection becomes unwieldy, but most of us don’t.

Back in the days of vinyl, I simply put my LP’s on shelves in alphabetical order, first by label and then by artist. That made it fairly easy to locate a record, but the physical arrangement was impractical because I had to shift the entire collection periodically to make room for new arrivals. Having amassed several thousand records, I had to find a better way, so I created a card file and began storing them in order of receipt, assigning a library number to each one. Then, in the early Eighties, when my card file was almost up to date, I switched to a computerized system.

A computerized catalog provides several advantages over a paper file, not the least of which is the ability to quickly locate a tape or disc according to just about any criteria. Whether you need to find all your recordings of Cherokee or locate a specific performance of it, the information is just seconds away. Another great benefit is that you can generate all kinds of useful lists. For example, I have a 110-page printout of my entire catalog, sorted by artist, that I regularly supplement with a list of recently received CD’s—and it’s easy to add the new recordings because my database includes acquisition dates.

Of course, to do any kind of computerized searching or sorting you need to organize the raw data, so the first thing to consider is what kind of information you want to be able to retrieve. Then you need a good database program. I use FileMaker Pro from Claris, a full-featured business program, and if you already have one of several similarly powerful programs, including Borland’s dBase and Microsoft’s FoxPro, that should work just as well. But mail-order prices for these programs typically range between $100 and $300, which is a lot to spend just on a music catalog. The less powerful database programs in integrated software (Claris Works, Microsoft Works, and so on) should also be quite adequate.

A database program will let you set up a recording catalog and customize it as you see fit. Each disc or tape in your collection is entered as a “record” (an apt term in this case) made up of “fields” that hold such specific data as the artist’s name, the album title, and your library number. Those three fields are the bare minimum, but with only those you have barely progressed beyond the alphabetized card file, so you’ll probably want to include more data fields. Just keep in mind that it’s very easy to go overboard when structuring a database. When you consider including song titles, composers, individual track timings, etc., think about keying in all that information—it’s a slow, laborious process that few of us have the patience for, especially if there’s a large collection to catalog from the start.

Because I had been too ambitious when setting up my field-laden LP database, which slowed data entry to a discouraging snail’s pace, I took a more prudent approach when I started cataloging my CD’s a couple of years ago. The collection had already reached 2,000 titles (a reviewer’s perk), a huge backlog that I wanted to deal with as quickly and effortlessly as possible. To ease the burden, I set up a streamlined database and began making entries in only three key fields: artist’s name, album title, and label. Fortunately, FileMaker Pro automatically assigns a number to each record in a database (many other programs do the same), and...
In The Mid ‘70s We Created Home Theater. Now We’ve Created A New Way To Buy It.

The people who work at Cambridge SoundWorks - including our cofounder Henry Kloss (who also founded AR, KLH and Advent) - have been involved with the concept of home theater from the beginning. In 1969 (years before VCRs and cable TV), Henry Kloss founded Advent, the company that introduced the first home theater audio/video systems - complete with big-screen TVs and digital surround sound. We have had an ongoing relationship with the people at Dolby Laboratories, creators of Dolby Surround Sound, since Henry Kloss introduced the first consumer products with Dolby noise reduction over 20 years ago. And now at Cambridge SoundWorks we believe we have set a new price-to-performance standard for home theater components.

Because we sell carefully matched and tested home theater speaker systems factory-direct, with no expensive middlemen, you can save hundreds of dollars. We believe the products on these pages represent the country’s best values in high performance home theater components. Audio critics, and thousands of satisfied customers, agree. Stereo Review said “Cambridge SoundWorks manufactures loudspeakers that provide exceptional sound quality at affordable prices.” Audio suggested that we “may have the best value in the world.”

Center Channel Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks manufactures three speakers for use as center channel speakers in Dolby Pro Logic home theater systems. All three are magnetically shielded so they can be placed near a TV or computer monitor. Model Ten-A is a small, affordable twoway speaker. $80.

Center Channel is identical to a

Surround Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks makes two “dipole radiator” surround sound speakers. Dolby Laboratories recommends dipole radiator speakers for use as surround speakers. The Surround has a very high power handling capacity and is often selected for “high end” surround sound systems. Audio, describing a system that included The Surround said, “In many ways the surround sensation was every bit as good as far more expensive installations.” $399 pr. The smaller The Surround II is arguably the country’s best value in a dipole radiator speaker. $249 pr.

Powered Subwoofers
The original Powered Subwoofer by Cambridge SoundWorks consists of a heavy-duty 12' woofer housed in an acoustic suspension cabinet with a 140-watt amplifier and a built-in electronic crossover. Stereo Review said it provides “deep powerful bass...31.5 Hz bass output was obtainable at a room-shaking level... they open the way to having a ‘killer’ system for an affordable price.” $699. Our Slave Subwoofer uses the same woofer driver and cabinet, but does not include the amplifier or crossover. It can only be used in conjunction with the Powered Subwoofer. $299. The new Powered Subwoofer II uses a 120-watt amplifier with an 8’ woofer. $399.

Our EXO-1 electronic crossover can be used with either of our powered subwoofer systems, or with powered subwoofers made by other companies. Its high pass filters keep strong, low bass signals out of the main stereo speakers, and directs them to the powered subwoofer. $299.

Home Theater Speaker Systems
We have assembled a number of home theater speaker systems that consist of center channel, surround and main stereo speakers. The combination we show here is our best seller. It includes our critically acclaimed Ensemble satellite speaker system (with dual subwoofers), our Center Channel Plus and a pair of our best surround speakers, The Surround. You could spend hundreds more than its $1,167 price without improving performance.

For information on other home theater speaker systems - or on any of the products we make and sell - call 1-800-FOR-HIFI for your free color catalog. Thanks.

For A Free Catalog, Call 1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How To Make Loudspeakers

Cambridge SoundWorks
154 California Street, Suite 102N. Newton, MA 02158
1-800-367-4434
Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

© 1994 Cambridge SoundWorks. Ensemble is a registered trademark of Cambridge SoundWorks, Inc. KLH is a trademark of KLH Inc. AR and Advent are trademarks of international home Inc. Cambridge SoundWorks is not affiliated with AR, Advent or KLH.
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Those numbers became the library numbers of the corresponding CD's, though I still had the chore of physically numbering all the jewel cases and shelving them in order.

With only three items to enter for each CD, I was able to breeze through the 2,000 records in a few days. Once my computer catalog was up to date, it was easy to maintain a routine of entering new discs as they were acquired, and I am still leisurely keying in additional data, such as song titles and secondary performers, for the original 2,000.

Creating your own catalog structure also gives you the advantage of being able to add new fields at any time. You might want to add a category field, for example, with a code for Christmas records that will make it easy to generate a holiday list once a year. Although I have changed the look and structure of my database a few times—adding such new fields as the record label's catalog number, the date received, and the number of tracks per disc—I keep it fairly simple. If you have the time and inclination, you can always add bells and whistles (such as a fancy screen look) later. For example, I recently set up my database so that it automatically displays a running total of tracks—certainly not essential information, but interesting nonetheless.

If you have the FileMaker Pro program and wish to skip the creative process, Tom Hyde offers his made-cataloging database, called A Box of Rain, for free. A limited demo copy can be downloaded from America Online ( AOL), and sending an e-mail message to Mr. Hyde (Seastack AOL.com) will get you a password that turns it into a full working copy. A Box of Rain is pleasing to the eye and has lots of useful features as well as some extravagant ones. Unless you have a modest-size collection, for instance, you should probably avoid the Album Cover and Sound Sample fields (not shown in the screen shot above)—both require the creation of additional, space-consuming graphic and sound files that are guaranteed to slow you down considerably.

If you don't already own a database program, you might check out some inexpensive "shareware" programs for the Mac, DOS, and Windows environments. Many of these programs can be downloaded free from computer bulletin boards (BBS's) or such online services as AOL and CompuServe. Most shareware authors request a nominal payment once you decide to use the program. It's on the honor system, but paying for shareware encourages further development, and in many cases registered users are entitled to periodic upgrades. Here are a few shareware cataloging programs I've come across:

For IBM's and compatibles, there's Organize Your Records & CDs, $3.95 plus postage and handling from Public Brand Software (P.O. Box 51315, Indianapolis, IN 46251; 1-800-426-3475). I haven't tried the program, but Public Brand rates it highly.

CD Catalog is a HyperCard-based program for the Macintosh that even allows you to enter liner notes, although that could become a lifetime occupation. Fields include artist, orchestra, album title, song titles and timings (the program automatically totals them), label, catalog number, music category, and stereo mono. You can include up to six volumes of a series in one record. Like most of these programs, CD Catalog allows you to import and export entries from other databases (including its sister program, LaserDisc Catalog); unlike other programs, it can generate labels for cassettes or DAT's from the data. You can download a demo version of CD Catalog from AOL. Author Mark Calice of Ardenwood Software (34766 Monaco Common. Fremont, CA 94555; e-mail, MarkC17@AOL.com) will mail you a fully functional copy for $35 if you live in the U.S., or $45 if you're overseas.

DiscTrak System is a DOS-based entertainment cataloging program for IBM's and compatibles. I haven't used it, but it claims to be loaded with features. The price is $30 from Blaine R. Young (707-202 Clark Court, Leesburg, VA 22075). LaserDisc Gazette subscribers get a $10 discount and can download a fully functional evaluation copy (file name: DT-171.ZIP) from the Gazette's BBS (703-779-2961).

Record Collector, another HyperCard-based Macintosh program, contains more fields than you might need, but author Charles Willgen (e-mail, CWillgen@mcs.com) has kept it reasonable. Fields include format (CD, Cassettes or DAT, VHS, and so on), condition (mint, poor, etc.), song titles, and comments. Pop-up menus minimize typing. A demo copy of the latest version, 2.1, should be available on America Online by the time you read this; it will include instructions for obtaining an unlocked copy.

A Box of Rain is a free recording-catalog template for use with FileMaker Pro.

Data Entry Screen for A Box of Rain

- Title: Europe '72
- Artist: The Grateful Dead
- Label: Warner Brothers
- Year: 1972

Contents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Song Title</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CUMBERLAND BLUES</td>
<td>6:47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HE'S GONE</td>
<td>7:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONE MORE SATURDAY NIGHT</td>
<td>4:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JACK STRAW</td>
<td>4:48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOU WIN AGAIN</td>
<td>5:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHINA CAT SUNFLOWER</td>
<td>3:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNOW YOU'RE BURIED</td>
<td>5:55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROWN EYED WOMEN</td>
<td>4:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HURTS ME TOO</td>
<td>7:18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMBLE ON ROSE</td>
<td>6:09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOOGIE WANGUANIA</td>
<td>7:04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR. CHARLIE</td>
<td>5:40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TENNESSEE JED</td>
<td>7:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUCKIN</td>
<td>13:08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPILOG</td>
<td>4:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TENNESSEE JED</td>
<td>4:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMBLE ON ROSE</td>
<td>3:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUGAR MAGNOLIA</td>
<td>4:46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROWN EYED WVMEid</td>
<td>7:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HURT S ME TOO</td>
<td>4:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPINACAT SUNFLOWER</td>
<td>5:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JACK STRAW</td>
<td>10:35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONE MORE SATURDAY NIGHT</td>
<td>7:12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you have the FileMaker Pro program and wish to skip the creative process, Tom Hyde offers his made-cataloging database, called A Box of Rain, for free. A limited demo copy can be downloaded from America Online (AOL), and sending an e-mail message to Mr. Hyde (Seastack AOL.com) will get you a password that turns it into a full working copy. A Box of Rain is pleasing to the eye and has lots of useful features as well as some extravagant ones. Unless you have a modest-size collection, for instance, you should probably avoid the Album Cover and Sound Sample fields (not shown in the screen shot above)—both require the creation of additional, space-consuming graphic and sound files that are guaranteed to slow you down considerably.

If you don't already own a database program, you might check out some inexpensive "shareware" programs for the Mac, DOS, and Windows environments. Many of these programs can be downloaded free from computer bulletin boards (BBS's) or such online services as AOL and CompuServe. Most shareware authors request a nominal payment once you decide to use the program. It's on the honor system, but paying for shareware encourages further development, and in many cases registered users are entitled to periodic upgrades. Here are a few shareware cataloging programs I've come across:

For IBM's and compatibles, there's Organize Your Records & CDs, $3.95 plus postage and handling from Public Brand Software (P.O. Box 51315, Indianapolis, IN 46251; 1-800-426-3475). I haven't tried the program, but Public Brand rates it highly.

CD Catalog is a HyperCard-based program for the Macintosh that even allows you to enter liner notes, although that could become a lifetime occupation. Fields include artist, orchestra, album title, song titles and timings (the program automatically totals them), label, catalog number, music category, and stereo mono. You can include up to six volumes of a series in one record. Like most of these programs, CD Catalog allows you to import and export entries from other databases (including its sister program, LaserDisc Catalog); unlike other programs, it can generate labels for cassettes or DAT's from the data. You can download a demo version of CD Catalog from AOL. Author Mark Calice of Ardenwood Software (34766 Monaco Common, Fremont, CA 94555; e-mail, MarkC17@AOL.com) will mail you a fully functional copy for $35 if you live in the U.S., or $45 if you're overseas.

DiscTrak System is a DOS-based entertainment cataloging program for IBM's and compatibles. I haven't used it, but it claims to be loaded with features. The price is $30 from Blaine R. Young (707-202 Clark Court, Leesburg, VA 22075). LaserDisc Gazette subscribers get a $10 discount and can download a fully functional evaluation copy (file name: DT-171.ZIP) from the Gazette's BBS (703-779-2961).

Record Collector, another HyperCard-based Macintosh program, contains more fields than you might need, but author Charles Willgen (e-mail, CWillgen@mcs.com) has kept it reasonable. Fields include format (CD, CD-3, LP, VHS, and so on), condition (mint, poor, etc.), song titles, and comments. Pop-up menus minimize typing. A demo copy of the latest version, 2.1, should be available on America Online by the time you read this; it will include instructions for obtaining an unlocked copy.
Cambridge SoundWorks Introduces
New Ensemble,
New Ensemble II – and a new member
of the family,
Ensemble III.

Audio magazine once said our Ensemble® speaker system may be "the best value in the world." Since then, numerous critics have applauded our Ensemble and Ensemble II systems. Designed by Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KLH and Advent), they became best sellers by offering quality construction and accurate, wide-range music reproduction — at factory-direct prices.

We're pleased to introduce new versions of our Ensemble and Ensemble II systems, as well as our new, ultra-compact Ensemble III.

The New Ensemble
New Ensemble is an improved version of our original dual-subwoofer/satellite speaker system. New Ensemble maintains the dual subwoofer design, which allows for maximum room placement flexibility. Placement of bass and high-frequency speakers in a room (and how those speakers interact with the room) has more influence on the sound quality of a music system than just about anything. New Ensemble's ultra-slim (4 1/2") subwoofers give you more placement flexibility than any system we know of.

2. New Ensemble's satellite speakers use the same speaker drivers and crossover as the original, but with new midrange and high frequency balance controls. The midrange control lets you choose the same output in the key 800-1600 Hz octave as in the original, or you can emphasize that octave by 2 dB. Ensemble satellites have relatively less output in this range to avoid the "boxy" sound typical of many speakers. This reduces the "open" sound on large-scale symphonic works. For small-scaled music, the higher output position proves a "warmer" sound. A high frequency control has three positions: A) The same balance as original Ensemble. B) A 2 dB high frequency increase. C) A 2 dB high frequency decrease. The switch can subtly increase the system's "airiness" (Increase) or it can reduce any tendency towards "exigence" (Decrease). In terms of "real life" performance, we believe our New Ensemble system competes head-on with speakers selling for hundreds more. Available with black-laminate subwoofers for $529, or with vinyl-clad subwoofers for $549.

The New Ensemble II
New Ensemble II is an improved version of our best-selling speaker system. It's more affordable than New Ensemble because it uses one cabinet to house both subwoofer speakers. New Ensemble II maintains the tonal balance, frequency range, power handling and construction quality of the original Ensemble II. But its satellite speakers use the same tonal balance controls as New Ensemble's. New Ensemble II also uses a new flared subwoofer port. The subwoofer cabinet encloses two 6 1/2" long throw woofers mounted in a sealed "acoustic suspension" chamber. They project into a second chamber fitted with the flared port, which provides smoother air flow, eliminating extraneous noise on strong bass notes. Stereo Review said the original Ensemble II "performs so far beyond its price and size it can be compared only with much larger speakers at substantially higher prices." New Ensemble II carries on this tradition, outperforming other speakers in its category, including well-known models for about twice the price. Factory-direct price, $439.

The Ensemble III
Now you can bring the clear, balanced wide-range sound of Ensemble speakers to a small, crowded room. Our new Ensemble III's satellite speakers are only 4 1/2" x 6 1/2" x 3" and its subwoofer is 8" x 8" x 15". Compared to New Ensemble II, Ensemble III gives up a little in power handling, low bass range, and efficiency. Unlike the "cube" satellite speakers you'll find in most similarly priced systems, Ensemble III's satellites are two-way speakers. Ensemble III's 6 1/2" woofer uses two voice coils in a cabinet with a flared port for smooth air flow. With most recordings Ensemble III will sound virtually identical to New Ensemble II. It simply won't play as loud. Its construction quality is normally found only in much more expensive speakers. Factory-direct price, including connecting wire, cutter/stripper and Hook-Up Guide, is only $329.

30 Day Home Audition.
All Cambridge SoundWorks speakers are backed by a 30-Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee. So you can audition your speaker the right way — in your home, with no salesman hovering nearby. If within 30 days you’re not happy, return your system for a full refund.

So What’s New?
New Ensemble maintains the tonal balance, frequency range and quality of construction of the original. There are two basic differences.

1. New Ensemble uses a new 8" woofer with a very long "throw" for linear cone excursion and more accurate bass. An integral heat sink provides improved power handling.

For A Free Catalog, Call
1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How
To Make Loudspeakers!

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
154 California Street, Suite 102N, Newton, MA 02158
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-352-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
© 1994 Cambridge SoundWorks. Ensemble is a registered trademark of Cambridge SoundWorks, Inc. KLH is a trademark of KLH, Inc. AR and Advent are trademarks of International Jensen, Inc. Cambridge SoundWorks is not affiliated with KLH, Advent or AR.
Smart Radio

In the fast-paced world of CD, CD-I, CD-R, CD-ROM, 3DO, CDX, X-Eye, CD+G, MD, LD, TV, DCC, DAT, DSP, DSS, THX, VCR, VHS, S-VHS, VHS-C, 8mm, Hi8, CATV, and HDTV (not to mention Dolby B, C, and S), AM and FM have become technological dinosaurs. Aside from the unenthusiastically received AM stereo format, the last technological breakthrough in radio was FM stereo—which occurred thirty-five years ago. In truth, amplitude modulation and frequency modulation were well understood when Thomas A. Edison was still selling the wax-cylinder phonograph.

True, radio is far and away the most powerful medium on the planet. Add together all the other consumer electronics machines. and they still wouldn’t rival the countless billions of radios out there. The power of radio is easy to understand. It’s an inexpensive, wireless medium that delivers good sound over long distances. Nothing else comes close in terms of cost effectiveness.

Yet, as any T-Rex would tell you, just because something is big and powerful doesn’t mean it will dominate forever. Despite what marketers like to believe, the number of hours a person can spend in leisure activities is finite. As newer, more engaging mediums are developed, the time we spend listening to radio will inevitably dwindle. Savvy broadcasters everywhere are asking whether radio’s appeal can be expanded with new, low-cost features. The answer is maybe—if a technology that has been widely used in Europe for a decade catches on here.

Radio Broadcast Data Service (RBDS or RDS for short) adds a nonaudio data channel to conventional FM broadcasts. RDS can supply and display alphanumeric data such as station call letters and program type; its “radio text” feature, in addition to no-brainers like providing song titles and artist names, could flash everything from sports scores to Nike commercials. RDS can also send a trigger that switches your radio to traffic or emergency reports as they are broadcast. To receive RDS broadcasts, you need a radio that’s equipped with an RDS decoder and an alphanumeric display. On their end, broadcasters need an RDS encoder and must feed in the RDS information.

Can radio’s appeal be expanded with new, low-cost features? Well, maybe.

I recently popped an RDS-equipped Denon DCT-950R CD receiver into my dashboard and took it for a test drive. I discovered two RDS stations in Miami, at 91.3 and 93.1 MHz. Actually, the receiver’s RDS Seek function found them and displayed their call letters, WLKN and WTMJ, in the LCD panel. I hit a button labeled PTY to find out about each station’s program type, and the word PUBLIC came up on the display for WLKN, CLASSIC for WTMJ.

The RDS format lets you browse through an electronic catalog with twenty-four PTY entries such as NEWS, TALK, SPORTS, TOP 40, COUNTRY, and JAZZ. Once you find the kind of programming you’re interested in, you can perform a station search by hitting a couple of buttons. In my case, I searched the CLASSIC entry, and the radio correctly tuned to WTMJ.

In addition, you can engage an Alternative Frequency (AF) function, when signal conditions deteriorate on the station you’re listening to, the radio will automatically scan incoming RDS data to find another station (on another frequency) broadcasting the same type of program. An RDS message consists of eight alphanumeric characters; on some RDS receivers the displays are static, but on others they scroll. Radio text raises an interesting liability issue: Would you sue the radio manufacturer or the radio station if you drove into a tree while you were reading your radio? It might make more sense to have a memory that would save selected messages for display when the vehicle stops.

The reliability of RDS data depends on the integrity of the FM signal. During my test, the RDS data was reliable even after audio reception had begun to deteriorate, but it failed when the FM signal became audibly quite poor. True to its digital nature, it didn’t become noisy or garbled; it simply vanished. But if FM signal strength failed momentarily, the Denon head unit’s memory retained the current RDS display. Clearly, RDS added utility and convenience to the radio.

The only obstacle to RDS seems to be the classic chicken-and-egg problem. Radio stations won’t start encoding RDS data until people start buying RDS radios. And that can’t happen until manufacturers offer them for sale. So far, only a handful of companies—including Denon, Onkyo, Blaupunkt, and Panasonic—are selling RDS-equipped components, for home and car, and General Motors is the only carmaker offering an RDS radio option (on some models).

So RDS is the next big thing, right? Well, as with any good chicken-and-egg story, there’s a fox (or two) lurking just outside the coop. In this case, the fox’s handle is DAR (Digital Audio Radio). The Electronic Industries Association and the National Association of Broadcasters are testing several proposed DAR systems and will present their recommendations to the FCC, which will eventually select a standard. Whichever system is chosen, whether it’s transmitted by satellite or by terrestrial towers, DAR will provide CD-quality sound quality, immunity to multipath and other interference, and its own data services. Why should radio stations and consumers invest in RDS when an entirely new, digital generation of radio is on the horizon? Moreover, some critics argue that RDS is obsolete even for conventional FM applications because it’s too slow.

Depending on your point of view, the potential, or threat, of newer and better broadcast technologies creates a wait-and-see attitude, which can be fatal in a chicken-and-egg scenario. So far, perhaps 200 radio stations have started encoding RDS data. As of this writing, as far as I know, none of them are sending anything really useful—like traffic information. This year and the next will be critical for RDS; if it doesn’t kick-start soon, it will be overtaken by new technologies. One thing is certain. As analog radio enters its second century, it will have to adapt to a digital world. And as broadcasters embrace digital improvements such as DAR, AM and FM could join the LP.
Introducing SoundWorks
By Henry Kloss.

We'll get right to the point. SoundWorks - our new amplified speaker system may well be the most exciting product ever designed by Henry Kloss - and the most affordable. Never before has so much high quality, wide-range, natural, "big" sound come from such a small, affordable system. It is ideal for literally hundreds of applications, and thousands of people.

SoundWorks consists of a pair of satellite speakers (approx. 3 1/2" x 3 1/2" x 3 1/2") and a compact, powered subwoofer cabinet that encloses a 4" woofer, a 3-channel amplifier, equalization and crossover electronics, as well as a control panel.

The Satellites.
The small satellites are magnetically shielded so they can be used very close to a TV or computer monitor. They contain a remarkable 2" speaker driver with a long-throw/wide-range design that reproduces high and mid frequencies all the way down to 150 Hz, without the need for a "midrange" driver. You can order SoundWorks with satellites finished black, or in "computer-beige." The satellites can be used as is, hung on walls using their back-panel keyhole slot, used with their supplied mini-stands, or they can be attached to a computer monitor with their velcro kit (supplied).

The Subwoofer.
The subwoofer cabinet (a little bigger than a shoe box: 5" x 8" x 9") reproduces only non-directional bass so it can be placed in out-of-the-way places - on the floor behind your TV set, under your computer desk, or in back of furniture. It contains a 3-channel amplifier that's been precisely tailored to match the speaker drivers. Its control panel includes a stereo mini-jack input for connecting to a computer or a portable CD player, a "set and forget" bass level control, and connecting terminals for the satellite speaker wires. It also has an input for 12 volt so you can plug SoundWorks into the cigarette lighter in your car or boat!

The Sound.
"Amazing." "Remarkable." "Unbelievable." These are the words used by leading members of the audio press at the unveiling of SoundWorks. In terms of frequency range, tonal balance, stereo imaging and overall sound, SoundWorks compares very favorably with component music systems costing far more. It just doesn't seem possible that a system so small could produce a sound so "big." But it does.

The Applications.
Because of its small size and price, and because of its magnetically shielded satellites, SoundWorks is ideal for use as a multimedia speaker: with any computer (it sounds far better than any we've heard designed for that use). It fits easily into smaller rooms - like kitchens, dens, dorms and bedrooms. Its 12-volt capabilities make it perfect for boats, campers and cars. And it's small enough to pack in a suitcase, so you can travel with it.

The Price.
You can buy SoundWorks only factory-direct from Cambridge SoundWorks. Because we eliminate expensive middlemen, we can sell SoundWorks for only $199. We haven't heard a system for anywhere near its price that we think sounds nearly as good. Period.

30-Day Risk-Free Audition.
With our 30-day risk-free home audition, you can listen to SoundWorks the right way - in your home, with your music. If you aren't happy, return it within 30 days for a full refund. We even reimburse your original UPS ground shipping charges in the continental U.S.

For A Free Catalog, Call
1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How To Make Loudspeakers!

Cambridge SoundWorks
154 California Street, Suite 102N, Newton, MA 02158
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-532-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5956

Available Oct. ’94
$199
Not including CD player
Never Before Has So Much High Quality, Wide Range, Natural, "Big" Sound Come From Such A Small, Affordable System.
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A handy visual guide
Home Theater Re
to determining which receivers are better.

Just as you have no problem distinguishing a film worthy of an Academy Award from those destined to be remembered (or forgotten) for other reasons, we feel your eyes and ears will have little trouble recognizing the superior performance and functionality found in Onkyo's complete line of Home Theater Receivers.

The critics already have. Our top-of-the-line THX model, the TX-SV919THX, was hailed by Technical Editor David Ranada in a recent issue of Stereo Review as "the best AV receiver I have ever tested". Our TX-SV717PRO won the first ever "Hot Ticket" award from Home Theater Technology. And just as a great film can be made on a small budget, so can great Home Theater sound be had via our TX-SV414PRO.

So, we urge you to visit your Onkyo dealer and choose the Home Theater Receiver model that's right for you. It'll add such a new dynamic to your home viewing, you might even want to rent one of the films shown at left. They're always in.

Onkyo USA Corporation, 200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ 07446  201-825-7950
The Sanyo MDR-300 is a head unit with a detachable face. It’s also a receiver with pretty healthy power output. It’s also a CD changer controller. And last, but definitely not least, it’s also a MiniDisc player—three of them actually. No, it’s not some kind of cockamamie cartridge-loading deal. It’s an MD player with three loading slots and three eject buttons.

At first glance, the MDR-300 does not look like a MiniDisc changer. If you hit the Open button, however, the front panel falls forward on its bottom hinges, revealing three MD loading slots stacked horizontally alongside their eject buttons. Each slot is marked with a back-lit number. Three MiniDiscs can be loaded at a time, and one or two of them can be ejected and replaced while the third is playing.

The Audio Control button is a weirdly designed four-sided rocker; the upper right and lower left corners let you vary volume, bass, treble, balance, and fader. These various controls are selected with the bottom right corner of the rocker. The top left corner is a bass-expander (BSX) control—it punches up bass response. Three mode buttons let you choose radio, CD, or MD playback; each of them turns the head unit on. The CD and MD buttons also act as play/pause controls. The radio mode button lets you step through the available bands—FM1, FM2, FM3, and AM—and if you hold it down the tuner scans the preset stations in the selected band.

The Tuning/Track double rocker lets you tune the radio incrementally with its + and - ends. A quick touch gives you seek tuning, and a longer touch switches to manual tuning (an other long touch switches you back). When you’re playing an MD or CD, the rocker provides track selection or, when it’s held down, audible fast search. The Display button switches the alphanumeric readout from an MD between playing time, disc title, and track title. In radio mode, the Display button selects stereo or mono.

There are six radio preset buttons. Preset 1 also provides an MD Scroll function; the selected title information (up to thirty-two characters) scrolls across the display. Preset 2 also lets you audition the first 10 seconds of CD and MD tracks, or the first 10 seconds of the first track of each disc. Preset 3 also provides track and disc repeat. Preset 4 also provides random track selection or random track and disc selection. Presets 5 and 6, designed as a double rocker with + and - ends, double as disc-select controls for the MD and CD changers.

An ATP (Auto Travel Preset) button surveys either the AM or FM band and places the six strongest stations in special ATP presets (six each in AM and FM), arranged from strongest to weakest in signal strength. Hit ATP again and it will scan the ATP presets. In CD mode, the ATP button can be used to switch between two different Sanyo changers; a special divider unit is needed in the changers’ control lines. An L/DX button switches the tuner between low and high sensitivity to optimize reception for local and distant stations. The mute button kills the audio output temporarily, but if it’s left engaged for more than 5 minutes during MD or CD playback, the MDR-300 powers itself down.

The dot-matrix LCD screen provides a full set of alphanumerics for the usual track, timing, and clock information as well as MD track and disc titles. In addition, you’ll find icons and labels for tuner band, volume level, bass and treble levels, stereo or mono reception, distant sensitivity, repeat or random playback, and so on. The display also flashes diagnostic messages—for example, when a blank MD has been loaded or when the ambient temperature is too high for proper operation.

The rear of the MDR-300 has an antenna lead, four line-level phono jacks,
an eight-pin DIN pigtails for connecting a CD changer, and a wiring-harness socket. The harness has eight speaker-lead pigtails as well as wires for remote turn-on, power, ignition, and ground. The three power leads run through a beefy line filter, suggesting that the head is either sensitive to RF noise or is dirty with it. Both the power and ignition leads have an in-line 10-ampere fuse—about the biggest you’ll see in a head unit. The unit’s power hunger and heat sensitivity are verified by an exhaust fan on the rear panel.

The inside of the MDR-300 is stuffed with disc-changer and transport mechanics as well as tuner and MD-playback circuitry, including a RAM (random-access memory) chip that stores up to 12 seconds of read-ahead music to buffer disc skipping, an ATRAC decoder, and 1-bit digital-to-analog (D/A) converters. The unit also has an exhaust fan on the rear panel.

**Lab Tests**

The MDR-300 was good but not great on the test bench. MiniDisc playback was somewhat inferior to good CD playback and not as good as that of some other MD players I’ve tested. Still, the numbers were respectable overall. For example, frequency response dropped only 0.92 dB at 20 kHz and total harmonic distortion plus noise (THD+N) was low at 1 kHz. But the THD+N was a high 0.45 percent at 20 kHz, and linearity erred by +3.6 dB at 90 dB.

Tuner performance was pretty good, with sensitivity and adjacent-channel selectivity particular standouts. The internal power amplifiers pumped out almost 10 watts into 4 ohms, with low distortion and noise.

**Installation**

Installation of the MDR-300 was no big deal. I cleared out a DIN space in my dash and affixed the mounting sleeve by bending tabs. I popped out three transport screws from the MDR-300’s chassis, slid it into the sleeve, where it locked, and screwed in a rear strap. I wired up the front speaker outputs to my front speakers and the rear line-level outputs to an external rear amplifier. I also took care of the remote turn-on, antenna, power, ignition, and ground connections. I did not have a compatible Sanyo CD changer (such as an AX-600 or AX-800), so I passed on that option. I clicked in the subplate has a cutout around the MD loading slots. In other words, when the panel is removed, the slots are open to the outside air, which surely invites dust to enter and clog the mechanics and optics. Even if

---

**MEASUREMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEASUREMENTS</th>
<th>MD SECTION</th>
<th>Channel separation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum output level</td>
<td>1.77 volts</td>
<td>(at 65 dB, 1 kHz) 30.3 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency response</td>
<td>20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.92 dB</td>
<td>AM rejection (at 65 dBf) 59.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel separation</td>
<td>1 kHz</td>
<td>Capture ratio (at 65 dBf) 3.0 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 kHz</td>
<td>70.0 dB</td>
<td>Selectivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 kHz</td>
<td>46.2 dB</td>
<td>adjacent-channel 20.0 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic range (A-wtd.)</td>
<td>84.6 dB</td>
<td>alternate-channel 61.3 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal-to-noise ratio (A-wtd.)</td>
<td>83.1 dB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distortion (THD+N, 1 kHz)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Image rejection 50.2 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at 0 dB</td>
<td>Linearity error (±90 dB) +3.6 dB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at -20 dB</td>
<td>Interchannel phase shift (at 20 kHz) -0.2°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc-change time</td>
<td>12 seconds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AMPLIFIER SECTION**

All measurements were made with 14.4-volt DC power supply; all channels driven into 4 ohms unless otherwise noted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEASUREMENTS</th>
<th>AMPLIFIER SECTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Noise (A-wtd. re 1-watt output)</td>
<td>76.9 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distortion (THD+N, 1 kHz, 1 watt)</td>
<td>0.085%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damping factor</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency response</td>
<td>20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.33 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output at clipping (1 kHz)</td>
<td>6.8 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 ohms</td>
<td>4 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.8 watts</td>
<td>9.9 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tone-control range</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bass</td>
<td>+9.9, -10.0 dB at 100 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treble</td>
<td>±9.3 dB at 10 kHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Road Tests**

Putting my burning MD curiosity on hold, I first turned my attention to the radio. I tuned to both local and distant stations, changing sensitivity and stereo mono as needed. The tuner did a good job of pushing in weak signals. Sound quality of strong stations was quite good, with subjective flat frequency response and moderate distortion. In heavy urban terrain, multipath interference did intrude, with a fair amount of stoplight fade. Overall, I would rate this a B+ tuner that should give good performance under typical conditions.

Next, I opened the front panel and loaded in three MD’s—a quick and easy procedure. I also quickly learned the changer’s ground rules: If an MD is in a slot (not being played), it is ejected immediately after you press its eject button. If a disc is playing when you hit its eject button, it stops playing and moves back into its slot; you hit the eject button again to actually eject it. In addition, the disc in the next numerical slot is automatically moved into playing position. After putting the front panel back, I observed that disc-charging time was about 12 seconds and that mechanical noise during the process was unobtrusive.

Playing around a little, I turned the unit off and removed the front panel, as if I were parking the car. I flipped up the subplate. For reasons that defy imagination, this subplate has a cutout around the MD loading slots. In other words, when the panel is removed, the slots are open to the outside air, which surely invites dust to enter and clog the mechanics and optics. Even if
From 'The Big Bang' to 'Black Holes', take a quantum leap into a new galaxy of bass performance. Subwoofer technology so advanced, it leaves the competition light years behind. Add Energy powered subwoofers to your home entertainment system and you have crossed the final frontier. Contact your Energy Dealer today for a sound and feeling that will elevate your listening experience into a new dimension.

For assistance in locating your closest Energy dealer, phone 416-321-1800 or fax 416-321-1500.
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front clearance was a tough issue, some kind of covering should have been designed into this head unit.

The MD format's alphanumerical titles are a strong feature. In this case, the disc or track title appears complete in the display if it has less than thirty-two characters. If it has more, it automatically scrolls. In any event, you can scroll titles by hitting the Scroll button. (Titles are always encoded in prerecorded MD's, but you have to enter them yourself when you record on a blank MD.) In my humble opinion, the MDR-300's scrolling should be faster. At about two characters per second, unless you're a really slow reader you'll lose interest (or drive into a tree) before you complete more than twenty characters.

One of MD's key benefits is its read-ahead memory, which stores a good amount of music data (12 seconds in this case) and can quickly replenish it if tracking is interrupted. I took the MDR-300 through some of the bumpiest roads I know and never heard a skip. Unless you're into some serious off-road recreation, skipping should not be a problem.

Using a number of prerecorded and personally recorded MD's, I checked out the changer's sound quality. First of all, only about half the people I've tested can hear the difference between MD and CD playback under optimal conditions. In a moving car, I doubt whether anyone could reliably do it. In that context, I was pleased with the MDR-300, but not overwhelmed. In particular, in a parked car MD's didn't sound as good as CD's do, or even MD's on some other players I've tested. Don't misunderstand—it blew away cassette tape, but it lacked the high-frequency sparkle and presence of better formats. Overall, while it sounded pretty damn good, I wished it sounded better.

The onboard amplifiers were pretty good—more power and better sound than usual. Despite the exhaust fan, the unit ran very hot to the touch.

The MDR-300 is one of the most expensive head units I've ever seen, and one of the neatest. I do not like and have never liked disc cartridges; it is simply a pain to load and unload them, especially in a car or outdoors.

The MDR-300 clearly shows there is a better way. Its three MD loading slots are a real joy to use. Once you appreciate the ability to chuck 222 minutes of music into the dashboard without any hassles, you'll wonder how you ever lived without it. The wads of fun you'll have using this unit should make up for any loss in fidelity you might notice while driving.
A Pioneer® LaserDisc player will turn a good big screen TV into one that's really killer. That's because laserdisc provides you with images of striking clarity — sixty percent sharper, in fact, than a conventional VCR, along with the added impact of CD-quality sound. And with over 8,000 titles available on disc, there's definitely no shortage of things to watch. Pioneer LaserDisc players. Without one, you're simply not getting the most from your television. And when you consider how much you've invested in your big screen already, that's a crime.
Which Watt?

How powerful is that amplifier (or receiver) you are considering? You might be surprised at the variety of numbers that can be applied (legitimately?) to the same product. Let’s take a look at this potentially confusing situation.

The watt is a unit of power, which is the rate of doing work (in this case, moving the diaphragms of your speakers back and forth). An electrical watt is the product of voltage and current (volts and amperes), multiplied in an AC circuit by the cosine of the phase angle between them. When rating audio components, it is usually assumed that the load is a pure resistance (although it rarely is), so that the phase angle can be ignored. In practice, the phase angle of a speaker’s impedance can vary widely with frequency.

In the early days of stereo, it was a common practice to measure an amplifier with only one of its channels being driven, multiplying its maximum power output by the number of channels to establish an advertised rating. When both channels operate from the same power supply, however, its voltage normally drops because of the extra load of the second channel, reducing the total power slightly (sometimes considerably). The Federal Trade Commission put a stop to that practice in 1974 by requiring that all channels be driven simultaneously when making this measurement and that the maximum distortion, load impedance, and frequency range over which a power rating applies be included in the specification. Although this ruling has not been actively enforced in recent years, it has become part of the industry-standard test procedure. In contrast with the grossly distorted claims that were once commonplace, today’s power ratings are consistently honest and usually conservative.

The growing popularity of audio/video systems has led to the development of more complex multichannel amplifiers. A typical A/V receiver, for example, has five channels, for the main front speakers, a center-channel speaker, and surround speakers. How do you measure a big multichannel amplifier? In a word, carefully! The logistics of dealing with a large number of bulky load resistors, which can become very hot, is not a trivial matter. Fortunately, it is rare for all the channels of such an amplifier to be driven to full output simultaneously in normal use.

In any event, I will use a typical A/V receiver as an illustration of the measurement problem. Its amplifier section is rated, according to FTC rules, at 125 watts per channel in its two-channel stereo mode into 8-ohm loads, from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, at 0.05 percent total harmonic distortion. In Dolby Pro Logic operation each of the channels (left, right, center, and the combined surround outputs) is rated at 100 watts into 8 ohms at 1 kHz with 0.8 percent distortion. The slightly reduced front-channel power, compared with the stereo rating, reflects the need to share the power-supply output with additional amplifier channels. In fact, if the same distortion and bandwidth were used for the power ratings in Pro Logic mode as in the stereo mode, they would probably come out lower still. Raising the distortion ceiling for the specification and narrowing the frequency range will invariably yield a bigger power rating.

So far, we have been considering only continuous power ratings (in this context, “continuous” means for a duration of at least 5 minutes). The rated power of an amplifier is the maximum that it can deliver for that time into a specified load impedance, at the rated distortion, within that range of frequencies defined by the manufacturer (usually 20 Hz to 20 kHz).

Music and speech are not continuous in nature, however. Both contain peak levels far exceeding their average value. It is unnecessarily expensive to design an amplifier to deliver, say, 200 watts continuously when it may be called upon to deliver only a fraction of that power 99 percent of the time. Therefore, most amplifiers are designed to deliver considerably more than their steady-state power for brief intervals (musical peaks). This is called “dynamic power” and is a characteristic of almost every amplifier to some degree.

The dynamic-power test is made at 1 kHz with a special signal that drives the amplifier to its maximum unclipped level in 20-millisecond bursts, once per second. The output is measured on an oscilloscope and converted to an equivalent steady-state wattage, usually for load impedances of 4 or 8 ohms (we also test at 2 ohms in most cases). Dynamic headroom, expressed in decibels, is the amount by which the dynamic power exceeds the rated continuous power. Thus, an amplifier rated at 50 watts of continuous power that delivered 100 watts of dynamic power would have a dynamic headroom of 3 dB. (Because continuous-power ratings are often conservative—sometimes extremely so—dynamic-headroom figures are usually greater than they would be if they were expressed relative to the actual measured continuous power.)

Since most program material, either music or speech, resembles the dynamic test waveform more than it does a continuous sine wave, dynamic power can be as important as an amplifier’s continuous output capability. A bonus for the user of an amplifier with a high dynamic-power capability is that it can play, under most conditions, slightly louder or with less distortion than another amplifier with the same continuous, or clipping, power output but lacking its dynamic capability. On the other hand, if your preference is for organ music with long, sustained pedal passages, and your speakers (and budget) are equal to the challenge, you may prefer an amplifier with little or no dynamic headroom but high continuous power capability into any speaker load you might present to it.

Most amplifiers (especially in receivers) take advantage of the inherent ability of a loosely regulated power supply to handle brief peaks of much higher power than their continuous ratings would allow. Some even use special power-supply designs that facilitate the process by responding to the signal amplitude to provide a higher instantaneous voltage to the output transistors for brief intervals. At the opposite pole are amplifiers of classic design (usually larger, heavier, and more costly) that are built to provide full power on demand, within their design limits, for signals of any duration or level. Your best choice will depend on your needs, tastes, and finances.

BY JULIAN HIRSCH
Here's a switch - speakers that change with you.

In the past, you bought a specific speaker to do a specific job. When your needs changed, typically so did your speaker. NHT introduces the future: The VT-1A. A revolutionary new speaker that goes from optimum surround sound to tight, focused audio at the flip of a switch.

Move from center aisle at the cinema, to third seat flute section, as fast as you can turn your wrist. Because we've taken home theater to a new level. Where the choice is no longer between movies and music, it's between NHT and everybody else.
The soldier on the right has it.
So does the soldier on the left. In fact, all the soldiers in this picture have the opportunity to earn $20,000, $25,000, or up to $30,000 for college, for a two, three or four year enlistment respectively.

You can too. All you have to do is qualify. The Montgomery GI Bill plus the Army College Fund are great ways the Army helps you save for college. Along the way, you'll also learn things like confidence, teamwork, and self-discipline. The things that will make you better prepared for college. And for life.

See your Army Recruiter. Or call 1-800-USA-ARMY. ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
Although Rotel modestly bills its RSP-960AX as a mere surround-sound processor—one providing Dolby Pro Logic decoding as well as music-oriented ambience-enhancement modes—it can nonetheless perform many of the functions of a complete A/V preamplifier. It includes, for example, audio and video connections and switching for multiple inputs. If you can live without a phono input, the RSP-960AX can serve as the one and only preamp in an A/V system.

The RSP-960AX has five inputs selected by buttons on the upper right of the front panel. Two are audio only: Line is where you would plug in a CD player if you were using the RSP-960AX as a preamplifier, and Tape is where you would connect an audio-only recorder, which is fed whatever is connected to the Line input. The remaining three inputs have both stereo audio and video connectors, the latter in both composite-video and S-video flavors. The LD input is intended for a laserdisc player, whereas Video 1 and Video 2 are designed primarily for VCR's. You could, however, use any of these video inputs to connect another source, such as the audio outputs from a TV set or both audio and video from a satellite receiver. Both VCR connections are provided with inputs and outputs, the outputs being fed by whatever is hooked to the LD input (there are no provisions for dubbing between VCR's). A TV set gets connected to the composite or S-video monitor output on the rear panel. As usual, there is no conversion between S-video and composite signals, so if you have only one of the monitor outputs connected to your TV, all the video inputs to the RSP-960AX must be of the same type.

There are six audio outputs, each at line level and each intended to feed a power amplifier: front left, center, and right, surround left and right (labeled “Rear”), and subwoofer. The subwoofer output has its own rear-panel level control, and its output can be switched so that it is either wideband (“Flat”) or rolled off at 12 dB per octave above either 80 or 120 Hz (settings to be used if your subwoofer amplifier has no crossover of its own). The rear panel notably lacks any AC convenience outlets, a standard feature of most true A/V preamps.

The front panel likewise lacks a headphone output, but it does have controls for other, more A/V-oriented features. In addition to the central
master volume-control knob, there are pushbuttons for raising and lowering the volumes of the center and surround speakers and for turning on the level-check test signal. There are also buttons for changing the center-speaker mode from Normal to Wide or Phantom and for switching the Dolby Pro Logic surround-channel delay to either 20 or 30 milliseconds. A Bass EQ button boosts low frequencies to produce a +8-dB shelf at 100 Hz and below, but its effect extends past 1 kHz, where the response is still up about 1 dB. The boosted response sounds like that of a typical bass tone control turned all the way up.

At the lower right of the front panel are the sound-processing selector buttons. The available selections include plain two-channel stereo, Dolby Pro Logic, and three four-speaker (center-off) ambience modes. The Concert Hall mode produces multiple decaying “reflections” in the surrounds over a period of approximately 200 milliseconds. Jazz rolls off the bass in the third ambience mode, rolls off the bass and boosts the treble in the front channels and feeds the front left and right signals without alteration to the surrounds; it introduces some crosstalk between the front channels as well. The manual says that the Stadium mode is designed for live recordings or broadcasts, particularly sporting events. None of the ambience modes permit any adjustments.

In our laboratory measurements the RSP-960AX showed very good to excellent performance in two-channel stereo and Pro Logic. Of particular note were the low noise levels. In two-channel mode, spectrum analysis showed a very low level of high-frequency noise combined with well-controlled power-supply leakage (worst case was 60-Hz hum at an inaudibly low −103 dB below a 0.5-volt output). Surround-channel noise-reduction calibration in the Pro Logic mode was right on the nose according to Dolby specs (which means it is 4.86 dB high according to THX standards). Surround-channel frequency response in Pro Logic operation was also very good, indicating good noise-reduction tracking as well as an absence of the all too common overall downward tilt to the surround-channel response. The video switching circuitry introduced no noticeable picture degradation with critical test patterns.

But the measurements did confirm one characteristic of the RSP-960AX that had proved problematical in setting it up for listening tests. The surround- and center-speaker level controls have an unusually wide range, more than 70 dB. While the wide range is okay in itself, that the controls change the level in increments of approximately 2 dB is not. Such adjustments are too coarse to guarantee really good matching of speaker levels (depending on the sensitivities of the loudspeakers employed). So it would be a good idea to use the RSP-960AX with amplifiers that have their own input level controls to enable finer balance adjustments.

There are other, minor ergonomic

---

**MEASUREMENTS**

**PREAMPLIFIER SECTION**

All measurements were taken through the LD (laserdisc) input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output at clipping (1 kHz)</th>
<th>7 volts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input overload level</td>
<td>3.3 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity (for a 0.5-volt output)</td>
<td>236 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distortion (THD+N, 1 kHz)</td>
<td>0.0038%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise (A-wtd., re 0.5-volt output)</td>
<td>−96.6 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DOLBY PRO LOGIC DECODER**

Unless otherwise noted, all measurements were made at unity gain (main volume setting at approximately 2 o’clock) with LD-input reference levels of 200 millivolts (mV) for the left and right front channels and 141.4 mV for the center and surround channels. All measurements were made with the Normal center-channel setting except frequency response and channel separation, which were made in the Wide setting using MLS techniques.

**Frequency response**

| left, right | 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.03, −0.26 dB |
| center      | 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.07, −0.77 dB |
| surround    | 31 Hz to 6.4 kHz +0.07, −3 dB |

---

Every control on the Rotel processor’s remote has a corresponding front-panel LED.
Our experience with Dolby Surround Pro Logic sound systems is that the center channel is very important. A significant portion of movie soundtracks is directed to the center channel in a Pro Logic system. It’s crucial that the center channel speaker is capable of reproducing the material accurately, with proper volume level and dispersion.

Cambridge SoundWorks manufactures three center channel speakers. All three produce natural, accurate, well-dispersed sound. All three are magnetically shielded so you can place them close to your TV monitor. All three are covered by our 7-year parts & labor warranty and our 30-day money-back guarantee. And because we sell factory-direct, with no expensive middlemen, all three speakers are excellent values.

**Model Ten-A.**

Model Ten-A is a very small (4 1/2" x 6 1/2" x 3"), two-way acoustic suspension speaker that’s ideal for an affordable Pro Logic system. Its small size makes it easy to place near your TV. And its balanced, natural sound will satisfy even critical listeners. It is acoustically identical to the satellite speakers in our *Ensemble III* system. Factory-direct price, $80.

**Center Channel.**

Center Channel is a compact, two-way, acoustic suspension speaker that is acoustically identical to the satellite speakers in our *New Ensemble* and *New Ensemble II* speaker systems. Its wide-range, well-dispersed, balanced sound and high power handling capability make it one of the country’s best values in a center channel speaker. Factory-direct price, $149.

**Center Channel Plus.**

Center Channel Plus is an outstanding center channel speaker in that it provides outstanding acoustic performance, while blending in to the “TV environment” in a unique way. Center Channel Plus uses four 3" long-throw woofers and a tweeter that perfectly matches the acoustics of our *New Ensemble* and *New Ensemble II* systems. The frequency range of the outer pair of 3" woofers is intentionally tailored to maintain proper dispersion characteristics. Because of its ultra-wide, ultra-low profile, Center Channel Plus is ideal for placement directly on top of your TV. Or, with an optional support stand, you can place it directly beneath your TV. We don’t know of any other center channel loudspeaker that offers the combination of high performance and versatility of placement as Center Channel Plus. It is our best selling center channel speaker. Factory-direct price, $219.

**Surround Speakers.**

We make two different dipole radiator surround channel speakers, *The Surround* and *The Surround II.* They disperse surround channel signals so you’ll hear them the way they were meant to be heard. Factory-direct prices, $399 & $249 pr.

Free Surround Sound Guide

For your free copy of our booklet, “Getting The Most From Your Dolby Surround System,” call us toll-free at 1-800-FOR-HIFI.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

With our 30-day money-back guarantee you can audition these speakers the right way—in your home, listening to your music, with no salesman hovering nearby. If within 30 days you aren’t entirely happy, return your system for a full refund. We even reimburse original UPS ground shipping charges in the continental U.S.

For A Free Catalog, Call 1-800-FOR-HIFI

We Know How To Make Loudspeakers!

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS

154 California Street, Suite 102N, Newton, MA 02158
1-800-567-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-513-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

©1994 Cambridge SoundWorks. Ensemble is a registered trademark of Cambridge SoundWorks, Inc. Center Channel does not include the midrange and high-frequency sound balance settings of the *New Ensemble* and *New Ensemble II* satellite speakers.
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difficulties. The processor should be plugged directly into a wall socket or an unswitched convenience outlet on another component. If power to the RSP-960AX is totally disconnected, it will forget your volume settings for the center and surround speakers. (The problem is exacerbated by the lack of any front-panel or on-screen indication of those settings. The five indicator lights on the panel above the center and surround level controls show only which outputs are activated when the different surround modes are turned on.) Fortunately, if it loses your settings, the RSP-960AX turns the center and surround outputs all the way down rather than leaving them in some random state. On the other hand, the bass-boost feature has an irritating tendency to turn itself on after power loss. None of these problems will occur, however, if the processor remains connected to a live outlet at all times.

Aside from such difficulties, none of which are insurmountable and some of which you many never encounter, I had no problems operating the processor. All speaker-level adjustments, coarse though they may be, can be made from the remote, which duplicates all the front-panel controls and adds a mute function. I liked the proliferation of indicator lights on the front panel: Every control on the remote has a corresponding front-panel LED. Once you memorize the lights’ positions, you can tell the processor’s operating status at a glance from a good distance in total darkness without having to strain to read an alphanumeric display.

The RSP-960AX performed very well in both stereo and Pro Logic modes. Pro Logic steering was accurate, and background noise was very low. I didn’t much care for the Concert Hall ambience mode, although it was far better than many similar modes in other products, which often suffer from exaggerated artificial reverb. I found the response alterations and spatial effects in the Jazz and Stadium modes to be effective only with some program material. And, as usual, I advise you to disregard the names of these modes when deciding which one (if any) to use; try them all.

On the whole, the RSP-960AX was easy to use and, in the Rotel tradition, a good no-frills performer at an attractive price. If your primary interest is high-quality Dolby Pro Logic decoding, with a little A/V switching thrown in for good measure, it could be a fine choice.
A semi truck landing after a 20 foot fall in *Terminator 2*. The heavy pounding of feet of a T-Rex in *Jurassic Park*. These are examples of the ultra-low, ultra-strong bass signals on today's movie soundtracks. Such frequencies are rare in music, and are beyond the capabilities of most speakers designed for music.

The Cambridge SoundWorks powered subwoofers reproduce these bass signals with the power and impact you would experience in movie theaters with the very best sound systems.

**Our Powered Subwoofer.**

Our Powered Subwoofer consists of a heavy duty, 12" long-throw acoustic suspension woofer integrated with a 140 watt amplifier - all in a black, vinyl-clad cabinet. Its control panel includes a bass level control and a four-position electronic crossover frequency selector (to match the subwoofer to your speakers). The Powered Subwoofer reproduces accurate bass to below 30 Hz. You'll hear soundtracks the way they were meant to be heard... better than most theaters. Factory-direct price, $699.

**Our Slave Subwoofer.**

For all-out home theater performance, you can add our optional Slave Subwoofer, which is identical to our Powered Subwoofer, except that it lacks the amplifier and controls. It uses the amplifier and controls built into the Powered Subwoofer. The combination reproduces a below-30 Hz signal cleanly to a sound pressure level of over 100 dB in a 3,000 cubic foot room! That's enough clean, deep bass for the largest home theaters. Factory-direct price, $299.

**Our Powered Subwoofer II.**

Our Powered Subwoofer II uses a heavy duty 8" acoustic suspension woofer in a vinyl-clad cabinet that also holds a 120-watt amplifier. The Powered Subwoofer II's 8" woofer has a very long (3/4") "throw" for powerful, linear bass response. Its amplifier employs electronic equalization to extend uniform output to well below 30 Hz. Bass performance is, in fact, identical to that of our Powered Subwoofer, although total acoustic output is not as suitable for exceptionally large rooms. There is also no provision for connecting a "slave" subwoofer.

The woofer uses a unique heat sink, instead of a dust cap (see illustration). An input gain control and a variable low-pass filter let you match Powered Subwoofer II to any speaker system. Factory-direct price, $399.

**Satisfaction Guaranteed.**

With our 30-day money-back guarantee you can audition these speakers the right way - in your home, listening to your music, with no salesman hovering nearby. If within 30 days you aren't entirely happy, return your system for a full refund. We even reimburse original UPS ground shipping charges in the continental U.S.

"I was taken aback by the ability of your Powered Subwoofer to fill my living room with ultra-low bass... I am extremely impressed with your product and will not hesitate in recommending it to anyone interested in serious bass. I am an extremely happy bass-a-holic."  
Guy C., Customer

For A Free Catalog, Call 1-800-FOR-HIFI  
We Know How  
To Make Loudspeakers!
TEST REPORTS

Canon S-35 Loudspeaker System

JULIAN HIRSCH • HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

Canon's new S-35 is truly a unique loudspeaker. At first glance it resembles a stylized bust of Darth Vader. The rounded, matte black, die-cast zinc upper portion is approximately the size of a human head, and its glossy black plastic base resembles an upward-facing 90-degree cone. Inside the "helmet," facing downward, is a small cone driver (Canon refers to it as a 5¼-inch cone, but its effective diameter is only about 4¾ inches). Concentrically mounted with the cone is a ¾-inch soft-dome tweeter. The enclosed volume of the helmet is vented by two small openings on its rear, which also contains the recessed multiway binding-post terminals.

Canon's term for the unique character of the S-35 (which, like all Canon speakers, is manufactured in Great Britain) is Wide Imaging Stereo (WIS), since the acoustic output is radiated into a considerably wider horizontal angle than with a conventional forward-firing design. Canon says the S-35's horizontal dispersion is within ±3 dB from 1 to 15 kHz over a 100-degree forward angle.

The system's rated frequency response is 70 Hz to 22 kHz ±3 dB, with an axial (anechoic) sensitivity of 88 dB sound-pressure level (SPL) at 1 meter with a 2.83-volt input. The speaker is rated to handle up to 75 watts (a 50-watt amplifier is recommended), and it has a nominal impedance of 6 ohms. An internal overload-protection system senses signals of excessive level and duration and reduces the input to the drivers until a safe level is restored.

The S-35 speakers can be mounted on wall brackets or stands and should be angled inward toward the listening area by 35 to 45 degrees for optimal imaging. According to Canon, their integral magnetic shielding allows them to be installed close to a TV monitor or receiver without affecting the picture.

We placed the Canon S-35's on 30-inch pedestals about 9 feet apart and 2 feet from the wall behind them. Initially they were facing forward, but we angled them as recommended for listening tests. The averaged room-response curve showed maximum output points at 260 Hz and 20 kHz and a uniform response (±2.5 dB) from 400 Hz to 4 kHz. The crossover to the tweeter appeared to be at about 5 kHz (quasi-anechoic MLS measurements confirmed that by revealing a narrow notch of about 12 dB at 4.9 kHz).

The close-miked woofer response indicated a ±3-dB variation from 85 Hz to 2.5 kHz (with some unevenness above 1 kHz, where this measurement began to become invalid). Bass output fell off at 12 dB per octave below 100 Hz but remained useful at least to the rated 70-Hz limit.

The composite response curve, combining the close-miked bass response and the smoothed room response (which overlapped for several octaves), showed the usual variations due to unavoidable boundary effects. The curve's most obvious features were a broadly emphasized region between 100 and 600 Hz, a moderate variation in response between 1 and 10 kHz, and a rise of about 8 dB in the top octave, between 10 and 20 kHz. The MLS measurements revealed (in addition to the 5-kHz notch mentioned above) a tweeter resonance peak of perhaps 8 dB at 19 kHz, accounting for the rising high end in the room-response measurement.

The S-35's horizontal dispersion was, as might be expected from its design, very good. Over the 45-degree angle that we usually use for this test, the 15-kHz output varied only about 4 dB, essentially confirming the manufacturer's rating. But since the speaker's output has no clear access to the TRANSMISSIONS
Inside.

We Don't Know Of Any Other In-Wall Speakers That Match Their Performance, Durability, Value And Ease Of Installation.

Cambridge SoundWorks manufactures two different in-wall speaker systems designed by Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KLH & Advent). The in-wall version of our Ambiance™ speaker is designed for use indoors. The in-wall version of our all-weather speaker, The Outdoor, is suitable for use on the patio, by the pool...even on boats.

Both systems deliver the wide-range, accurate, natural sound people expect from Cambridge SoundWorks. Both systems are covered by our 7-year parts & labor warranty and our 30-day money-back guarantee. And because we sell only factory-direct, with no expensive middlemen, both systems represent outstanding values.

Ambiance In-Wall Speakers.

We don't know of any ultra-compact speaker - at any price - better than our Ambiance speakers. (Also available in free-standing cabinets.) Henry Kloss chose a very wide dispersion tweeter for Ambiance In-Wall. It delivers accurate midrange/high-frequency response over a very wide pattern, so you can place the system very high - or very low - on a wall and still hear realistic stereo imaging anywhere in the room. This flexibility can be very important for in-wall installations.

We don't know of any loudspeaker its size with better bass response than Ambiance In-Wall. Stereo Review magazine said "They easily held their own against substantially larger, more expensive speakers...a lot of good sound at a hard-to-beat price." Factory-direct price, $329 pr.

And Out.

The Outdoor In-Wall Speakers.

The Outdoor In-Wall speaker is very similar to Ambiance in overall sound, and has the same wide dispersion pattern. It is slightly more efficient, so that it can produce high volume levels with a reasonably powered receiver - which is very appropriate for an outdoor speaker. It has an electro-plated steel grille and a slim-line enclosure with a braced polymer shell. Unlike other in-wall systems, its mounting frame is integrated with a fully sealed enclosure that provides not only weather resistance, but also proper acoustic loading for the speaker drivers. It includes stainless steel hardware and gold-plated five-way binding posts. (Also available in free-standing cabinets.) Factory-direct price, $329 pr.

Easy To Paint. Easy To Install.

Both our in-wall systems can be used as-is with their supplied off-white finish. Or you can paint them any color. Both systems are also an installer's dream. Because they include sealed enclosures, you don't have to create an enclosure within your walls. And a plastic "dog leg" locking system makes final installation as simple as turning a screwdriver.

"A Lot Of Good Sound At A Hard-To-Beat-Price."
Stereo Review

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

With our 30-day money-back guarantee you can audition these speakers the right way - in your home, listening to your music, with no salesman hovering nearby. If within 30 days you aren't entirely happy, return for a full refund. We even reimburse original UPS ground shipping charges in the continental U.S.

For A Free Catalog, Call 1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How To Make Loudspeakers!

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
154 California Street, Suite 102N. Newton, MA 02158
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

© 1999 Cambridge SoundWorks. All rights reserved. Cambridge SoundWorks, Inc. & KLH are trademarks of KLH, Inc. KLH and Advent are trademarks of International Interest Inc. Cambridge SoundWorks is not affiliated with KLH. Administered by:
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rear, a 90-degree off-axis measurement showed a drop of 10 to 15 dB in the range from 10 to 20 kHz.

The impedance characteristic was distinctive, with three large, narrow peaks, to 27 ohms at 30 Hz and 100 Hz and to 23 ohms at 1 kHz. The minimum reading of 5 ohms at 250 Hz and 20 kHz, however, justifies the speaker’s nominal 6-ohm rating.

Our measurements confirmed the rated sensitivity (88 dB SPL at 1 meter with a 2.83-volt input). Woofer distortion measured between 0.6 and 1.5 percent from 100 Hz to 2 kHz, rising at lower frequencies to 5 percent at its rated 70-Hz limit and to 10 percent at 30 Hz (where its output was too low to be useful).

In listening tests, the Canon S-35 sounded pretty much the way its response measurements would suggest. It had a pleasant warmth, almost certainly due to its slight emphasis in the lower midrange. The highs, though clearly present, were not prominent (the tweeter resonance peak being at the upper limits of human hearing). There was none of the sizzle that sometimes signals a peaked top end.

The overall sound character was distinctively different from that of more conventional speakers, imparting a sense of air and space that seemed to fill the entire region between the speakers but had little correlation with the apparent source of the music. In spite of that effect, spatial imaging with the Chesky JD37 test disc was as good as we have ever heard.

Our pulse power tests proved the effectiveness of the speaker’s protective system. At 100 Hz, the circuit effectively “soft-clipped” the drive signal at a point where the sound took on a hard quality (in the vicinity of 200 watts). With further increases in level the signal was merely clipped a bit harder (we did not attempt to test the limits of the protection, since the sound became rather ominous at about 250 watts). At higher frequencies, the speaker’s impedance rose to the point where our amplifier’s output was voltage-limited to the equivalent of about 300 watts at 1 kHz. At 10 kHz the tweeter output was severely clipped at 800 watts, but without any permanent damage.

To check Canon’s claim of magnetic shielding, we measured the field at the outer surface of the S-35. It never exceeded 2 gauss and was typically much less. The speaker is obviously safe to use in an A/V system.

Once you accept the odd appearance of the Canon S-35, it is a very easy speaker to live with and listen to. Its subjective bass is all one would expect from a conventional speaker of its size (or two or three times its size), and it is designed for flexible installation. In fact, with a little imagination in its placement, it might never be taken for a loudspeaker!
Don't trash your old CD player. It's not biodegradable. Besides, it's worth $100, maybe more.

Right now through December 15, 1994, your old CD player—regardless of brand, model, or condition—is worth $100 in trade toward the purchase of any new MusicBank™ CD changer at the suggested retail price.

Your old CD player may be broken. Or just tired. Perhaps you're just tired of its lackluster sonic performance or its slow, outdated carousel- or magazine-type mechanism.

Whatever your reason, it's an unprecedented opportunity to trade up to state-of-the-art Nakamichi MusicBank technology. So, be environmentally correct. Dust off that old CD player, and take it to your authorized Nakamichi dealer today.
Parasound HCA-1206 Six-Channel Power Amplifier

Julian Hirsch • HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

The Parasound HCA-1206, designed by the well-known circuit designer John Curl, is an exceptionally powerful and versatile high-performance power amplifier certified by Lucasfilm for use in Home THX surround sound systems. It is also suitable for multiroom audio systems or any other application requiring as many as six independent high-power amplifiers.

With all channels driven, each channel of the HCA-1206 is conservatively rated to deliver 120 watts into 8 ohms, or 180 watts into 4 ohms, from 20 Hz to 20 kHz with less than 0.07 percent total harmonic distortion (THD). Although all its channels are identical, Channels 1 and 2 are designed specifically for the front channels of a multi-channel sound system and cannot be bridged. Channels 3 and 4 and Channels 5 and 6 can be switched to bridged mono operation, in which each bridged pair is rated at more than 300 watts into 8 ohms.

Each output channel is rated for operation with loads as low as 4 ohms, although a pair of bridged channels should not be used with loads of less than 8 ohms. That limitation is not due to any lack of current-delivering ability for short intervals, but prolonged high-current operation could create excessive temperatures in the amplifier, which does not have an internal fan.

The HCA-1206 is a large, very heavy amplifier, weighing more than 70 pounds. It is equipped with handles on the front and rear panels. The output circuitry is located along the inner sides of the cabinet, and exterior heat-sink fins cover the full depth of each side. The heavy steel top cover is also extensively perforated for ventilation. The output stages use a total of twenty-four 60-MHz, 15-ampere output transistors in matched complementary pairs.

A huge power transformer (which surely supplies a good share of the amplifier’s weight) is located in the center of the HCA-1206 just behind the front panel. It is rated at 1.7 kVA (kilovolt-amperes), consistent with the amplifier’s potential for delivering more than a kilowatt of clean audio power. Parasound says that the power supply contains more than 120,000 microfarads of computer-grade capacitors. Although the power supply and related components, plus the actual output transistors (four per channel), occupy most of the HCA-1206’s inte-
Just because you want a smaller audio system doesn't mean you should have to accept lesser sound quality, fewer functions or less convenience. Denon was among the very first to produce compact component systems that deserved to be called high fidelity and Denon's new D-700 and D-500 systems carry on the tradition in full-featured, high performance glory.

Each new Denon D-Series system comprises separate pre-amp and power amp sections, a 3-disc CD auto-changer, double auto-reverse cassette deck, graphic equalizer, AM/FM stereo tuner, high efficiency 3-way loudspeakers and full system remote control.

The D-500 generates 45 Watts per channel of clean, powerful sound. Its programmable equalizer gives you five preset curves and lets you save five you create. The D-700 adds more power per channel, and its programmable graphic equalizer also includes a DSP sound processor that gives you 10 preset effects modes and lets you store 10 more of your own.

The elegant industrial design of the D-Series perfectly complements its superb audio performance. You see, with Denon Compact Component Systems, the only thing you give up is some space.
The breathtaking performance of Definitive’s award winning bipolar speakers makes your music and movies come alive!
Definitive’s Amazing BP20s Win Top Critic’s Choice Award!

Experience the miracle of bipolar technology when you hear the absolute sonic superiority of Definitive’s revolutionary BP8, 10 & 20

“Truly Outstanding” — Stereo Review

Sound & Vision’s Critic’s Choice Award is one of the industry’s top honors. It’s no wonder experts agree that Definitive’s revolutionary bipolar BP8, BP10 and BP20 are three of the world’s finest speakers and are sonically superior to any conventional speaker, regardless of cost.

These American-made, advanced technology bipolar (front and rear radiating) systems combine lush spacious soundstaging, lifelike depth-of-field, razor-sharp resolution and pinpoint 3-D imaging with powerful subwoofer-like bass (to below 20 Hz), high efficiency, wide dynamic range and easy-to-position convenience.

The dramatic result is superb music and movie reproduction so real that it has been called, “a sonic miracle!”

The Ultimate Home Theater

Combine BP8s, 10s or 20s with our matching C/L/R 1000, C1 or C1 jr. center channel, BP1 or BP2 bipolar surrounds and optional PowerField subwoofer for the ultimate in sound for music and home theater.

Award after Award Confirms Definitive’s Sonic Superiority

• Stereo Review “Showstoppers” and “Expert Dream System”
• Video Magazine Product-of-the-Year
• Audio Video Speaker-of-the-Year
• CES Design & Engineering Awards
• Sound & Vision Critic’s Choice
• Inner Ear Report Editor’s Choice

You owe it to yourself to hear these remarkable speakers today.

Definitive Technology

11105 Valley Heights Drive • Baltimore, MD 21208
See our dealer list on page 54 (410) 363-7148
MEASUREMENTS

All figures for Channels 1 and 2 only except as noted

**Output at clipping (1 kHz)**
- 8 ohms: 182 watts
- 4 ohms: 312 watts

**Clipping headroom (re rated output)**
- 8 ohms: 1.8 dB
- 4 ohms: 2.4 dB

**Dynamic power**
- 8 ohms: 188 watts
- 4 ohms: 325 watts
- 2 ohms: 528 watts

**Dynamic headroom (re rated output)**
- 8 ohms: 2.0 dB
- 4 ohms: 2.6 dB

**Distortion at rated power**
- 0.01%

**Sensitivity (for 1-watt output)**
- 105 mV

Noise (re 1-watt output, A-weighted) -0.1 V

The top cover of the amplifier became very hot—enough to burn, but uncomfortable to touch for more than a couple of seconds. During our other tests it ran comfortably cool.

The Parasound HCA-1206 is certainly one of the most powerful and most versatile power amplifiers we have seen in its price range. For Home THX setups or a top-quality multiroom installation, it should be hard to beat (or match, for that matter). After we overcame our initial wariness about pushing the amplifier to its limits, we found it to be as rugged as it feels, looks, and weighs. Perhaps not "bulletproof," but certainly a far cry from some amplifiers we have tested that required kid-glove treatment to avoid self-destruction.

A final note: Parasound's manual for the HCA-1206 is quite specific in respect to do's and don'ts, and on using its operating versatility to best advantage. It is one of the few power amplifiers we have seen that is actually versatile enough to require such information, and it was reassuring to find it provided in a well-done owner's manual.

Obviously, an amplifier of the caliber of the Parasound HCA-1206 is going to do an absolutely first-class job in any home music installation. In this view, our amplifier is about as good as they come.
Definitive's Subwoofers Guarantee Ultimate Bass In Your Home!

Our extraordinary new PowerField™ 15 features a 185-watt RMS amp, fully adjustable electronic crossover and massive 15-inch driver for only $699.

"Showstoppers" — Stereo Review

When Definitive set out to build the world's finest sounding subwoofers, our goal was the perfect synergy of powerful, earth-shaking bass for home theater and a refined and expressive musicality.

First, we developed PowerField Technology for superior high-power coupling and unexcelled transient detail. Next, we engineered beautiful rock solid monocoque cabinets which house our high-power, high-current amplifiers, fully adjustable electronic crossovers and massive 15" or 18" drivers. The result is the absolute ultimate in subwoofer performance, awesome bass which thunders down below 15 Hz, yet retains complete musical accuracy for your total enjoyment.

Perfect for Your System

To ensure optimum performance in your home, the PowerFields have high and low level inputs and outputs, adjustable high pass, low pass and volume controls (plus phase controls for the PF 1500 and 1800) to guarantee perfect blending with any system and superior bass response in any room.

Own a Super Subwoofer

Three extraordinary Definitive powered subwoofers are now available: the PowerField 15 (185-watts RMS, 15-inch at $699), PowerField 1500 (250-watts RMS, 15-inch at $995) and PowerField 1800 (500-watts RMS, 18-inch at $1599). Hear them today!
TEST REPORTS

Technics SL-PD1000 CD Changer

JULIAN HIRSCH • HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

One of the most popular audio components these days is the five-disc CD carousel changer. At little or no more cost than a single-disc CD player, a carousel changer makes it possible to play music for hours without having to reload discs, and most changers have all the operating and programming features of a single-disc machine.

The Technics SL-PD1000, in addition to the conventional features of five-disc carousels, provides a number of unusual operating modes that, as a group, distinguish it from the others.

In its general appearance and operation, the SL-PD1000 is typical of carousel players. An open/close button on the front panel causes an almost full-width drawer to emerge from the lower part of the panel, revealing two disc-loading wells. The Disc Skip button rotates the carousel to allow up to five discs to be loaded, and a second touch on the open/close button closes the drawer smoothly and quietly.

The display window on the panel normally shows the number of the disc and track currently playing and can be switched via the remote to show the elapsed or remaining time on the track or disc. It also has a symbolic display of the loaded carousel positions, giving the user a clear picture of the player’s invisible interior.

The basic CD operating controls (stop, pause, play) are full-size buttons to the right of the display, with smaller buttons for fast search and track skipping. Above them is a row of small yellow illuminated buttons, numbered 1 through 5, that indicate the loaded disc positions (the one for the playing position glows green). The nearby Disc Skip button (not illuminated) rotates the carousel to place any disc in the playing position. Used in connection with the disc- and track-selection buttons, a Program Mode button allows up to thirty-two selections from the five loaded discs to be played in any order.

On the opposite side of the panel is a group of buttons that operate a number of additional programming features. ID Scan is a “music sampler” that is very convenient when you’re looking for a particular selection on a disc. Pressing the button rapidly moves the laser pickup to the approximate midpoint of each track and plays it for 10 seconds before going on to the next track. To play the current track from its beginning at any time, you merely push the play button.

One of the unusual features of the SL-PD1000 is called Memory Reserve. Normally, a CD changer goes silent for a few seconds when it changes discs. The interval before the
Definitive’s C/L/R 1000 Wins Center Channel of the Year Award

Our award-winning center channels and bipolar surround speakers will complete your dream home theater with sonic perfection!

World’s Finest Center Channel Speakers
Optimum home theater reproduction places heavy demands on the center speaker, the most important speaker because it handles 50% or more of the program material. It is no place to settle for second best.

Definitive’s award-winning C/L/R 1000, C1, and C1 jr. are the finest sounding shielded, low profile, high resolution center channel speakers available. (The C/L/R can also be used as a main left and right speaker.) They use superior state-of-the-art components and technology for extraordinary ultra-high definition, articulate clarity, high-power handling, tremendous dynamic range, superior depth retrieval, lifelike presence and wide, full-range frequency response.

BP1’s & 2’s Bipolar Advantage
Experts agree that Definitive’s bipolars provide an incredible, perfectly diffuse sound source which totally immerses you in the action.

BP1s and BP2s are unique, ultra-compact, high resolution bipolar (front and rear radiating) systems engineered for superior performance on the rear/side surround channels of the finest home theater systems. The use of BP1s and BP2s results in a much more lifelike, dramatic, all-enveloping listening experience than is possible with conventional speakers. Visit a Definitive dealer and hear the dramatic difference for yourself.

Definitive Technology®
11105 Valley Heights Drive • Baltimore, MD 21217
See our dealer list on page 54
(410) 363-7148

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD
new disc starts playing is punctuated only by the mechanical sounds of the changeover. When the Memory Reserve button on the SL-PD1000 is pressed, its digital audio data stream is passed through a 4-megabit digital memory, which can store several seconds of program, and playback is from the memory, not directly from the pickup. Therefore, when a change cycle begins, the last few seconds of music in the last selection on the current disc continue to play from memory, uninterrupted, while the discs are changed, effectively shortening the change time by about 3 seconds. Memory Reserve can also be used to shorten the intervals between selected tracks on the same disc.

A green LED next to the Memory Reserve switch indicates that it is active. During a change, the light blinks rapidly whenever you are hearing the delayed program. When Memory Reserve is used in conjunction with ID Scan, the result is called Parade Scan. The transition between scanned tracks takes place almost instantaneously, giving the effect of a nearly continuous flow of music (especially with a disc having a large number of brief selections, such as a sampler).

Technics recommends that the Memory Reserve switch be left on at all times since it has no deleterious effects on other playing modes. The only reason not to use it is when the player's digital output is required, since that feature is disabled by Memory Reserve.

The SL-PD1000's random-play mode can select tracks randomly from one disc or from all five. An interesting variation of random play is Spiral Play, which plays the first track of Disc 1, followed by the second track of Disc 2, the third track of Disc 3, and so on until all the tracks of all the discs have been played. There is also a useful Delete feature that can select up to thirty-two selections not to be played and store them in the player's memory, where the information remains as long as the player is plugged into a power source.

Other features include a repeat function that is effective on all the other programming modes; Auto Cue, which puts the player into a standby condition at the beginning of each track, ready to start when the play button is pushed; and Edit Guide, which automatically programs the player for tape dubbing in accordance with the length of the tape so that no tracks will be interrupted before they are completed (a 4-second silent interval is left between tracks).

The SL-PD1000 comes with a remote control that duplicates virtually every front-panel function, including power switching and programming, and adds some of its own, like the time-display control. The rear panel has analog phono-jack outputs and an optical digital output.

The performance specifications for the SL-PD1000 are typical of today's better CD players. Like other Technics CD players, it uses MASH 1-bit digital-to-analog (D/A) conversion to preserve signal linearity down to the lowest levels. Technics says that the changer's automatic digital servo system for the playback laser improves disc-tracking performance with eccentric, warped, or scratched CD's.

The SL-PD1000 proved to be better than average in tracking through gaps in a disc's information layer. Playing the Pierre Verany test CD, it showed only a slight tendency to mistrack through 2,400-micrometer interruptions in the recorded pattern (or even through two of them in rapid succession). The player is exceptionally resistant to physical impact in spite of its relatively light construction: we were unable to make it skip with the hardest palm or fist blows we dared to apply to its top or sides.

The SL-PD1000 was very quiet, even during change cycles, when many changers make surprisingly audible mechanical sounds. Track changes over most of a disc's surface were rapid, often under 3 seconds even without Memory Reserve, and nearly instantaneous in many cases when Memory Reserve was used. Disc changes typically took 8 or 9 seconds in the worst case (between disc positions 2 and 5 with Memory Reserve off).

In short, the Technics SL-PD1000 is an ideal changer to produce background or party music as well as nearly continuous playback of multiple-disc sets.
Adcom designed the GSP-560 to rival any surround sound system on the planet.
A new reason to be afraid of the dark.

Crunching footsteps behind you. Laser beams shooting over your head. Just a typical night at home with Adcom's new GSP-560 Surround Sound Processor/Amplifier. At Adcom's level of critically acclaimed performance it doesn't just produce surround sound. It creates effects that are out of this world.

The GSP-560 expands your two-channel audio system into a full five/six-channel home theater. Multiple surround modes, user selectable time delay and a full-featured remote give you the control and convenience to create a sonic experience that surpasses anything you've ever heard in a movie theater.

Award-winning technology takes you to the outer-limits.

The GSP-560 features a high-current 80 watt center channel amplifier and a pair of high-current 40 watt amplifiers for the rear channels. It will accurately drive the most demanding loudspeakers, even those with impedance ratings less than 2 ohms.

The GSP-560 gives you a choice of Dolby Pro Logic, Concert Hall, Nightclub, and Five-Channel Matrix.
e got a little away.

Surround yourself now at your Adcom dealer.

Preview the new GSP-560 at your authorized Adcom dealer today, but be careful, you might want to leave the lights on.

surround modes so you can select the listening environment that best suits your source and your mood. Selectable time delay lets you optimize the surround performance precisely for the acoustics of your room. Additional 5-Channel Stereo and Bypass modes assure optimum enjoyment of audio-only sources.

The GSP-560 Surround Sound Processor/Amplifier follows in the footsteps of other critically acclaimed Adcom components. Its award-winning, life-like sound captures the attention of audio/video lovers throughout the universe.
Cambridge SoundWorks Ensemble III Loudspeaker System

JULIAN HIRSCH • HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

The Ensemble III is a smaller version of Cambridge SoundWorks' earlier subwoofer/satellite speaker systems (still in the company's line), offering their basic qualities at a significantly lower price. The system consists of two satellite speakers, each small and light enough to hold in the palm of one hand, and a separate bass module that can be located almost anywhere (but preferably somewhere in the vicinity of the satellites).

The 11-pound bass module, constructed of medium-density fiberboard and finished in black vinyl, is considerably smaller and lighter than those in most three-piece systems. It contains a single 6½-inch long-exursion driver with a dual voice coil (each driven from one stereo channel), with the low frequencies being summed in the speaker itself. The driver is mounted in an inner chamber, which opens into a second chamber vented to the outside through a flared port. The bass module handles the frequency range below 140 Hz.

Each satellite contains a nominally 3½-inch cone midrange driver (the actual effective diameter appears to be closer to 2½ inches) and a ¾-inch dome tweeter protected by a perforated metal grille. The enclosure is made of ABS plastic laminated to a stiff, acoustically damped inner shell. As in the other Ensemble systems, each speaker module contains its own crossover components so that the modules can be connected in parallel in any order. The bass unit has two pairs of insulated spring connectors, and each satellite has a pair of recessed knurled-nut binding posts. Like other Cambridge SoundWorks speakers, the Ensemble III comes with 100 feet of 18-gauge speaker wire and a wire cutter/stripper plus complete directions.

We installed the Ensemble III satellites on 26-inch stands about 7 feet apart at the front of the room and 3 to 4 feet from the walls. The bass module was placed on the floor between them, close to the left speaker, with its port facing forward. The room response of the satellites alone, averaging their outputs measured at a position about 12 feet in front of the left speaker, was exceptionally free of irregularities due to boundary reflections and room resonances, with an overall variation of less than 3 dB from 150 Hz to 20 kHz. The output fell steeply below 150 Hz, to about –20 dB at 100 Hz.

A close-miked measurement of the satellite's cone driver indicated an extremely flat response, ±2 dB from 150 Hz to 1.4 kHz (and less than ±1 dB over most of that range). At higher frequencies this measurement is not valid, although the response irregularities were still quite moderate.

We made a separate response measurement at the port of the bass module. The curve was predictably double-humped because of the two coupled resonant cavities, with a ±3-dB variation from 43 to 180 Hz and falling off rapidly at lower frequencies.

A composite of the room response with the two close-miked measurements (all of which overlapped the adjacent curves for an octave or more) produced an impressively flat graph, within ±1.5 dB from about 50 Hz to 11 kHz and rising about 8 dB from 11 to 20 kHz. The rise was apparently due to a tweeter resonance at about 17 kHz. That was confirmed by our quasi-anechoic MLS response measurements at 1- and 2-meter distances.
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PURE SURPRISE.
which clearly showed a peak of about 12 dB at 17 kHz.

The satellites' horizontal dispersion at 45 degrees off-axis was good (fairly typical of a 3/4-inch tweeter), with a maximum of 18 ohms in the 4- to 5-kHz region before dropping to 10 ohms at 190 Hz. It rose to a broad maximum at 1 kHz, with a minimum of 2.8 ohms at 45 degrees off-axis was good (fairly typical of a 3/4-inch tweeter), with an output drop of 4 dB at 10 kHz, about 6 dB at 15 kHz, and 12 dB at 20 kHz. The MLS frequency response was within 5 dB overall from 500 Hz to 11 kHz except for a sharp dip of 10 dB at 4 kHz, which affected only the low end of the complete system.

The complete system's impedance remained below 8.5 ohms from 20 Hz to 1 kHz, with a minimum of 2.8 ohms at 190 Hz. It rose to a broad maximum of about 18 ohms in the 4- to 5-kHz region before dropping to 10 ohms at 20 kHz. Sensitivity, measured 1 meter from a satellite and on its axis, was 87 dB at 4.8 kHz, which affected only the baffle tube at 15 kHz, and 12 dB at 20 kHz.

The bass module's distortion at a 4-volt output drop of 4 dB at 10 kHz, about 6 dB at 15 kHz, and 12 dB at 20 kHz. The MLS frequency response was within 5 dB overall from 500 Hz to 11 kHz except for a sharp dip of 10 dB at 4 kHz, which affected only the low end of the complete system.

The satellites' horizontal dispersion at 45 degrees off-axis was good (fairly typical of a 3/4-inch tweeter), with a maximum of 18 ohms in the 4- to 5-kHz region before dropping to 10 ohms at 190 Hz. It rose to a broad maximum at 1 kHz, with a minimum of 2.8 ohms at 45 degrees off-axis was good (fairly typical of a 3/4-inch tweeter), with an output drop of 4 dB at 10 kHz, about 6 dB at 15 kHz, and 12 dB at 20 kHz. The MLS frequency response was within 5 dB overall from 500 Hz to 11 kHz except for a sharp dip of 10 dB at 4 kHz, which affected only the baffle tube at 15 kHz, and 12 dB at 20 kHz.

The bass module's distortion at a 4-volt output drop of 4 dB at 10 kHz, about 6 dB at 15 kHz, and 12 dB at 20 kHz. The MLS frequency response was within 5 dB overall from 500 Hz to 11 kHz except for a sharp dip of 10 dB at 4 kHz, which affected only the baffle tube at 15 kHz, and 12 dB at 20 kHz.

The bass module's distortion at a 4-volt output drop of 4 dB at 10 kHz, about 6 dB at 15 kHz, and 12 dB at 20 kHz. The MLS frequency response was within 5 dB overall from 500 Hz to 11 kHz except for a sharp dip of 10 dB at 4 kHz, which affected only the baffle tube at 15 kHz, and 12 dB at 20 kHz.

The bass module's distortion at a 4-volt output drop of 4 dB at 10 kHz, about 6 dB at 15 kHz, and 12 dB at 20 kHz. The MLS frequency response was within 5 dB overall from 500 Hz to 11 kHz except for a sharp dip of 10 dB at 4 kHz, which affected only the baffle tube at 15 kHz, and 12 dB at 20 kHz.

The bass module's distortion at a 4-volt output drop of 4 dB at 10 kHz, about 6 dB at 15 kHz, and 12 dB at 20 kHz. The MLS frequency response was within 5 dB overall from 500 Hz to 11 kHz except for a sharp dip of 10 dB at 4 kHz, which affected only the baffle tube at 15 kHz, and 12 dB at 20 kHz.

The bass module's distortion at a 4-volt output drop of 4 dB at 10 kHz, about 6 dB at 15 kHz, and 12 dB at 20 kHz. The MLS frequency response was within 5 dB overall from 500 Hz to 11 kHz except for a sharp dip of 10 dB at 4 kHz, which affected only the baffle tube at 15 kHz, and 12 dB at 20 kHz.

The bass module's distortion at a 4-volt output drop of 4 dB at 10 kHz, about 6 dB at 15 kHz, and 12 dB at 20 kHz. The MLS frequency response was within 5 dB overall from 500 Hz to 11 kHz except for a sharp dip of 10 dB at 4 kHz, which affected only the baffle tube at 15 kHz, and 12 dB at 20 kHz.

The bass module's distortion at a 4-volt output drop of 4 dB at 10 kHz, about 6 dB at 15 kHz, and 12 dB at 20 kHz. The MLS frequency response was within 5 dB overall from 500 Hz to 11 kHz except for a sharp dip of 10 dB at 4 kHz, which affected only the baffle tube at 15 kHz, and 12 dB at 20 kHz.
There are as many Home Theater Speaker Brands as there are Members of Congress.

Want to know about some Home Theater speakers that are worth listening to? Then put down this magazine and visit an MB QUART dealer at your earliest convenience.

You’ll see and hear why QUART Home Theater speakers are a breed apart. Our CTR CENTER CHANNEL, for example, achieves a higher level of dialog definition and localization by not conforming to popular dual driver designs. Our SUB TEN marries a 10" woofer with a 100W amplifier—yet is priced lower than other subwoofers that offer far less in terms of both sound and power. To stand up to the dynamic demands of surround sound, we created the rear channel POINT FIVE, with a special titanium dome tweeter and long excursion 6.5" woofer, and the QUART 250, with angled cabinets that mirror each other for proper mounting on opposite side walls. In-wall models are also in the MB QUART Home Theater lineup.

What it all comes down to is this–MB QUART Home Theater speakers are every bit as long on performance as they are on promise. Which is more than can be said for most congressmen.
WHY WE’RE INTRODUCING A TWO DOOR NEON.

(A.)
We ran out of doors.

(B.)
We forgot to put the other doors on.

(C.)
One door didn’t seem like enough, but three seemed like too many.

(D.)
Some people like two doors better than four doors.
Hi. Now, to go with our friendly, familiar Dodge Neon four-door, there's a Neon for people who like things in twos. The Neon Sport Coupe. With a really responsive 2.0 liter engine. Two airbags (driver and front passenger), standard. And, perhaps most obviously, two doors. Of course, we haven't lost our fondness for things in fours. You'll also get four valves per cylinder in the husky four-cylinder engine. Four-wheel anti-lock disc brakes. Four 14" aluminum wheels fitted with four all-season performance tires, attached rock-solidly to a four-wheel independent performance suspension.

The new Dodge Neon Sport Coupe. One more wonderful Neon, with two less doors, to choose from. At your friendly Dodge dealer.

Neon Sedan & Coupe

The New Dodge
1-800-4-A-Dodge
Always wear your seat belt.
HOME THEATER: GOING FOR SEPARATES

Installing a set of Marantz MA500 THX-approved single-channel power amplifiers ($299 each) is a Fosgate Model Four surround-sound processor ($1,300), which uses proprietary steering techniques for both Pro Logic decoding and multi-channel music enhancement.
Variety and flexibility are just two reasons to consider separate electronic components for an A/V system.

BY DANIEL KUMIN

Are separates dead? It's no secret that most of today's home theater systems are built around A/V receivers, those integrated marvels that squeeze a surround processor/decoder, a preamp, an AM/FM tuner, and several power amplifiers into one relatively small box. Yet the greatest variety, flexibility, and in some cases quality in surround-sound gear are still found among the ranks of separate components. And despite the immense popularity of A/V receivers, there are plenty of surround separates to choose from—far more than you might expect.

Surround-sound separates fall into three basic categories—the stand-alone processor, the A/V preamp (or preamp-processor), and the processor-amp. A stand-alone processor houses only the electronic wizardry needed to transform two-channel listening into a three-
THE FINER POINTS

Once you've decided which type of surround separate best suits your needs, there are still a number of options to consider. Pay attention to the variety and sophistication of any "extra" surround modes the component offers. Today, virtually all surround components (A/V receivers included) provide Dolby Pro Logic decoding for a five-speaker surround system. Most also include several additional surround modes fine-tuned for film/video or music programs.

Many processors have a "Matrix" mode, which adds surround-channel ambience to conventional two-channel reproduction, and a "Hall" setting, which adds delay and a touch of reverberation to the surround signal to simulate the acoustics of a concert hall. A useful setting for old movies and late-night TV shows is Mono, which simply mixes everything to the center-channel speaker and the subwoofer. (Pro Logic does this automatically with mono sources, but may be subject to more noise and occasional leakage into the unused main and surround speakers.)

A number of processors go further, providing DSP surround modes for both movies and music. Because the term "DSP" is a source of considerable confusion (with no relief from consumer advertising), it's important to distinguish between the three ways digital signal processing can be used in the surround-sound context. Most Dolby Surround decoders (the increasingly hard-to-find decoders for simple surround-channel extraction) employ the most basic sort of DSP: digital delay circuits to provide the 15 to 30 milliseconds of surround-channel delay required by Dolby. While that certainly qualifies as digital processing, it's probably not what most of us think of when we see DSP in an ad.

Next come those processors that perform some or all of their Pro Logic (and other) decoding and processing in the digital domain, including channel steering and dematrixing. This is essentially a pure engineering choice: In terms of real-world performance, a digital processor chip has no overwhelming advantage over a good analog one, and it typically costs more.

Finally, there are those processors that use DSP to open the door to "extra" surround modes, which can be quite elaborate. All-digital devices like Lexicon's CP-3 Plus and Yamaha's DSP-A780, to name but two, offer custom surround modes with elaborate ambience enhancement (achieved by manipulating early reflections, reverberation, and other ambience components). Such devices typically offer a bevy of user-adjustable parameters (like echo density and reverberation time) as well as a number of surround presets for music listening and for non-Dolby film and video sources; Lexicon even includes an innovative two-channel DSP mode to recreate a binaural listening experience over speakers instead of headphones.

The bottom line: Selecting a DSP-based surround-sound processor just because it is "digital" is not really a good idea. Evaluate the features and performance first, then worry about the technology. —D.K.
want to go the separates route? The most common reason is to preserve a perfectly good two-channel system. There's no rule that says you have to mothball your current speakers and components to embark on the home theater quest. In fact, the easiest and most economical way to bring surround sound to a conventional receiver-based stereo system is to add a processor-amp and three more speakers, one to handle center-channel information (which includes most dialogue in movie soundtracks) and two for the surround-channel information (mostly sound effects and ambience).

A basic processor-amp such as Onkyo's ES-600PRO ($410) will provide several surround options, including Dolby Pro Logic, and adequate power to drive three extra speakers (the ES-600PRO delivers 50 watts to the center and 20 watts to each surround). A more powerful add-on processor-amp like Adcom's GSP-560 ($600), which delivers 80 watts to the center speaker and 40 watts to each surround, may be worth considering if you think you might upgrade to higher-power separates in the future. Processor-amps are also available from AudioSource, Carver, JVC, Kenwood, Yamaha, and others. Prices range from $200 to $700.

If you already own a collection of high-performance separate audio components, there are a few more surround-upgrade options to explore. While an add-on processor-amp will

Kenwood's KC-X1 Home THX tuner/preamp (top left, $1,199) offers full THX Pro Logic processing and a digital AM/FM tuner with forty station presets. Its companion, the 600-watt Kenwood KM-X1 six-channel power amplifier ($1,099), is also THX-certified.

The Yamaha DSP-A780 five-channel A/V integrated amplifier ($899) incorporates sixteen digital sound-field processing functions, including twelve for video-oriented listening and four for music enhancement, as well as handy on-screen menu operation.

Dealers can retrofit Lexicon's classic CP-3, a stand-alone THX/Pro Logic decoder and ambience processor, to CP-3 Plus ($3,200) status with a new program chip for $250. Enhancements include some left-right steering of the normally "monophonic" surround outputs.
If you find yourself traveling the stand-alone processor or A/V preamp route to home theater, one thing’s for sure: You’re going to need some extra power. Even if you plan the most basic Dolby Pro Logic setup (and assuming you already own a good two-channel amplifier to power the front left and right speakers), you’ll need to drive a center speaker and two surround speakers. The simplest solution is to drive the surrounds in parallel from one amp channel, which is perfectly fine since the surround channel of Dolby Surround-encoded soundtracks is mono anyway.

But if your new surround processor has some of those “extra” surround modes, including Home THX and most DSP music settings, and you want to put them to work, you’ll need extra discrete channels of amplification to produce the intended effect: center and “decorrelated” surround channels for Home THX, center and two separate surround channels in the case of some DSP-enhanced music modes. And chances are that you’re going to want a subwoofer to squeeze every last bit of excitement out of those blockbuster movie soundtracks like The Abyss, which means at least six dedicated amp channels.

While there’s no magic formula for determining how much power to use for the extra channels you’re adding to your system, it’s safe to say that the center speaker should receive about the same wattage as your main left and right speakers. For the surround speakers, you may be able to get away with about 25 percent as much power—unless the room is particularly big or the speakers particularly inefficient, in which case you’ll need to bump it up substantially. And for a subwoofer you’ll want at least as much power as for the front channels.

Before you run out and buy two or three two-channel amplifiers to satisfy the power requirements of your new surround system, be sure to check out the new breed of four-, five-, and six-channel power amplifiers designed for flexibility. NAD’s Model 906, for example, is rated to deliver 30 watts into each of six channels, but any pair of its channels can be bridged to deliver 90 watts in a three-, four-, or five-channel configuration. Multichannel A/V amps from Acurus, B&K, Carver, Rotel, ADS, Forte, Parasound, and others provide similar flexibility.

If you’re starting from scratch, of course, a five- or six-channel amp can provide all the power you need for an entire home theater system. Carver’s AV-405, for instance, provides a one-box solution for a five-channel system with 100 watts each for three channels and 50 watts each for another two.

But if you go with a stand-alone processor, you’ll also need an outboard power amplifier or two to drive those new home theater speakers (see “Powering Up” at left). But that can be an advantage because it enables you to apportion power to meet specific system requirements (you have an oversize room and need a beefy surround-channel amplifier, for example) rather than being locked into the power supplied by a processor-amp. It also gives you an excuse to upgrade an aging power amplifier. You can relegate the old amp to surround-channel duty and use the shiny new one to drive the main front channels. Other companies offering stand-alone processors include Rotel, Harman Kardon, and Pioneer. Prices range from $400 to $1,000.

The THX Connection

THX-style home theater is yet another reason to consider the full-separates route. Although integrated components bearing the Home THX logo are beginning to appear on store shelves, including A/V receivers from Onkyo and Technics, nearly all Home THX-certified surround “controllers” (decoder/processors) are stand-alone components. In addition to a THX mode (which implements specific technical refinements devised by Lucasfilm to squeeze as much realism as possible out of a Dolby Surround-encoded soundtrack), THX-equipped processors typically provide very high performance and flexibility in both Dolby Pro Logic mode and non-Dolby video and music modes. They also tend to carry steep prices, typically in the $1,500 to $4,000 range.

One of the most sophisticated stand-alone Home THX processors is Lexicon’s $3,200 CP-3 Plus, featuring a number of highly configurable digital surround modes for both movies and music. The $4,200 PAV in Madrigal’s Proceed line also provides considerable surround processing power—it even has a connector for an outboard discrete-channel digital decoder when one becomes available.

Many high-end stand-alone surround processors, including those mentioned above, actually straddle the...
“Highest Performance...lowest profile.”

POLK AUDIO’S HIGH PERFORMANCE CENTER CHANNEL SPEAKERS

“Some say that the center channel and the front stereo speakers must be identical. And they’re right—to a point. You need high performance but not a monolith perched on your TV. Four years ago, our CS100, America’s first dedicated center channel speaker, proved that technology could give you what you wanted—high performance in a versatile, unobtrusive package. Thanks to our newest technology, Dynamic Balance, the second generation of the CS Series now gives you the highest performance...lowest profile.”

Matthew Polk

Since all on-screen action, not just dialog, is reproduced by the center speaker, its performance is critical. Dynamic Balance enables us to create small driver components that deliver the sound quality usually associated with much larger drivers. And because there’s no sonic coloration, our center speakers will blend seamlessly with your other speakers so voices and sound effects will pass from speaker to speaker without changing timbre or pitch.

The uniquely angled, low profile cabinets and superior magnetic-shielding give our center channel speakers the versatility to fit anywhere you want them without fear of picture distortion. Select from the CS350, CS250 or CS200 for the right speaker to fit your system and your budget.

For more information on the Polk center channel speakers or any Polk home theater speaker, call 1-800-377-POLK or dial our toll-free dealer locator to find your nearest authorized Polk dealer. An audition will show you that Polk delivers on “highest performance...lowest profile.”
With Cinema DSP, you’ll be amazed

Bats screech overhead. Wolves howl in the distance. And footsteps crunch across your living room floor. No, it's not your imagination. You're hearing sounds placed around the room, just as the director intended.

All courtesy of Yamaha Cinema DSP. The home theater technology that gives dialogue more definition. Music, more dimension. And sound effects, more graphic detail.

Only Yamaha Cinema DSP creates phantom speakers that fully replicate the experience you get in multi-speaker movie theaters. It sounds so real, in fact, you'll swear you hear sounds in places you don't even have speakers.

As you might imagine, a breakthrough like this is no small feat. It's accomplished by multiplying the effects of Digital Sound Field Processing and Dolby Pro Logic.

Digital Sound Field Processing is Yamaha's unique technology that electronically recreates some of the finest performance spaces in the world.
at what comes out of the woodwork.

And Dolby Pro Logic is the technology responsible for placing sound around the room, matching the dialogue and sound effects with the action on the screen.

Together, these two technologies allow Yamaha to offer a complete line of home theater components that outperform other comparatively priced products on the market.

Stop by your local Yamaha dealer for what could be a very eerie demonstration. Maybe we can't talk you into a system, but that doesn't mean we can't scare you into one.

For the sales location nearest you, call 1-800-4YAMAHA.
Many high-end processors can function as full A/V preamps, handling audio and video switching.

AudioSource’s SS Five add-on surround-sound processor ($350) uses a highly regarded Dolby Pro Logic decoding chip from Analog Devices. It has a subwoofer line output and three 24-watt amplifiers for driving the center and surround speakers.

The HC-808 surround-sound processor from Counterpoint ($1,295) also uses an Analog Devices Dolby Pro Logic decoding chip along with other high-quality passive circuit components. It features a pair of stereo subwoofer outputs.

Carver’s CT-27V A/V preamp ($850), shown atop a Carver AV-405 five-channel power amplifier ($750), handles seven audio inputs and four video inputs.

line between preamp-processor and outboard component. They can function as full-system A/V preamplifiers, handling both audio and video source selection and signal routing, or they can be patched into an existing system between preamp and power amps or in a tape or processor loop. While the last approach can create a somewhat complex arrangement, it lets you return the system to its "pure" stereo condition simply by disengaging the tape-monitor or processor switch.

Speaking of A/V preamplifiers, they represent an attractive option whether you’re adding surround capability to a separates-oriented audio system or assembling an A/V separates system from scratch. In addition to providing A/V switching and surround processing for both movies and music, a state-of-the-art A/V preamp is likely to deliver substantial gains in convenience, flexibility, and overall performance compared with a conventional stereo preamp. True A/V preamps (those with onboard surround processing) are available from Sony, Denon, Carver, Soundstream, NAD, McIntosh, and others. Prices usually range between $700 and $1,200, although a few models cost upwards of $2,500.

If you want to bring AM/FM radio into the fold, A/V tuner/preamps are available from Adcom, McIntosh, Carver, Kenwood, Marantz, and others at prices ranging from $600 to more than $3,000. The Kenwood KC-X1 ($1,000), McIntosh MX120 ($4,025), and Marantz AV-600THX ($1,200) take things to the next level by incorporating Home THX circuitry. (Continued, page 78)
"For Movie Sound we know of NO Comparably Priced System that beats it."

- VIDEO MAGAZINE, January, 1994

"Deep bass without the aid of big, expensive amplifiers. Sounds panned from side to side as smoothly as their corresponding images flew across the screen."

- SOUND & IMAGE, Summer, 1993

"We quickly discovered what a difference the right sound system can make! The subwoofers added tremendous excitement to the movie watching experience."

- POPULAR ELECTRONICS, January, 1993

"Cerwin-Vega produces a powerful and taut sound. The impact can be especially felt in the midrange, which will pound you with rotor blade sweeps from Apocalypse Now."

- SATELLITE ORBIT, June, 1993

© 1994 Cerwin-Vega, Inc. Sensurround® is a registered trademark of MCA Systems, Inc. "as more information or a full color brochure, please write to us at Cerwin-Vega, 553 East First St., Van Nuys, CA 91405, or call 805/754-4832"

The Adcom GSP-560 surround-sound processor/amplifier ($600) combines Dolby Pro Logic decoding with the three additional amplifier channels (center and surround) that you need to change a traditional stereo system into a home theater.

Madrigal's handsome Proceed PAV A/V preamplifier ($4,200), with Home THX processing as well as Dolby Pro Logic decoding, provides switching for as many as ten different sources and multizone outputs. On-screen menus simplify operation.

Marantz's AV-600THX A/V tuner/preamp ($1,200) features full Home THX processing circuitry, Dolby Pro Logic decoding using a digital delay line, and a thirty-station memory in its AM/FM section.

Looking Ahead

Finally, another argument in favor of the separates approach to surround sound is adaptability to future formats—like the all-digital "5.1-channel" Dolby Surround Digital (DSD) system now used in a number of motion-picture soundtracks. The DSD system provides six discrete audio channels, including a bass-only one for a subwoofer (hence the ".1"). Dolby Surround Digital has already been chosen for the U.S. HDTV system and will probably be incorporated into laserdiscs next year. A/V receivers and amplifiers that do not provide a separate line-level preamp-out/main-in loop for the left, center, right, and each surround speaker—currently the majority—will not work with a discrete-channel surround system. A separates system, on the other hand, could be upgraded by simply replacing the surround processor (or modifying it, as in the case of Madrigal's Proceed PAV), thereby protecting your investment in power amplifiers as well as basic preamp and tuner components.

That's not to say A/V receivers are a bad investment. On the contrary, they remain perhaps the best value in the history of audio. And at least one A/V receiver (Onkyo's THX-equipped TX-SV919THX) already has a special connector for an outboard discrete-channel digital decoder, which some believe could be available as early as next year. So, you see, even in this age of home theater, separate components are alive and well.
Not just big, but full, rich, and incredibly lifelike. You literally have to hear the Bose® Wave® radio to believe it. The secret of its extraordinary sound is the patented acoustic waveguide speaker. It amplifies and enriches, producing natural, lifelike sound from a radio small enough to fit anywhere.

The Wave® radio is designed for convenience as well as great sound. There's a handy remote control, pre-set buttons for your favorite stations, and many other features. You can even connect it to a portable CD or cassette player to enjoy your favorite music.

Don't look for the Wave® radio in stores; it's available directly from Bose. Simply call the toll-free number or send the coupon below to receive a complete information kit or to try out the Wave® radio in your home for fourteen days, satisfaction guaranteed. Otherwise, just return it for a full refund of the purchase price.

Only Bose offers all this advanced technology for just $349. Call 1-800-845-BOSE, ext. RP165, or send the coupon today. And learn all about a small wonder.

Call 1-800-845-BOSE, ext. RP165.
If you walked into the Sounding Board in Ridgewood, New Jersey, looking to spend about $5,000 on a no-frills audiophile-quality music system with home theater potential, manager Scott Burghart would recommend this simple yet elegant setup: an Arcam Alpha 5 CD player and Delta 110S preamplifier, a Bryston Model 3B NRB high-current power amplifier, and a pair of Magnepan’s new Magneplanar MG 2.7/QR dipole speakers. Besides being able to reproduce all kinds of music faithfully, Burghart says, the lineup sets the stage for an excellent home theater system.

“It’s the sound, not the video, that creates emotional impact,” he explains, adding that the trademark open sound of the Magneplanars gives realism to both music and movies. Each speaker combines planar-magnetic bass and midrange elements with a quasi-ribbon tweeter in a 6-foot-tall panel that’s 22 inches wide and only 1½ inches deep. The Maggies can present difficult impedance loads, but the Bryston amp is rated to deliver 200 watts per channel into 4 ohms, Burghart notes, and it’s covered by an extraordinary twenty-year warranty.

For control, he likes the versatility of Arcam’s Delta 110S preamp, which has four line-level inputs, a switchable moving-magnet/moving-coil phono input, two tape outputs, and a full-function remote control. For an extra $500, the 110S can be converted into a digital preamp (the Delta 100, shown in photo) by installing an 18-bit digital-to-analog (D/A) converter board.

Completing the system is Arcam’s Alpha 5 CD player, which Burghart says appeals even to “audiophile snobs who still prefer LP’s.” The player has an uncluttered front panel with a defeatable display, three search speeds, twenty-track programming, and a remote control. The final price for the music ensemble: $5,394 plus tax.

Burghart’s proposed home theater expansion can be implemented in two steps and assumes that the proud owner of the new audio system already has a decent TV and a hi-fi VCR. The first step of the expansion requires an investment of $2,398 and calls for adding surround and center-channel speakers, a second amplifier to power them, and a surround-sound processor.

To match the brawn of the Bryston amplifier, Burghart recommends Adcom’s “cost-effective” GFA-2535 four-channel amplifier, which is rated to deliver 60 watts per channel into 8 ohms. The plan is to bridge two of its channels, sending 200 watts to the center speaker, and use the remaining two channels to power the surrounds.

For surround speakers, Burghart chooses a pair of British-made two-way Ruark Swordsmen Plus II’s for their musical accuracy and attractive appearance. “There’s more sound coming out of the surround speakers than people realize,” he says, “and the Ruarks are able to handle surround-channel information without distorting.” What’s more, the 1½-inch-tall speakers are available in walnut, mahogany, or black-ash veneer to match the room decor.

Center-channel chores would be handled by Mirage’s two-way MC-si. Designed for placement above or below a TV, the 19-inch-wide speaker is magnetically shielded and rated down to 45 Hz. More important, Burghart says, it has a “tone” switch on its back panel to help bring its tonal quality in line with that of the Magneplanars.

The final addition in this step is Fosgate Audionics’ Model Five surround-sound processor, featuring five surround modes including Dolby Pro Logic. “There’s accurate spatial placement with the Fosgate,” Burghart says. “It gives you a good sense of what the engineers were trying to do when they recorded the soundtrack.”

A home theater with this much clout just wouldn’t be complete without good low bass, which is why Step 3 adds Energy’s “highly reliable” AS-180 powered subwoofer. Rated down to 25 Hz, this workhorse boasts a 12-inch driver, an adjustable two-way crossover, and a built-in amplifier rated to deliver 180 watts continuous or 720 watts peak! The subwoofer also sports a video setting that engages a 45-Hz boost, which adds “more oomph” to movie soundtracks, Burghart says.

Finally, to achieve the best audio and video quality possible, Burghart recommends Denon’s LA-3500 combo-player for laserdiscs and CD’s. In addition to an “excellent audio section,” the $2,000 player uses digital processing for luminance/chrominance separation, time-base correction, and field-noise reduction, all translating into crisp, sharp video images.

In the end, Burghart’s total package is far from cheap at $10,492, but in return he promises a no-compromise home theater. “My customers spend a lot of time and money putting together superb-sounding stereo systems,” Burghart says, “so when they add home theater we’re looking for a balanced system that delivers great spatial imaging and dynamic sound effects. This system is awesome.”

—Rebecca Day
INTRODUCING POLK'S NEW RM7000 HIGH PERFORMANCE HOME THEATER SYSTEM

“As thrilling as home theater is, it’s impossible to get excited about the pile of home theater speakers that engulf your TV. I didn’t think you should have to sacrifice the look of your home to home theater. So I created a high performance system that gives you what you really want... big speaker sound without the big speaker.” Matthew Polk

Wait till you hear the RM7000 system. You’ll be astonished. Its true-to-life sound results from the same groundbreaking technology, Dynamic Balance®, used to create our acclaimed flagship speaker, the LS90. Yet the RM satellites are so small, they fit into your palm. Most importantly, so small they disappear into your room.

The powered subwoofer, with our newest technology, high velocity compression drive, guarantees you powerful bass in a size that will fit into your furniture. In fact, with the RM7000 we’ve miniaturized everything but that big, room-filling Polk sound.

For more information on the RM7000 and other Polk home theater speakers, call 1-800-377-POLK or dial our toll-free dealer locator to find your nearest authorized Polk dealer. Stop in and tell them that you want the big speaker sound without the big speaker.
DBS—Direct Broadcast Satellite—could change the way you watch TV (and listen to music).

Until very recently, satellite TV in this country meant a big dish—7 to 10 feet or more wide—and a fairly big budget. But that situation began to change, dramatically, last December with the launch of the first high-power communications satellite designed specifically for small-dish reception in the continental United States. By the end of this year, it and a recently launched companion satellite will be providing coast-to-coast DBS (Direct Broadcast Satellite) coverage with as many as 170 channels of high-quality digital television, including most major cable channels, special-interest programming, and pay-per-view sports and movies. There will even be an audio-only digital music service.

The satellites were built by GM Hughes Electronics, which will supply the bulk of the programming through its DirecTV division. The other programmer is USSB, a subsidiary of Hubbard Broadcasting. Thomson Consumer Electronics developed the digital compression technology used in the system, dubbed DSS (for Digital Satellite System), and is the initial producer of the reception equipment—dishes and receivers—which it is selling under its RCA brand.

BY RICHARD R. PETERSON AND MICHAEL RIGGS
The Technology

The heart of DSS is a digital data compression system based on the MPEG (Motion Picture Experts Group) standard. Signals not already in digital form when they reach an uplink facility, which feeds programming to the satellites for relay back to earth, are first converted from analog to digital. Although these digital signals could be transmitted as is, efficiency would be poor and the number of channels the satellites could support would be much smaller. MPEG intelligently reduces the amount of data in each signal according to psychovisual and psychoacoustic principles. For audio signals, the principle is masking: A low-level component can be discarded without altering the sound if it is near enough in frequency to a higher-level sound. Such masking, or drowning out, of one sound by another is the same phenomenon that is used to reduce data-storage requirements in MiniDisc and DCC (DCC, in fact, uses a version of MPEG coding called PASC).

For video signals, the principle is redundancy: If portions of the picture don’t change from one frame to the next, there’s no need to send new data for those areas until they do change. That may sound like an obvious and easy strategy, but it is not a simple thing to pull off without visible artifacts, particularly in scenes containing relatively small, fast-moving objects. Consequently, the amount of video compression that can be applied depends on the characteristics of the program. Sports, such as basketball, tend to be the most difficult and thus require the highest data rates for good performance. Movies, which have a lower frame rate than video, and relatively static programs, such as soap operas, can usually get by with lower data rates. Juggling data rates and programming to achieve maximum channel capacity without sacrificing picture quality may be one of the hardest jobs facing DirecTV and USSB.

At present, both audio and video are being subjected to MPEG-1 compression, but it is expected that by the end of the year video processing will be moved over to MPEG-2, enabling full channel utilization. Apart from the increase in available programming, the change will not be obvious to users, since the receiving equipment is already compatible with MPEG-2. The satellite signals delivered by DSS are capable of rivaling laserdiscs in video quality and CD’s in sound, though it remains to be seen how consistently such performance will be maintained in the face of the temptation to increase programming capacity at the expense of data rate. Fortunately, the encoding can be improved over time without requiring changes to the receivers in users’ homes, enabling some increase in quality, channel capacity, or both.

Signals originate from two entirely new, state-of-the-art, all-digital facilities. The USSB uplink site is close to Hubbard Broadcasting’s headquarters in St. Paul, Minnesota. DirecTV claims that its Castle Rock, Colorado, broadcast center is the most sophisticated ever built, capable of transmitting 216 channels simultaneously.

The satellites themselves are two-ton behemoths, each with sixteen 120-watt transponders that operate in what is known as the Ku-band (around 12 GHz). Each transponder is capable of transmitting 23 megabits per second of usable information. That works out to four to eight channels per transponder after compression. The satellites are in geosynchronous orbit at 101°W longitude, which is considered the most desirable of the positions available for DBS use in this country.

The Programming

So what is all this fancy hardware being used for? The combined DirecTV/USSB programming breakdown goes something like this: thirty channels devoted to major cable services (HBO, USA, CNN, and the like), thirty channels of sports, thirty channels of special-interest programming, and fifty channels of pay-per-view (PPV) movies. In addition, DirecTV is providing Music Choice, a thirty-channel all-music service from Digital Cable Radio (DCR). The DirecTV and USSB lineups are complementary rather than competitive, and it seems likely that most users will subscribe to both. USSB is even planning some completely advertiser-supported channels that will be free to anyone who has the DSS receiving equipment.

Programming is sold primarily in packages of services at monthly rates competitive with those for cable TV. But some services will be available individually, and there will be quite a bit of pay-per-view programming, of sports and other special events as well as movies. These can be ordered using an on-screen program guide and the system’s remote control. DirecTV says it will start showings of some hit movies at 30-minute intervals, making it easy for you to fit viewing to your schedule rather than the other way around. DirecTV is pricing pay-per-view movies at $2.99 each. DSS’s large channel capacity also offers great opportunity for programming targeted at specific groups of people. Already DirecTV is offering TV Asia, which carries Asian programming from the Indian subcontinent, and the Physicians Television Network (PTN), which carries medical information and educational programming.

To navigate that sea of programming, DSS provides a menu-driven
guide that enables the user to scan through program listings or to select listings based on categories, such as movies or sports. Once into such a category, you can select from submenus, such as football, golf, or whatever, until you’ve honed in on exactly the kind of programs you’re looking for. Then you can select the one you want by pointing and clicking with the remote. The system also enables you to set password-protected spending and rating limits and to lock out specific channels.

One category not normally available on the system is major broadcast-network programming (CBS, NBC, and so forth). DirecTV does offer a package of network stations, but only to users who are outside the reception areas of network affiliates. Otherwise, you’re going to need an antenna or cable to pick up your local network stations, as well as any local independents you want to watch. The DSS receiver enables easy switching between local and satellite channels from the remote control.

The Equipment
Picking up DSS programming requires an 18-inch dish installed with an unobstructed line of sight to the satellites and a set-top receiver that selects and decodes signals from the antenna and sends them to your television. For the first eighteen months or one million units, whichever comes first, Thomson (RCA) has the exclusive right to sell DSS reception equipment. For six months after that, Thomson will share exclusivity with Sony, the second licensee, and after that other manufacturers will be allowed to enter the market.

Thomson is selling three packages: the RCA DS1120RW basic DSS system ($699), the DS2430RW luxury system ($899), and the DRD102RW receiver ($649), which can be used in conjunction with the deluxe system to connect a second TV set to the dish. The basic system includes a dish, a receiver, and a remote control. On the receiver are S-video, composite-video, stereo audio, and RF output connectors, satellite and regular antenna inputs, and a wideband data port for pass-through of HDTV signals. The deluxe system increases the number of outputs on the dish to two, in order to facilitate multiple TV hookups, adds to the receiver a second composite-video output, a second set of audio outputs, and a low-speed data port (for nonvideo information), and includes a universal remote control. The DRD102RW receiver is the same one included in the basic system. The prices for the DSS receiving equipment may seem steep at first glance, but there’s quite a bit of cutting-edge technology packed into those boxes. And some dealers are offering financing plans that result in total monthly payments for both hardware and programming that are not out of line with what one might expect to pay for cable TV service, for example—as low as $20 or $30 a month.

Although Thomson recommends professional installation for most people, the equipment is designed to be simple to install, and kits and accessories are available to ease the process. Correct angle of elevation for the dish can be determined automatically from your zip code, and the dish emits an audible signal-strength tone to help you get it aimed perfectly.

The Future
As sales increase and more manufacturers enter the DSS market, prices for the reception equipment are likely to fall. One might also expect to see receivers built into TV sets once the market gets large enough. Thomson has said it will introduce such products when it thinks the time is right.

One of the most exciting aspects of DSS is its flexibility. It is not limited to standard NTSC television. Right now, it would be possible to send widescreen programs compatible with existing 16:9 aspect-ratio sets, and that seems very likely to happen. When HDTV is ready, it will probably come first via satellite. Indeed, given the apparent reluctance of broadcasters to embrace HDTV, DSS and services like it could be the primary source of HDTV programming for quite some time after it’s introduced.

Richard R. Peterson is president of The DBS Connection, Maplewood, MN.
Some fourteen years ago, Carver developed something called a "Magnetic Field" amplifier, a revolutionary change from conventional power-amplifier design. It was small (a cube less than 7 inches on a side), weighed only a few pounds, delivered 200 watts per channel into 8-ohm loads, and sold for $349. Over the years, other Carver amplifiers have employed the same principles, some of which were adopted in various forms by other manufacturers.

Basically, the Carver Magnetic Field amplifier had a signal-sensing power supply that rapidly increased the supply voltage to the amplifier circuits to accommodate signal peaks exceeding normal listening requirements. The design enabled a relatively low-power amplifier (and power supply) to handle high-level program peaks without distortion. Only a couple of steps of voltage increase were practical at the time of the original Carver M-400 amp, but they were sufficient for it and its successors to provide the essential performance of a heavy, expensive power amplifier in a much more economical fashion.

Over the years technology has advanced, especially in digital circuits and devices, and Carver Research (a division of Carver Corporation) has been working for some time on a vastly improved amplifier carrying the basic concept of the original Magnetic Field amps to its ultimate potential. The Carver Research Lightstar Reference amplifier, as the first commercial product using the new technology is called, invites (actually, demands) superlatives. It is very large and heavy, and correspondingly expensive, with a list price of $3,500. It is also probably the first true voltage-source amplifier to reach the hi-fi market, certainly the first one I have seen or heard of. I suspect it will not be the last.

The Lightstar develops most of the required output voltage in its power supply,
HAS CARVER
CREATED THE
FIRST TRUE
“AMP FOR ALL
SPEAKERS”?
which is built around what the company calls a Digital Transformer, and the role of the output devices is merely to funnel the necessary current to the load. Although the power-supply (signal) voltage can be as high as ±170 volts, the output stage uses only two devices, operating in Class A, and the amplifier has no global negative feedback or conventional gain stages in its signal path.

There are many other distinct differences between the Lightstar and ordinary amplifiers, some of which are explained more fully in "The Lightstar Advantage" (box). And for those seeking an in-depth exposition, Carver Research has a white paper on the design of this remarkable amplifier.

Basically, the most unusual operating feature of the Lightstar is that it is a virtually ideal voltage source with enormous power capabilities. The manufacturer's specifications tell the story. The Lightstar is rated to deliver 300 watts into 8 ohms, 600 watts into 4 ohms, and 1,200 watts into 2 ohms, from 10 Hz to 20 kHz, with less than 0.2 percent total harmonic distortion (THD). It can also safely drive even lower load impedances (down to 1 ohm or less), although its performance is not rated or specified below 2 ohms.

The Lightstar's physical appearance is as novel as its electrical characteristics. All black, it is made of thick (5/8-inch) aluminum and measures 19 inches wide, 7 inches high, and 17 3/4 inches deep. It weighs 72 pounds. The sculptured front panel has two illuminated level meters and an oval touchplate standby on/off switch. The amplifier remains on in standby mode, but with reduced power consumption.

The Lightstar is actually a dual-mono amplifier. Not only are the two channels entirely separate from each other, both physically and electrically, but they even have separate heavy-duty line cords and circuit-breaker/power switches on the rear panel. Equipped with sturdy handles, the rear panel also has conventional single-ended signal inputs, via gold-plated phono jacks, and balanced inputs with gold-plated Cannon-type connectors. A small toggle switch near each input section switches it from standard-gain mode to high gain for use when the amplifier is being driven directly from a CD player or "passive preamplifier."

The speaker connectors are gold-plated binding posts usable with single or dual banana plugs, lugs, or stripped wire. There are two pairs of outputs for each channel, providing added versatility when driving a multiple-speaker array or when biwiring speakers.

The Lightstar is protected against shorted outputs by a muting circuit, which operates when it is driven hard into an impedance of 0.5 ohm or less. The magnetic circuit breakers in the power-cord inputs are each designed to trip if the power consumption in that channel substantially exceeds its rated maximum value of 1,440 watts. The two channels together can draw between 2,000 and 3,000 watts in full-power operation, so the power cords should be plugged into outlets with a suitable rating—and never through an extension cord! Since the Lightstar's Digital Transformer has the potential to generate radio-frequency interference (RFI), the amplifier is tightly shielded by its cabinet and has RFI filters in its line and speaker circuits.

Because the Lightstar can consume so much line current, we drove only one channel at a time for high-power tests (both channels were driven for certain low-level measurements). The amplifier easily met its specifications, impressive as they are. Frequency response was better than ±0.1 dB from 20 Hz to 10 kHz, rising to +0.4 dB at 20 kHz. A wide-range measurement from 10 Hz to 200 kHz (the limits of our Audio Precision System One test equipment) showed a response of +0.4, −0.2 dB from 10 Hz to 20 kHz; the response dipped to −1.1 dB at 60 kHz, rising again to +1.5 dB at 130 kHz before falling to below −2 dB at 200 kHz. These small (and insignificant) variations may have been due to the RFI filtering or to special aspects of the power supply.

Power output was, to put it mildly, prodigious (see "Measurements"). As would be expected from an ideal voltage source, the Lightstar's dynamic power output was virtually identical to its steady-state clipping-level power. I suspect that they were actually the same, but the dynamic measurement (reading the display from an oscilloscope and calculating the power) is inherently less accurate than a metered steady-state measurement.

The Lightstar's cabinet became extremely hot during the high-power tests. The top and side surfaces were too hot to touch for more than a second or two, although the front panel remained comfortable to the touch. After all, the top, bottom, and sides of the Lightstar are, in effect, the heat...
WHERE DOES THE TWEETER OF A HIGH FIDELITY LOUDSPEAKER BELONG?

Q - SERIES

This question may confuse those who believe that the measure of a loudspeaker is the number of its drivers. It will also elude those who have never bothered to question conventional driver placement, which always separates the woofer from the tweeter.

In fact, the most acoustically correct location for the tweeter is precisely at the center of the woofer. This strategic placement creates a single sound source, allowing high and low frequencies to reach your ears at the proper time, regardless of where the speakers are placed or where you are sitting. (No wonder KEF's patented Uni-Q® is the technology of choice for advanced Home Theater applications.)

Perhaps the greatest benefit of the KEF Q Series speakers is that they sound as good in your home as they do in the showroom.
High-fidelity audio amplifiers are normally designed to approximate what is known as a constant-voltage amplifier. The idea is that for any given input voltage, the amplifier should deliver a certain output voltage determined by its gain, regardless of the load it is driving. Practical amplifiers have never achieved that ideal, however, and most fall well short of it because of the severe demands placed on conventional output stages and power supplies when driving low-impedance or highly reactive loudspeakers.

In a conventional amplifier, the power supply is “dumb.” It sits there collecting current from the power line like a tank collecting water from a pipe. The output transistors are like nozzles at the end of a hose attached to the tank. There is a more or less constant pressure from the water backed up in the tank that forces water out of the nozzle when it is opened up. Similarly, as an output transistor switches on in response to the signal voltage, it allows current to flow out of the power supply in proportion to the power-supply voltage and the impedance presented by the speaker (the lower the impedance, the more current is delivered). At any level short of maximum output, the output transistors are actually working to keep the power supply from delivering as much current to the speakers as it would like to. This relationship between voltage, current, and impedance holds up until the impedance becomes so low that the power supply can no longer maintain full voltage or the amount of current flowing through the transistors exceeds their safe-operating limit. So instead of the amplifier’s maximum continuous power doubling every time the impedance of the load is halved, as would happen if it were a perfect voltage source, the power usually increases at only about half that rate until some limit is reached that sharply restricts the total output (in most amplifiers this condition arises when the load impedance gets down around 2 or 3 ohms).

The Lightstar solution is to use a “smart” tracking power supply. Instead of operating the output transistors at a fixed high voltage, the power supply in the Lightstar amplifier continuously scales its voltage to that of the input signal. Consequently, at any given time essentially all of the voltage developed by the supply is actually pushing current through the single pair of output transistors into the loudspeakers. Because the output transistors themselves then operate at a relatively low voltage, they can handle much more current than would be possible for transistors operating at a high voltage. As a result, Carver Research says, the Lightstar amplifier can drive an impedance of even a fraction of an ohm up to the limits imposed by the power available from the wall socket.

The other really neat thing about the Lightstar design is how it handles the problem of “back EMF”—the energy kicked back from the loudspeaker to the amplifier by the reactive component of its impedance. Conventional output stages have to dissipate that energy somehow, eating up some of their output transistors’ current capacity and thereby further restricting their ability to deliver power to the speakers. That is why you may sometimes hear of a particular speaker being difficult to drive because it has a highly reactive impedance. Instead of trying to fend off the return current, the Lightstar amplifier actually recycles it into the power supply. The end result, Carver says, is a unique achievement: an amplifier that simply doesn’t care what sort of load it is attached to. Our tests tend to support that remarkable claim. —Michael Riggs

Drivers for the most powerful amplifier most of us will ever see and touch, and a miniaturized watt has yet to appear on the scene.

Harmonic distortion at 300 watts into 8 ohms was about 0.05 percent from 100 Hz to 5 kHz, reaching 0.1 percent at 20 Hz and about 1 percent at 20 kHz. At 1 kHz the distortion was less than 0.1 percent from 5 watts to about 320 watts into 8 ohms. All of these readings were of total harmonic distortion plus noise (THD+N). A spectrum analysis (excluding noise) of the harmonics in the audio range showed a few components reaching as high as 0.01 percent and others typically around 0.001 percent or so.

Given the Lightstar’s measured performance, one would not expect it to contribute any sound of its own in normal listening, and that was certainly our experience. Sonically, it was utterly neutral and transparent. On the other hand, we were not willing to place the speakers in jeopardy by using more than a tiny fraction of this amplifier’s power reserve. Carver Research recommends (and we heartily concur) that the speakers be protected by external fuses of the value suggested by the amplifier’s power reserve. Carver Research says, the Lightstar amplifier can recycle its into the power supply. The end result, Carver says, is a unique achievement: an amplifier that simply doesn’t care what sort of load it is attached to. Our tests tend to support that remarkable claim.

During our listening tests, we left the Lightstar energized, in its standby condition, so that it could be activated at a finger touch (and because it was not practical to reach behind it to turn the two mono amplifiers on and off). Although the standby mode of operation is undeniably convenient, we suspect that it could run up a sizable electric bill in time. The amplifier’s top, after 24 hours in standby, was fairly warm to the touch and became slightly warmer during use at normal listening levels (averaging less than 1 watt).

Based on our experience with the Lightstar, we recommend it highly for driving difficult speaker loads, particularly ones in which the impedance dips to 2 ohms or less. On the other hand, even if you use only a minute fraction of its capability, the Lightstar Reference is probably the most advanced power amplifier you can buy, and I doubt that any speaker has yet been made that it cannot drive with ease.

If its drawbacks (weight, power consumption, size, and so forth) are discouraging to consider, be patient. We understand that Carver Research is planning other, more affordable Lightstar components for the near future. □

Carver Research, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046.
The new Alpine CD Shuttles are the world's smallest.

Small enough to fit in your glove box, your console or under your front seat. Only the Alpine 6-disc format creates such a conveniently-sized changer. And with additional 6-disc magazines, your music selection becomes unlimited.

Of course every Alpine changer will work with any FM audio system, but for truly seamless integration, you can easily match it with your choice of any Alpine in-dash cassette or CD controller.

With split-second disc changing, Alpine Shuttles are also the world's fastest. And among the quietest, with a new linear slide cam that replaces almost half the gears. Fewer parts, fewer problems. New combination TPE/silicon dampers improve shock resistance by 30% - even in cold climates where conventional rubber dampers lose elasticity.

On top of convenience, you get less noise, firmer bass and more spacious sound thanks to another Alpine innovation: a regulated 1-bit DAC with separate power supplies for both analog and digital sections.

And it's priced within easy reach at your Alpine dealer. To find the expert, authorized dealer nearest you, simply call the number below.

Then get ready for great Alpine sound. And a perfect Alpine fit.
Dear Movie Lovers,

If you have always believed that high quality Home Theater components were out of your reach, I invite you to audition the new Atlantic Technology System 250 at your earliest convenience.

The truth is that only a small group of manufacturers really know how to design good Home Theater equipment — and Atlantic Technology is one of the best. Our designers spend as much time at the movies as they do at their Macs. In fact, many of us here were involved in creating the world's first Home Theater back in 1981. That's why when it came to System 250, we had our toughest critics in mind — ourselves. This is the system we want to live with: compact, accurate, powerful and affordable.

Our System 250 speakers are a product of their environment — both the home and the movie theater. And, unlike some manufacturers who merely re-label their existing speakers as "Home Theater," we've built each Atlantic Technology model with a specific task in mind, whether it's a timbre-adjusting center channel speaker, a "power directed" subwoofer, minimum diffraction front speakers, or spatially enhanced surround speakers.

There's an old expression that says "things like that only happen in the movies." Atlantic Technology makes it happen in your home.

Peter Tribeman
President, Atlantic Technology

Call or write for information to:
343 Vanderbilt Avenue Dept. ABCD
Norwood, MA 02062
Phone 617-762-6300 Fax 617-782-6868
CIRCLE NO. 5 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Getting your components to work properly with each other is both important and, usually, easy.

Although few people would dispute that component hi-fi is the way to go for really top-notch sound, some still shy away from it out of fear that they will wind up with a bunch of equipment that doesn't work well together—a not altogether unreasonable concern. On the other hand, serious incompatibilities between modern components are very uncommon, and with a little care even minor glitches can be avoided.

Compatibility issues can be lumped roughly into two categories: operational and sonic. Incompatibilities that affect sound quality would include things like the inability of a particular amplifier to drive a certain loudspeaker to adequate levels without distortion or an additive accumulation of similar frequency-response errors through the various components in a system. Most audio components exhibit small response errors that, by themselves, are unimportant. But if two or three components in a system err in the same direction, their errors may add up to a significant total. This problem is much less common today than it was in the days when phonograph records were the primary music source, but it can still happen. Particularly bad, and good, combinations must be discovered by experiment, perhaps aided by a

BY PETER W. MITCHELL
good dealer. A dealer's expertise in identifying good component partnerships can be an important reason to pay retail prices rather than searching for the lowest mail-order prices.

In most cases, however, sonic differences arising from component interactions are rather small. If you care intensely about musical sound, you may decide that any difference you can hear is worth paying for. But the decision is yours alone. Sales clerks and published reviews may imply that a particular amplifier or connecting cable will make a dramatic, night-and-day improvement in sound. But the audibility, or even the existence, of such differences often depends on the remainder of the system. Listen for yourself, and pay only for improvements that you hear.

Operational incompatibilities, affecting the ability of the various components in a system to work together properly, are also possible, but thanks to the high level of standardization in the audio industry, they normally do not have severe consequences (product failure, loss of sound, or compromised safety). Generally speaking, you are likely to obtain reliable performance from any assortment of reputable components, although there may be some minor obstacles to circumvent in the process of hooking everything up.

**Line-Level Connections**

Except for those from phono cartridges or to loudspeakers, almost all connections between components in an audio system carry "line-level" signals and are relatively simple. They nearly always involve modest voltages (2 volts or less) and a very small amount of current (a ten-thousandth of an ampere). As a general rule, any audio output from one component can be connected to any audio input on another component. Since line-level audio connections usually employ RCA phono sockets and plugs, we can restate the rule as follows: Anything with RCA phono output jacks can be connected to anything else with RCA phono input jacks.

Most line-level connections are interchangeable. You can connect the audio outputs from a CD player to the CD, tuner, auxiliary, or tape-in jacks on an amplifier; the sound will be the same in each case. If you have no CD player, you can use your amplifier's CD input for the playback signal from a spare tape deck or for the line-out audio signals from a VCR or laserdisc player. And with the aid of an adapter cable you can feed the volume-controlled output signal from any headphone jack to the line input of a separate tape recorder or amplifier.

There are a few exceptions—certain connections that you should not make. Don't panic; plugging a cable into the wrong socket won't hurt anything. But the following connections would yield either poor sound or no sound:

**Line to Phono.** The small cylindrical socket that is used for most audio connections is known generically as an RCA phono jack, but input sockets that are specifically labeled Phono should be used only to connect a turntable for playing LP records. If you connect anything else (such as a CD player or a tape recorder) to an amplifier's phono input, you will get bad sound: bass-heavy, dull, and very distorted.

**Line Out to Tape Out.** The connection labeled Tape Out on an amplifier is emphatically not designed to receive a tape deck's output. (Tape Out and Tape In should really be labeled something like "Out to Tape" and "In from Tape," respectively, for clarity.) The universal rule is that the output from one component should be connected only to another component's input. If you accidentally connect a cable from a tape deck's output jacks to an amplifier's Tape Out, you may get music, but the amplifier's input selector probably won't function properly and the resulting impedance mismatch will impair the quality of the sound.

**Digital to Nondigital.** Many CD players have line-level audio outputs and also a digital output that uses the same type of RCA phono jack. The digital signal should be connected only to a digital input, as might be found on a digital processor or digital recorder. If you connect the undecoded digital signal to any audio input jack on an amplifier, you'll hear the digital code itself—a faint trace of the music overlaid with a hiss-like noise. Caution: This signal contains ultrasonic energy, which may burn out a tweeter if you play it loud.

**Video to Audio.** On VCR's and laserdisc players the line-out jacks include a video socket as well as the left and right audio signals. When you make connections to an A/V receiver or amplifier, be sure to connect the video signal to a video input. (Video sockets are usually color-coded yellow or orange to distinguish them from audio sockets, which may have red, white, or black inserts.) A few audio-only amplifiers have an input labeled Video that is intended only for video-related sound, such as the audio signal from a TV or VCR. If you connect a video signal to any audio input jack on your amplifier, you will hear a loud buzz when that input is selected, and the video signal's high-frequency energy may blow out your tweeters. (Contrariwise, if you connect an audio signal to a video input jack, no harm is done, but you'll get no picture.)

With normal line-level connections, the principal compatibility issue concerns the output impedance of the signal source. This question arises because product-design engineers face conflicting goals. On the one hand, safety and reliability considerations impel designers to include a resistor at any output in order to limit the current if the output is short-circuited. (To prevent unwanted crosstalk, in many amplifiers the input selector automatically short-circuits each unselected input to ground. That insures that when you are enjoying a CD, you'll hear only the CD; the sound won't be contaminated by bleed-through from the tuner or other input signals.)

On the other hand, a current-limiting output resistor usually adds to a circuit's output impedance. That impedance interacts with the capacitance of the connecting cable, creating a
Why won't conventional hi-fi speakers work for Home Theater?

You need three front speakers - left, right and center - to achieve realistic home theater. A stereo pair would place the dialog in the center (where it belongs) from only one listening position. You can't use conventional hi-fi speakers for the center channel, even shielded models, because their dispersion patterns prohibit raising them too high or laying them on their sides.

KEF's proprietary Uni-Q® driver, which places its tweeter at the center of the woofer, allowed KEF's engineers to create the ideal center channel speakers, the Models 100 and 90. Their uniform dispersion patterns let them be placed beautifully above or below the screen, creating the impression that the sound is coming directly from the screen. Moreover, the Models 100 and 90 are both Reference Series, which not only ensures their quality and consistency; it permits their use as satellites and their seamless integration with other KEF Reference and Q-Series loudspeakers.

The Uni-Q driver. One of a series of KEF scientific achievements dedicated to one goal: the most realistic performance in your home.
high-frequency rolloff. To keep the rolloff above the audio band, or, at worst, to minimize the loss at audible frequencies, any output impedance (from a CD player, tape deck, or an amplifier’s tape-out or preamp-out jacks) ideally should be less than 1,000 ohms. If your CD player has a relatively high output impedance (greater than 2,000 ohms), you'll need to use a short connecting cable (or a special low-capacitance cable) to avoid rolling off the high audio frequencies. (For more about cables, see “Cables and Contamination” at the end of this article.)

The Cartridge/Preamp Interface

Record-playing systems vary much more in sound than do CD players. Moving-magnet phono cartridges have a high output impedance at high frequencies, so their treble response depends on the capacitance of the cable. And the pickup’s high-frequency response is damped by the phono preamp’s input impedance. Therefore, the sound of a phono cartridge can be fine-tuned by experimenting with the values of resistance and capacitance that "load" the cartridge.

A “high-output” moving-coil phono cartridge has an output signal nearly as strong as that of a moving-magnet design, but its low impedance makes it less sensitive to loading. Typically, however, moving-coil pickups have a higher output voltage so low that it is inadequate for a normal phono input. Such cartridges require a special high-gain preamplifier designed for very low circuit noise.

Digital Connections

Most connections between audio components involve analog signals, but digital connections are becoming more commonplace, particularly to convey the digital signal from a CD player to an external digital-to-analog (D/A) converter or to a digital recorder. Three types of connection are available, but usually only one or two types are found on any given product. Your choice will necessarily depend on the connectors that you find on your equipment.

A coaxial digital interface employs RCA phono jacks and the same technology as the line-level video output from a VCR or laserdisc player. Outputs and inputs both have a 75-ohm impedance, which matches the characteristic impedance of the coaxial cable used to link them. When correctly implemented, a coaxial digital connection can provide superb performance, but there are ways in which difficulties can arise.

Because three-wire balanced cables are not used for digital connections in consumer equipment, the cable can pick up hum from the power line. A digital output is supposed to employ an isolation transformer that would keep power-line leakage out of the signal, but many CD players omit the transformer to reduce cost. And many players don’t maintain a true 75-ohm impedance across the wide frequency range of the digital signal. As a result, differences in cable impedance can impair data transmission to an extent that, in extreme cases, might affect the sound. (In principle, any cable that does a good job with video signals should also handle digital signals successfully.) Coaxial cables can also convey power-line hum and RFI (radio-frequency interference, picked up from the digital equipment itself) to the analog audio circuits in connected equipment, though usually at inconsequential levels.

The Toslink connection is a compact, low-cost interface for use with plastic-fiber optical cables. Its principal advantage is that the connection involves a pulsed light beam rather than electrical wiring and therefore can't pick up (or carry) hum or RFI. Electrical impedance matching is also irrelevant to this type of connection, since no electrical signals are involved. Vibration of the plastic cable can increase the timing jitter in the digital signal, which could slightly increase distortion during D/A conversion. Distortion would have to go up quite a bit to become audible, however.

The least common, most costly, but perhaps best digital interface is the AT&T ST connection for glass-fiber optical cable. Very few components

WHAT, ME WORRY?

Compatibility is about components working well together, not about safety. The UL and CSA symbols on most electronic components show that they have passed independent tests proving that they are electrically safe—even when abused or misused. If you plug a cable into the wrong socket you may get no sound, but you are very unlikely to hurt anything in the process.

In most cases, you simply cannot damage a modern electronic component by connecting it wrong. The sole exception is speaker wiring. If positive and negative speaker wires (from an amplifier's plus, or red, and minus, or black, output terminals, respectively) touch each other while music is playing, the resulting short circuit could blow a fuse in the amplifier. With many designs even that won't happen; the amplifier's protection circuits will simply shut off the sound until the short-circuit is removed. To be on the safe side, turn off the power until you have finished connecting the speaker wires and have inspected the installation to make sure that no loose or frayed strands of wire are touching an adjacent terminal or the metal chassis.

Incidentally, if each channel of an amplifier produces 40 watts, do not connect the two channels together hoping to get 80 watts. The two channels of a stereo amplifier are electrically separate and must always remain so! Short-circuiting their outputs together is an efficient way to create repair bills. A few amplifiers contain special circuits that enable two channels to be "bridged" for higher power, but don’t try it if the owner’s manual doesn’t describe that option.

In any case, you should always observe a few basic precautions:

1. Don’t remove the top cover or bottom panel of any AC-powered product. There may be dangerous voltages inside.
2. Don’t allow ventilation slots to be covered or obstructed. Don’t put papers or clothing on the top, and don’t allow a heavy amplifier or receiver to sink into a carpet.
3. To avoid unpleasant surprises, turn the volume control all the way down when connecting or disconnecting anything. Better yet, switch off the power, or unplug your amplifier’s AC power cord.
4. When in doubt, don’t be impatient; take a break and read the owner’s manual.

—P.W.M.
have ST connectors, however, and coaxial or Toslink hook-ups should normally be adequate for consumer audio systems.

Physical Interfaces

Some compatibility problems are quite basic in nature. For example, if you discover that you must exert substantial force to insert a phono plug into its socket, the center pin of the plug may actually be slightly oversized. It will make a fine connection, but the insertion may stretch the interior of the socket. The same plug will continue to fit well in the future, but if you ever insert an ordinary plug in the stretched socket, it may fit loosely and make the connection unreliable. So if a plug doesn't seem to want to go into a socket, your best bet is not to force it.

Amplifiers and Speakers

There is much more to be said about the complex interaction between amplifiers and loudspeakers than can be fit here. The essential consideration, however, is impedance. Reducing the impedance of the speakers connected to an amplifier will increase the amount of current, and thus power, they can draw from the amp—up to a point. As a practical matter, there is always some limit to the amount of current an amplifier can deliver, and in any conventional amplifier that limitation will determine the minimum impedance it can drive without misbehaving—overheating, distorting, shutting down, or, in extreme and unusual cases, burning out its output transistors. Any of those symptoms is an indication that you may have an amp/speaker compatibility problem.

Unfortunately, loudspeaker impedance ratings are, at best, only approximate, since the actual impedance usually varies substantially with frequency. Moreover, amplifiers and receivers now often carry excessively conservative warning labels (mostly to satisfy UL requirements) about the minimum impedance that should be connected to them. There are some speakers that present an unusually difficult load and that can be driven only by amplifiers designed for high-current output. They are the exceptions, however. Most loudspeakers will work with most of the amplifiers and receivers on the market. If you’re in doubt, a good dealer should be able to steer you clear of problematic couplings.

Cables and Contamination

In the old days, the cables used to connect audio components were called “patch cords,” and a free cable was packaged with every product. Nowadays audio dealers sell cables separately as well, as a premium accessory. Although many esoteric claims are made about cable design, the main benefit you can get by paying extra is superior construction—oxygen-free wire, connections that are soldered instead of molded-on, Teflon insulation (“dielectric”) instead of cheaper plastic, strain reliefs to prevent the wire from breaking where it enters the plug, phono plugs that provide a snug fit in the socket, and so forth.

Most conventional interconnects are coaxial in form, to minimize the cable’s tendency to act as an antenna, picking up hum and radio-frequency interference from the environment. Twisted-pair cables can work equally well in most environments and may provide lower capacitance. (Ideally, all cables would be labeled to indicate their capacitance, but many are not.)

Impedance-related electrical interactions may result in audible differences when cables are changed, but these are usually very minor and are often system-dependent, apparent in one system but not in another. That is particularly true for cables that have an arrow indicating a preferred direction of use. Electrons don’t care whether they are traveling east or west in a wire. But an interconnect actually contains two conductive paths. The “hot” wire, connected to the center pin of the plug, carries the signal voltage from one component to another (CD player to amplifier, for example, or preamp to power amp). The “ground” wire, connected to the plug’s skirt, completes the circuit, provides the ground reference for the signal, and serves as the cable’s shield against interference.

But in most audio components the chassis is not a true electrical ground. Electrical noise, entering from the AC power cord, can leak from the power transformer onto the chassis, and different products may have differing ground potentials. When a cable connects two products together, leakage current can flow along the ground wire, adding noise and possibly distortion to the audio. To avoid this effect, some audio cables leave the ground wire unconnected at one end. You’ll have to experiment with such cables to discover whether reversing the direction makes any difference in your musical pleasure.

Directional cables are just one way to deal with power-line leakage. A second tactic is to use a voltmeter to measure the leakage voltage on each chassis, experiment with the orientation of each AC plug in its socket, and then mark the plug orientation that produces the lowest chassis voltage. A third method is to buy a power-line filter to clean up your AC.

The ultimate cure for power-line noise and radio-frequency interference is to select audio components designed to work with “balanced” cables. Balanced connections eliminate interference by keeping the signal ground separate from the chassis ground. Each channel uses a three-wire connection: signal hot, signal ground, and a separate shield that may be connected to the chassis ground. Balanced inputs and outputs are used in professional audio setups (recording and broadcast studios) and in some audiophile components.

—P.W.M.
PARADIGM Bipolar Speakers set the highest standard of technological excellence and deliver breathtaking performance!

"a true high end speaker...there's literally nothing else on the market at anywhere near the retail...which combine this level of sound quality, accuracy and wide smooth frequency response..."
—George Mundal of Audio/video Guide

"stunning image...astounding front-to-back layering...performs as well as one would expect from speakers in twice the price range—simply marvelous...I urge a listen to these gems."
—Michael E. Brown

For more information visit your nearest Paradigm® Authorized Dealer or write: Paradigm, P.O. Box 2410, Plaistow, NH 03865
In Canada: Paradigm, 101 Hanlan Rd., Woodbridge, ON L4L 3S6

CIRCLE NO. 43 ON READER SERVICE CARD.
THE DISC RECORDING
A CENTENNIAL APPRECIATION

NOVEMBER 1994 marks the centennial of the American disc record. One hundred years ago, the first commercial disc recordings made in America were placed on sale by the United States Gramophone Company. It was a modest beginning. Only about fifty records (or "plates," as they were called) were offered, primarily in the Washington-Baltimore area, and there was not even a practical machine to play the discs, but from this tiny seed would grow an industry that would dominate recorded entertainment for generations.

Before 1900, most recorded sound was captured on a wax cylinder. About the size of an aluminum soda can, the fragile cylinder was sold beginning in 1889 by the North American Phonograph Company, a concern that pooled the patents of Thomas Edison with a rival group arising from the research of Chichester Bell and Charles Tainter. Most cylinders sold during the 1889-1894 period were employed in coin-operated phonographs in commercial "parlors," as the machines were still considered too expensive for home use. In addition, no method...
for mass duplication of cylinders had been developed, and they had to be transcribed individually from originals made at the recording session. The procedure yielded both inconsistent results and an inadequate supply of records.

During this period, the flat disc was under development by its inventor, Emile Berliner. Berliner had first demonstrated his disc at Philadelphia’s Franklin Institute in 1888, but it was still experimental. Mass duplication was not yet possible because no satisfactory material for pressing records had been found. In addition, the grooves in the original master discs were etched using acid, which produced a loud but somewhat scratchy recording.

It was in Europe that Berliner’s disc recordings were first sold to the public. In 1889, Kämmer and Reinhardt, a toy manufacturer in Germany, began producing and selling little 5-inch discs and a small hand-propelled device to play them called a “gramophone.” It was sold throughout Germany and England, mainly as novelty entertainment for children. Today, few of those tiny discs remain. Since they were considered toys, most of them were roughly played and then discarded.

Berliner returned to the United States in late 1890 and set out to develop a disc record for serious commercial use. In April 1891, together with a small group of New York investors, he formed the American Gramophone Company. Berliner’s laboratory and studio were located in Washington, D.C., and it was there that he began his recording efforts. There is little doubt that experimental recordings were made during 1890 and 1891, but it is unlikely that any of them were pressed and sold. A few cornet, piano, and clarinet recordings that date from 1892 were eventually released, and these are probably the earliest surviving American-made disc records.

Dissatisfied with the slow progress on the financial front, Berliner dissolved American Gramophone in 1893 and set up the United States Gramophone Company, which gave him greater personal control. It wasn’t until the end of 1894 that the company offered the first fifty discs to the American public. They were thin, flexible discs made of celluloid, with an engraved label and handwritten titles. The artists were rarely mentioned; at this early stage, no performers of note were recording. The 7-inch-diameter discs sold for 60¢ each (about half of what a cylinder recording cost at the time) and were accompanied by a paper sleeve containing the lyrics of the selection. Quite a variety of music was represented, including band pieces, vocal selections, instrumental solos, and even a recitation. Among the most interesting items on this first list are two series of melodies from the “Gost [sic] Dance” of the Indians. If any examples of these recordings survive, they are certainly historical artifacts of the greatest importance.

The discs themselves enjoyed many advantages over their cylindrical counterparts. They were virtually unbreakable, as opposed to the extremely fragile wax cylinder, which could easily be broken just by placing it on or removing it from the phonograph. They needed far less storage space; nearly fifty discs could be stacked in the space required by only five cylinders. They could be duplicated easily, and between 500 and 1,000 pressings could be produced from a single master recording. The early discs were also more consistent in quality than the cylinders, which had to be either an original recording or a copy recorded from an original, with the resultant loss in volume and fidelity. Finally, the discs were louder, even though they also produced a considerable amount of surface noise.

Despite those advantages, the disc did not immediately replace the cylinder as the format of choice for the early enthusiasts of recorded music. For one thing, the cylinder business had a five-year head start. Sales agents were in place, a supply of phonographs and cylinders was in the field, and thousands of people had listened to their favorite band music or popular songs on cylinders in the phonograph parlors. While hardly an institution, the cylinder was America’s image of recorded music.

The cylinders’ most important advantage over the discs, however, was the tremendous superiority of the machines available to play them. The cylinders were played on a device called the phonograph, while the discs were reproduced on a gramophone. The gramophone was a primitive de-
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>List of Plates in Stock</th>
</tr>
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**BAND MUSIC.**
11. Dude’s March  
12. Black and Tan  
13. Marching Through Georgia. (with cheers)  
14. The war—Patrol  
15. La Serenata  
16. Star Spangled Banner  
17. Casey’s Army  
18. Salvation Army  
19. Semper Fidelis (with drums.)  
20. After the Ball  
21. Doocey March  
22. Liberty Bell March  
23. Washington Post March  
24. Admiral’s Favorite March  
25. Friedensklangle  
26. Petriest  
27. Die Kapelle  
28. When Summer Comes Again  
29. Sweetheart Nell, and I  
30. Old Kentucky Home  
31. Black Knight Templars  
32. Throw Him Down McCloskey  
33. Oh, Promise Me  
34. Love Me Little. Love Me Long  
35. Oh, Fair Art Thou  
36. Anchored  
37. Mamie Come Kiss your Honey  
38. They’ll Remember Me  
39. The Maiden and the Lamb  
40. The Coon That Got the Shake  
41. Red. White and Blue  
42. When Summer Comes Again  
43. When Summer Comes Again  
44. When Summer Comes Again  
45. When Summer Comes Again  
46. When Summer Comes Again  
47. When Summer Comes Again  
48. When Summer Comes Again  
49. When Summer Comes Again  
50. When Summer Comes Again  
51. When Summer Comes Again  
52. When Summer Comes Again  
53. When Summer Comes Again  
54. When Summer Comes Again  
55. When Summer Comes Again  
56. When Summer Comes Again  
57. When Summer Comes Again  
58. When Summer Comes Again  
59. When Summer Comes Again  
60. When Summer Comes Again  
61. When Summer Comes Again  
62. When Summer Comes Again  
63. When Summer Comes Again  
64. When Summer Comes Again  
65. When Summer Comes Again  
66. When Summer Comes Again  
67. When Summer Comes Again  
68. When Summer Comes Again  
69. When Summer Comes Again  
70. When Summer Comes Again  
71. When Summer Comes Again  
72. When Summer Comes Again  
73. When Summer Comes Again  
74. When Summer Comes Again  
75. When Summer Comes Again  
76. When Summer Comes Again  
77. When Summer Comes Again  
78. When Summer Comes Again  
79. When Summer Comes Again  
80. When Summer Comes Again  
81. When Summer Comes Again  
82. When Summer Comes Again  
83. When Summer Comes Again  
84. When Summer Comes Again  
85. When Summer Comes Again  
86. When Summer Comes Again  
87. When Summer Comes Again  
88. When Summer Comes Again  
89. When Summer Comes Again  
90. When Summer Comes Again  
91. When Summer Comes Again  
92. When Summer Comes Again  
93. When Summer Comes Again  
94. When Summer Comes Again  
95. When Summer Comes Again  
96. When Summer Comes Again  
97. When Summer Comes Again  
98. When Summer Comes Again  
99. When Summer Comes Again  
100. When Summer Comes Again  

**CORNET.**
101. Polka, Elegant  
102. U.S. Military Signals  
103. Welcome, Pretty Primrose  
104. Beddy Oates  
105. Trombone  
106. Piano  
107. Instrumental Quartette.  
108. Children’s Songs.  
109. Indian Songs.  
110. Soprano.  
111. Recitation.  
112. Vocal Quartette.  

**THE UNITED STATES GRAMAPHONE CO.,**  
1410 Pennsylvania Ave., N. W.,  
Washington, D. C.  
Between 25 and 50 New Pieces will be added every month.
Bell'Oggetti International Ltd.
711 Ginesi Drive
Morganville, NJ 07751-1250
Tel (908) 972-1333
Fax (908) 536-6482
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CIRCLE NO. 7 ON READER SERVICE CARD
vice that relied on a hand-powered crank to propel the turntable. Not only was a listener required to sit next to the machine and turn the crank while the record played, but the near impossibility of maintaining a constant rate of revolution caused annoying pitch fluctuations. In contrast, the phonograph of the early 1890's was electrically powered and featured a mechanical governor to maintain a constant rate of speed. By 1896, spring-powered motors would be employed in both machines, but until then the disc gramophone would appear to be a mere novelty compared with the refined cylinder phonograph.

Because of a shortage of capital, a lack of promotion, and the crude nature of the gramophone, disc sales for the first two years were negligible. In early 1895, Berliner substituted a hard rubber material for the soft celluloid. The resulting pressings were thicker and more durable, but prone to excessive noise and surface bubbles that often caused the needle to jump out of the groove.

In late October of that year, after receiving much-needed financing from a Philadelphia-based syndicate, William Jones formed the Berliner Gramophone Company. He opened a sales office in Philadelphia, but without a spring motor and a major promotional effort, the disc was going nowhere fast. Fortunately for Berliner and his investors, both came the following year.

The task of designing and manufacturing an inexpensive and reliable spring motor fell to Eldridge R. Johnson, a machinist from Camden, New Jersey. Johnson quickly became intrigued with the gramophone, and after making improvements to the reproducer (stylus), he began assembling entire machines in his shop. Johnson's spring-powered "Improved Gramophone" finally provided Berliner with a viable product that could compete with the cylinder machines sold by Edison and Columbia. It is, incidentally, this machine that is shown in Francis Barraud's famous painting of the fox terrier "Nipper" listening to "His Master's Voice."

Marketing and promotion were assumed by Frank Seaman, a territorial sales agent for Berliner in New York. By mid-1896, Seaman was aiming for national distribution with his formation of the National Gramophone Company. In the fall of 1896, he negotiated an agreement with the Berliner Gramophone Company whereby he would become the exclusive sales agent of machines and recordings for the entire United States outside the Washington, D.C., area.

Seaman began advertising extensively in leading national publications for the Christmas season, and the sales of spring-powered gramophones and disc records soared. The recorded repertory had expanded tremendously as well, and hundreds of different titles had become available for purchase.

During the next three years, Berliner's difficulties would shift from those of developing a product to those of a legal nature. The rapidly expanding disc business was attracting competitors, and by 1898 both Berliner and the American Graphophone Company, makers of the Columbia cylinders and machines, were in litigation over the control of key patents. Further, Frank Seaman had grown dissatisfied with his supply arrangement with Berliner and Johnson. He believed that he could manufacture an equivalent gramophone for far less than he was being charged, so he set up the Universal Talking Machine Company to build and sell the Zonophone. A torrent of lawsuits followed, and by mid-1900 Seaman had defeated Berliner in the courts, winning an injunction barring the inventor from selling gramophones in the United States.

The story then turns to Eldridge R. Johnson and his almost immediate formation of the Victor Talking Machine Company. Johnson aggressively took on both Seaman and American Graphophone in the courts, and won. In the ensuing quarter century, he would build the Victor organization into the largest vendor of recorded music in the world, and make the disc record a format that would last nearly one hundred years.

Once you see the Klipsch *epic series*, once you experience the dynamic impact of these four magnificent horn-loaded speakers, nothing else will satisfy you. Not since Paul Klipsch invented the Klipshorn has a loudspeaker inspired such profound devotion to the harmony of art and science.

Grand in both style and technology, the *epic series* begins a momentous era of Klipsch Audio and Home Theater Systems. Our engineers combined the most innovative technology resulting in a sensational 3-dimensional soundstage: D’Appolito design, neodimium magnets, Kapton surrounds, exotic cone materials and CONTROLLED FOCUS TECHNOLOGY™. Our design team created a cabinet with subtle aesthetic detail, elegant from the line of the baffle to the weave of the custom grille cloth fabric. Gorgeous lacquer finishes were painstakingly researched, and developed specifically to blend with the home theater designs of the nineties.

The Klipsch *epic series* with Controlled Focus Technology™ is the perfect choice for audio and home theater performance. Visit your authorized local Klipsch dealer for a personal encounter.
A year and a half ago, I was asked by Ted Anspacher, then director of exhibits for the New York Hall of Science, an interactive science museum on the grounds of the 1964 World’s Fair in Queens, to help with the museum’s new permanent exhibition, “SoundSensations—The Inside Story of Audio.” Museum personnel designed and built the exhibit with major funding from the National Science Foundation and AT&T. My contribution was the harder-than-it-looks writing of the explanatory signage. I also donated various artifacts for an audio-history display (1), including an early open-reel analog tape, a promotional mockup of the first CD, a MiniDisc, and a Digital Compact Cassette.

The exhibit includes twenty ingenious displays highlighting various aspects of sound-reproduction technology. It starts with the most basic sound transmission chain, a speaking tube (8), and goes right through to advanced digital signal processing for reverb and sound transformation (5, 9). Along the way, kids of all ages can experiment with—to use grown-up terminology—real-time spectrum analysis of their voices (2) and nonlinear editing and composing techniques using a desktop computer (3), and they can learn about digital audio through an animated computer display (6).

One popular display gives hands-on experience with moving a tape head across magnetic tapes recorded at various speeds (4). It takes a steady hand—free of wow or flutter—to get anything intelligible out of the recordings. Another informative display allows visitors to independently switch on the three drivers in a three-way speaker to illustrate how the audio band is split for better reproduction (7).

The exhibit contains much more than can be covered here, but you can get a taste of it by calling 718-MY-WORDS (699-6737) for an over-the-phone experiment with digital transformation of your voice (the call is not toll-free, though, so don’t get carried away). For more information about SoundSensations or the other fascinating exhibits at the New York Hall of Science, call 718-699-0005.
Talking Cylinder to Millar Disc

Vocal Variety

Inside Story of Audio

Special Effects
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab is dedicated to making music sound its absolute best. Our proprietary mastering techniques advance one step further with the cutting-edge technology of the GAIN System™. We work from original master tapes—with strict attention to detail—because we love the music as much as you do. Hear the difference with Ultradisc II™. The original limited edition, 24-karat gold audiophile CD.

NATURE’S ENCORE

NEW RELEASE UDCD 612
The third Moody’s title on Ultradisc II™, this 1969 release features the pioneers of classical rock in all their sonic splendor. Restores the original lyric booklet.

NEW RELEASE UDCD 613
The third title from the Canadian trio on Ultradisc II™, this 1982 release features the painstaking production and layered sound they are known for.

NEW RELEASE UDCD 614
Transferred directly from the first-generation French analog masters, this 1975 international hit features the multi-layered sonics of the six-part OXYGENE.
Freddy Johnston: Perfect World, Perfect Album?

It was Elton John who sang Sad Songs Say So Much, but these days it’s Freddy Johnston—a cult singer/songwriter making his mainstream move—who brings that alliterative title to life most vividly. On his new album, “This Perfect World,” Johnston’s gallery of characters includes frustrated dreamers, haunted victims, and ordinary folks taking a rueful inventory of their lives. His milieu is New York, and more than a few songs trace the disappointments encountered by a man who’s at long last made a great escape to the big city only to find himself feeling more like an alienated outsider than ever.

Johnston’s lyrics possess a writerly quality rare in popular music in this post-literate age. He is, moreover, a nimble melodist, composing in a minor-keyed pop vein and striking, in the artful conjunction of words and music, a mother lode of pure emotion. Now, for his major-label debut, Johnston’s presentation has achieved a new level of accessibility courtesy of a surprisingly nongrungy production by Butch Vig (Nirvana, Smashing Pumpkins). The surface of the music is tamer than on Johnston’s earlier records, the rough edges smoothed and polished so as not to call attention away from his voice, which itself has been reworked into a far less quirky, though no less expressive, vehicle.

In truth, Johnston’s never plumbed emotional duress as deeply as he does here in songs like Evie’s Tears and Evie’s Garden, whose protagonist is haunted by the memory of some past violation, and the title tune, in which a dying parent goes to see an abandoned daughter, petitioning her for clemency as a lonely cello groans with the heartbreaking line, “I still deserve to say goodbye no matter what I’ve done.” Evie’s Tears is a masterly example of Johnston’s ability to match touching, troubling lyrics with beguiling melodies. The song’s bridge, childlike in its simplicity (like a lullabye), is as tuned and tender a moment as I’ve ever heard.

Music this organic and rich recalls such forebears of folk-rock songcraft as the Beau Brummels (the countryish lil of Gone Like the Water evokes the autumnal aura of the Brummels’ unsung classic Turn Around) and Buffalo Springfield (Disappointed Man could pass for one of Neil Young’s more ambitious compositions with that group). That’s pretty impressive company to be keeping, but Freddy Johnston belongs there. He’s that good.

Parke Puterbaugh

FREDDY JOHNSTON
This Perfect World
Bad Reputation; Evie’s Tears; Can’t Sink This Town; This Perfect World; Cold Again; Two Lovers Stop; Across the Avenue; Gone Like the Water; Delores; Evie’s Garden; Disappointed Man; I Can Hear the Laugh
ELEKTRA 61655 (40 min)
Glowing Dvorak and Lalo from Christian Tetzlaff and the Czech Philharmonic

The young German violinist Christian Tetzlaff has aroused quite a wave of enthusiasm among his fellow musicians in the last few years, and no wonder. In addition to the technical security we expect nowadays from young virtuosos, Tetzlaff, now twenty-eight, brings to his musicmaking an all-too-rare combination of imaginativeness in his repertory choices, great seriousness in his respect for the material he embraces, and a no less striking sense of joy in bringing it to life. His new disc of the Dvorak Violin Concerto and Lalo's Symphonie Espagnole, with the Czech Philharmonic Orchestra under Libor Pesek, goes right to the top of the list.

The combination of the Dvorak and the Lalo is itself a fairly imaginative one, or at least one I have not encountered before. The two works, however, are not only contemporaneous but were really conceived on the same basic principles of musical pleasure: ingratiating tunes, rhythms derived from folk music, a range of colors effectively exploiting the resources of the orchestra as well as the solo instrument. More to the point, Tetzlaff’s glowing performances refresh both works, not by imposing new or revised attitudes on them but wholly within their own well-defined character.

In point of fact, the Dvorak has not always been among the most beloved of violin concertos. It seems to require a very special level of sympathy, such as that shown by Johanna Martzy in the unforgettable recording she made with Ferenc Fricsay some forty years ago. Martzy and Fricsay responded to the concerto on an inspired level of unrestrained conviction expressed with the most genuine spontaneity, yet guided at every step of the way by an unfailing sense of taste and proportion; Tetzlaff and Pesek strike me as the first team to have matched their achievement. If any recording could help the Dvorak Violin Concerto become as popular as, say, the Tchaikovsky, this is surely the one.

The Lalo, of course, has been a universal favorite for years, but it can still expand its field of admirers with the kind of elegant yet uncontrived performance it receives here. All five movements are relished to the full, and the sound itself, as in the Dvorak, is downright gorgeous.

Richard Freed

DVORAK: Violin Concerto
LALO: Symphonie Espagnole

VIRGIN 45022 (63 min)

The Uncompromising Patty Loveless

In a recent Journal of Country Music poll of country-music executives and producers, Patty Loveless showed up on the list of “most underrated country stars.” After eight years of making records—all of them good—Loveless is just now beginning to reap the recognition she deserves. The reasons for the long delay are myriad, among them her habit of letting her music speak for her rather than playing the all-important record-biz political games. But never has she given less than her all to her records.

A case in point: “When Fallen Angels Fly.” Titled after the Billy Joe Shaver song about recognizing and forgiving human weaknesses and foibles, her new album is yet another in a series of Loveless records that focus more on making deep, emotional connections with an audience than on topping the radio playlists. To be sure, there are concessions to commerciality on all of her records; here, it’s the rockabilly rave-up, I Try to Think About Elvis, a novelty tune in which a love-smitten woman tries desperately to take her mind off a new man. But on the whole, Loveless and her husband/producer, Emory Gordy, Jr. (he’s also produced records by Bill Monroe, Jimmie Dale Gilmore, and George Jones), have stocked the album with exceptionally well-crafted songs that offer hope, healing, and dignity to the spiritually and romantically disenfranchised.

Steeped in the traditional country and bluegrass of her rural Kentucky upbringing (and holding close to her hard mountains accent), Loveless is the only commercially viable woman in today’s country music with one foot staunchly in the old-time sounds and the other in contemporary thought. Here, she brings a decidedly bluegrass flavor to Tony Arata’s A
The magazine that knocks you on your ear

It used to be simple. You had a car. It came with a radio. You listened. Period.

Now you've got options. So many options, it's easy to get blown away just trying to find components that fit together—and fit your budget too.

So what do you do when it's time to upgrade your car stereo?

Tune in to CAR STEREO REVIEW!

Whether you like your sounds big and boomy or tight and well controlled ... whether you own a Ferrari or a Hyundai, CAR STEREO REVIEW lets you drive away with a system that's custom built for the way you like to listen.

You'll get head-to-head comparisons of CDs, players and changers, cassette decks, tuners, amplifiers, crossovers, speakers, equalizers, security systems, cellular phones, and more, in every price range.
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Handful of Dust, using bold mandolin, fluid fiddle, and goosebumply-good high-vocal harmony to underscore the song’s neo-gospel message—that human beings are only a collection of elements until imbued with the spirit of love. Just as easily, she switches gears for a convincing delivery of the Rolling Stones-like rocker, Old Weakness (Coming On Strong), a song about resisting the temptation to renew a troubled relationship.

But aside from nearly faultless taste in material and a dedication to finding uplifting songs, Loveless distinguishes herself from the current crop of Nashville females in her ability to seem caught up in the exact moment of truth and troubled decision. Where, say, a Reba McEntire often appears to be acting such scenes with nearly laughable melodrama, Loveless conveys a fist-to-gut realism and power, at times delivering almost palpable pain (check out Here I Am, in which a man finds only tortured memory at the bottom of his glass).

From inhabiting both characters in You Don’t Even Know Who I Am, Gretchen Peters’s remarkable song about married strangers and the slow dissolution of their union, to administering emotional salve in the hushed ballad Over My Shoulder, a near-hymn to self-reliance and faith, Loveless proves she’s not only underrated in an industry that values celebrity over artistry. She’s in a league of her own.

Alanna Nash

PATTY LOVELESS
When Fallen Angels Fly
A Handful of Dust; Halfway Down; When the Fallen Angels Fly; You Don’t Even Know Who I Am; Feelin’ Good About Feelin’ Bad; Here I Am; I Try to Think About Elvis; Ships; Old Weakness (Coming On Strong); Over My Shoulder
EPIC 64188 (41 min)

Kyung-Wha Chung's Brilliant Bartok

In her new EMI recording of Bartok’s misterly Second Violin Concerto, Kyung-Wha Chung digs deeply into the essence of this music from the composer’s peak creative period. Like the Brahms and Beethoven concertos, the Bartok Second demands collaboration on the very highest level from the orchestra and conductor, and Chung certainly has that from Simon Rattle and the City of Birmingham Symphony. Soloists and orchestra are equal partners in the performance as well as in the engineering balances.

Chung’s playing is aggressive and fiery throughout the elaborate opening movement and in the frequent dialogue episodes, and Rattle gives as good as he gets. The central movement with its six variations has both delicacy and passion, reaching a peak in the skittery solo work and marvelously delicate percussion textures of the two final variations. The finale, a large-scale variation of the first movement, gets a no-holds-barred treatment, with Chung at her most brilliant.

Besides the concerto the CD includes Bartok’s virtuosic and far from negligible Violin Rhapsodies Nos. 1 and 2. Again the orchestral role is formidable, calling in No. 1 for the added coloration of the cimbalom, the Hungarian counterpart of the hammered dulcimer. The performances are as full-out as in the concerto, and the sonics throughout are stunningly clear.

David Hall

BARTOK: Violin Concerto No. 2
Violin Rhapsodies Nos. 1 and 2
Kyung-Wha Chung; City of Birmingham Symphony, Rattle cond.
EMI 54211 (59 min)
Carver separates. The essence of total control.

Enticed by the sweetness of separates for your home theater system?
But a nightmare image of a bazillion boxes and unruly wires has given you the heebie jeebies?
Relax.

Now you can obtain a powerful home theater command center, combining the musical brilliance of separates with the ease of a receiver, all in one versatile package: Carver’s CT-27v Dolby Pro Logic™ A/V Preamplifier/Tuner.

The CT-27v pairs flawless sound with exceptional Dolby processing, including a generous selection of DSP effects (wait ‘till you experience an old movie like Casablanca on our “Matrix” mode), yet without the extraneous gimmicks that undermine aural integrity.

When matched with a Carver amplifier (models from basic stereo to multi-channel), the CT-27v lets you direct power to any array of speaker combinations – a task for which a mere receiver is woefully undermanned. So you’ll achieve wider frequency response and have the dynamic headroom necessary for those explosive moments in great movie soundtracks.

In sum: the CT-27v is the heart (and soul) of the most uncompromising home theater system. For more of the story, contact Carver today for a feature length brochure.
Satellite and Subwoofer Speakers: The "Overnight Success" of the '90s.

Overnight, it seems, virtually everyone has discovered the advantages of the satellite-subwoofer speaker concept—especially for use in the home theater. 1994 marks M&K Sound's twentieth year at the forefront of this technology. After two decades of developing and refining this concept, we are flattered to see satellite and subwoofer speaker systems become the dominant choice for the multichannel home theater. M&K speakers have been found in Hollywood screening rooms (the earliest home theaters) since the 1970s. Long acknowledged as the deep-bass specialists, we've also been pioneers in direct-to-disc and digital audiophile recording with our RealTime Records label—the first U.S. label to release compact discs.

TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY

We celebrate our twentieth anniversary by introducing the new M&K S-1C. This first Push-Pull Dual-Driver Satellite speaker exceeds the superb musicality of its legendary predecessors, thanks to M&K's unique Transmission-Line tweeter and several other significant improvements. Combine the S-1C with an M&K MX-series Deep Bass Powered Subwoofer to create a high-performance, flexible system that can be optimized for both two-channel music and multichannel film and music reproduction. With six Satellite and thirteen Powered Subwoofer speaker models, M&K gives you the widest selection in the industry.

Choose M&K and discover what twenty years of cutting-edge expertise can bring to your listening experience.

MILLER & KREISEL SOUND CORPORATION

10391 Jefferson Boulevard
Culver City, California 90232
310 204-2854, FAX: 202-8782
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ARRESTED DEVELOPMENT
Zingalamaduni
CHRYSALIS 29224 (54 min)
Performance: Preachy keen
Recording: Get the fat-grooved vinyl

"Zingalamaduni" is Swahili for "beehive of culture," and that's just what you get on this preachment-cum-party. The album is loosely organized around the concept that this is a radio broadcast coming at you over WMFW ("We Must Fight & Win"). For those who find gangsta rap too sexist and violent, wallowing in self-defeating stereotypes. Arrested Development offers a no-less-funky alternative—one propped up upon notions of freedom, dignity, and self-actualization. And while the concerns of leader Speech and company are directed at African-Americans, the message is inclusive (United Minds, United Front) and the music can be enjoyed by all.

Speech speccifies throughout, tending toward pedantic sloganeering on occasion ("Power to the people, y'all") but more often cutting to the heart of the matter with common sense and uncommon righteousness. Activism is urged (Shell, Pride), good feelings are shared (In the Sunshine, Warm Sentiments), and prayers are offered (Ease My Mind, Praisin' U). Ache'n for Acres evokes Smokey Robinson (and sometimes, Thirties Hal Roach comedy shorts) while shackled to the physical world, he displays a remarkable gift for expressing the inexpressible. In this sense he is recognizably the son of his father, the late Tim Buckley. But Jeff is entirely a self-made artist, without any guidance from Buckley, whom he barely knew. Indeed, he carries his restless creativity into areas as exotic as any that Tim Buckley explored—and far earlier in his career, to boot. His songs are occasionally unwieldy (Corpus Christi Carol, Lilac Wine) but more often brilliant in their evocation of mystery, ecstasy, and the Sisyphus-like frustration of a soul determined to push over the hill to the next horizon.

Jeff Buckley
Grace
COLUMBIA 57528 (52 min)
Performance: Otherworldly
Recording: Good

Sometimes a man gets carried away," Jeff Buckley sings in Lover, You Should've Come Over. And though taken out of context, that line could apply to Buckley himself on his full-length debut. Singing like a man suspended between heaven and earth, yearning for transcendence while shackled to the physical world, he displays a remarkable gift for expressing the inexpressible. In this sense he is recognizably the son of his father, the late Tim Buckley. But Jeff is entirely a self-made artist, without any guidance from Buckley, whom he barely knew. Indeed, he carries his restless creativity into areas as

BUCKWHEAT SINGS!

Well, no, he doesn't, actually, but here's something almost as good—"The Beau Hunks Play the Original Little Rascals Music" (Koel 8702). It seems Dutch musician Piet Schreuders reconstructed the soundtrack tunes from the Rascals' Thirties Hal Roach comedy shorts—the work of heretofore unsung composer Leroy Shields—and then recorded them with a small jazz band and a pair of overhead mikes. The results? Absolutely charming stuff that transcends nostalgia. Shields was a major American melodist, and I doubt a more enjoyably evocative CD will be released any time soon. S.S.

Edie Brickell: Baby's got soul?

Edie Brickell
Picture Perfect Morning
GEFFEN 24715 (41 min)
Performance: Glossy
Recording: Very good

Unleashed from the New Bohemians, baby-voiced Edie Brickell comes out more soulful and seductive on this first solo album. Balancing the wail-like persona she cultivated in Dallas with husband Paul Simon and Roy Halle's R&B-jazz-pop backing, Brickell will doubtless inspire "I'll follow you anywhere" fantasies with her breezy portraits of would-be lovers riding around in trashed cars. On Good Times, she evokes Smokey Robinson (and sometimes, Al Green) in her paean to light-headed falling in love. But guest Barry White's recitation here amounts to little more than oral diddling, and in the end, Brickell's songs—mostly about not getting what you want or need—aren't so much songs as atmospheric canvases for the players to color in. Think of her as a less exotic, Texas-styled Sade. And on vacation, at that. A.N.
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Recording: Good
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COLUMBIA 57528 (52 min)
Performance: Otherworldly
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Sometimes a man gets carried away," Jeff Buckley sings in Lover, You Should've Come Over. And though taken out of context, that line could apply to Buckley himself on his full-length debut. Singing like a man suspended between heaven and earth, yearning for transcendence while shackled to the physical world, he displays a remarkable gift for expressing the inexpressible. In this sense he is recognizably the son of his father, the late Tim Buckley. But Jeff is entirely a self-made artist, without any guidance from Buckley, whom he barely knew. Indeed, he carries his restless creativity into areas as
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The Joy of Judy-ism For a great singer, Judy Garland made more unworthy recordings than anybody short of Elvis, and here's a revelation—some of them were right at the beginning of her career. Doubt it? Check out "Judy Garland: The Complete Decca Masters (Plus)," a new four-CD set (MCA 11059) of everything Garland recorded for Decca between 1936 and 1947. Along with some familiar gems are substandard takes on classics from The Wizard of Oz, Meet Me in St. Louis, and The Harvey Girls, plus scads of justly forgotten tunes that never made it to the charts.

This well-

The adventure reaches a feverish peak in the adrenaline outpouring of Eternal Life, in which he shouts and slashes with a reckless energy and grungy dissonance worthy of Seattle's finest. Yet his goal is beyond that scene, and "Grace" must be heard to be believed. Watching Buckley develop from this audacious starting point will be a pleasure, as the sky's the limit for a talent of this magnitude. P.P.

devoted to the fact that for the first time in nearly twenty-five years, Edmunds has made an album the way he did in the beginning—as a one-man show, playing and singing every note by himself. The irony, of course, is that despite incredible strides in recording technology (a copious list of hi-tech equipment documented in the CD credits), Edmunds's music still sounds exactly as it always has since the late Sixties—masses of trebly, nasal guitars and vocals set to perfect (albeit retro) beats in the service of basic but witty formalist songwriting. In any case, "Plugged In" is vintage Edmunds—a little rockabilly, a little blues, a little Chuck Berry-ish rock, an occasional genre parody (here it's the Brian Wilson pastiche Beach Boy Blood (In My Veins)—and as usual it runs the gamut from entertaining to brilliant. And for a change the best is saved for last: a hilariously over-the-top remake of Edmunds's first hit (Save Dance 94) that the guys who used to spin plates on The Ed Sullivan Show really should have lived to hear. Let us not mince words—this guy's so good he ought to be nationalized. S.S.

JULIA FORDHAM Falling Forward VIRGIN 95599 (50 min) Performance: Whispers to histronics Recording: Very good On her fourth album, English chanteuse Julia Fordham continues in the vein of her earlier work, crafting feathery, jazzy pop out of seemingly thin air. This time out, she's produced by Larry Klein, who lends his expertise with the kind of layered female vocal washes that characterize the work of his wife, Joni Mitchell. As a writer, Fordham is concerned with nothing but romance, but from an almost intellectual vantage point. Melodically, she can be tedious, her lyrics sometimes border on cliché ("I know why the caged bird sings / And it's not what you're thinking"), and as a singer, she is like a mime riding an air wave—there seems to be nowhere she can't go, which is not always a good thing. At times, her expressive contralto turns too strident in an attempt to convey intense emotion, single notes and phrases blending in a sort of vomitous rush. Most of the time, however, Fordham creates an ebullient atmosphere of hope, exaltation, and beauty. If she walks a thin line between control and excess, well, don't we all? A.N.

NANCY GRIFFITH Flyer ELEKTRA 61681 (56 min) Performance: Stretching Recording: Good Last year Nancy Griffith, who once described herself as a "Tolkienite," won a Grammy for "Other Voices, Other Rooms," an album that ripped off Truman Capote for
Change your evil ways to MasterSound

MasterSound CD's are the definitive versions of classic albums, all produced to the highest possible standard. 20-bit digital transfers using Sony's SBM process and state-of-the-art equipment, plus intensive archival research to find the original masters, assure a listening experience that puts you in the studio with the artist himself. The MasterSound series features over 3 dozen titles, including new releases from Robert Johnson, Bob Dylan, Basia, Indigo Girls® and Roy Orbison.

Get all the music. MasterSound.

For more information about other great Legacy releases, write to: SBM, Legacy-MasterSound, Radio City Station, P.O. Box 1526, New York, N.Y. 10101-1526
As the entertainment of small-town America, country is by far the most conservative of all popular-music forms. But because it also reflects the lives of the eternally troubled Everyman, country is one of the most realistic pop genres, rarely shying away from any difficult topic, from cheating to drinking to unwed mothers. Yet two still-powerful taboos—mainline drug use and homosexuality—have kept country music from dealing with AIDS until recently. The change is signaled, in part, by Reba McEntire’s recording of “She Thinks His Name Was John,” which addresses heterosexual transmission of the disease, and now the release of “Red Hot + Country,” the long-awaited compilation album featuring many of Nashville’s biggest stars. Sales will benefit organizations involved in AIDS treatment and research.

A terrifically diverse collection of music, “Red Hot + Country” sometimes finds unlikely performers joining together to revamp classic songs: Brooks and Dunn rock up Johnny Cash’s “Folsom Prison Blues,” for example, with Cash dropping by to lend an unearthly recitation; Suzy Bogguss, Alison Krauss, and project coordinator Kathy Mattea support Crosby, Stills & Nash on “Teach Your Children;” and Mattea and Jackson Browne duet on “Rock Me on the Water.”

But most of the time the performers simply pay solo tribute to the writers, artists, and music that most influenced them and helped them shape their styles, which brings some surprises: Dolly Parton does a hopped-up rendition of George Jones’s “You’ve Gotta Be My Baby,” and Sammy Kershaw reaches beyond his country roots into the James Taylor troubadour tradition for a sobering and affecting “Fire and Rain.”

Several songs, such as Bob Dylan’s “Forever Young,” interpreted here by Johnny Cash, The T.B. Is Whipping Me,” the old Ernest Tubb tribute to Jimmie Rodgers as performed by Wilco with Syd Straw, and Patty Loveless’s “When I Reach the Place I’m Going,” take on almost entirely new poignancy in the light of AIDS. Only Mary-Chapin Carpenter chose to deal directly with the disease, recording her longtime friend John Jennings’s extraordinary “Willie Short,” a song told from the point of view of a man with AIDS. Stark and haunting—its melody has a nearly Elizabethan quality—the song never goes overboard lyrically, drawing its power instead from understatement: “It’s hard, mister, dying by inches / Of something I cannot control.”

In fact, the biggest problem with what is otherwise a splendid album is that many of the performers seemed to forget why they’re here, performing material that simply does not fit the subject. Not every song needed to address the issue head-on—Nanci Griffith and Jimmy Webb demonstrate that beautifully on Webb’s “These Old Walls Could Speak,” which captures a mood of reflection and summing up a life lived. But Close Up the Honky Tonks (Radney Foster) and Crazy (Jimmie Dale Gilmore and Willie Nelson) just seem goofily out of place.

That said, there’s a wonderful spirit of union and camaraderie here, a selfless coming together for a cause higher than ego and career advancement. It often makes for memorable musical moments, and a true contribution to country-music history. Better still, it underscores the best in a format that usually promotes recklessness, unchecked behavior over the betterment of humanity. If this project stimulates any awareness of spiritual connectedness—as well as awareness of AIDS in general—then here’s an album of near miracles.

Alanna Nash

TISH HINOJOSA

Destiny’s Gate

WARNER BROS. 45566 (43 min)

Performance: Falls between cracks

Recording: Very good

In 1992, Mex-Tex singer-songwriter Tish Hinojosa recorded an arresting album for Rounder ("Culture Swing") that blended American folk and country and Spanish traditional music in a meaningful way. Both her sweet, soaring melodies and sparse instrumentation bucked the trends of commercial radio, while her themes (migrant workers, pesticides, the way the Rio Grande defines the lives of Mexicans, etc.) went deeper than most contemporary country fare.

On the strength of that album, Warner Bros. signed Hinojosa, and now comes her major-label debut, which largely waters down her subject matter and dilutes her folk-country approach with not-so-subtle pop accents. While she continues to record both in English and in Spanish and to hit upon at least one social theme (Love of Mine, in which a woman works as a domest ic so her child won’t have to), “Destiny’s Gate” presents Hinojosa with one hand tied behind her back: the album is neither folk nor country, neither emotionally involving nor intellectually satisfying. And when she does her rockabilly rave-up, I’m N’ Havin’ It Through Loving You Yet, you can’t help but wish she’d really cut loose. Enjoy “Destiny’s Gate” for the sheer pleasure of Hinojosa’s modest, tremulous soprano—but find the Rounder record, pronto.

A.N.
AMAZING NEW 3D SURROUND SOUND TECHNOLOGY.
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"I could not believe my ears... all I can do is enjoy it and stop wondering how it was done."
—Leonard Feldman, Audio Magazine
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CIRCLE NO. 31 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Chants Don’t Suck

So, dude, you say you got that bestselling “Chant” album on Angel and then noticed it didn’t exactly, uh, rock? Well then, run on and buy “Chantamania” (Rhinoceros 76025) by the Benzedrine Monks of Santo Domingo (formerly faux-Fifties rock satirists Big Daddy), featuring plain-spoken versions of pop classics like R.E.M.’s Losing My Religion and the theme from The Monkees. And watch for the Brothers’ cable special—a Monkumentary, natch—in which, we’ve heard, the group gets career advice from no less a sage than Mel Brooks. 2,000 Year Old Man. S.S.

INXS
Full Moon, Dirty Hearts
ATLANTIC 82541 (40 min)
Performance: Taut
Recording: Good

After ten albums there’s still not an ounce of fat on INXS. Not a wasted note, not one superfluous flourish. “Full Moon, Dirty Hearts” is all bone and sinew, a lean rock album of almost classic dimensions twelve songs, 40 minutes) that doesn’t labor over its points but aims squarely for the bull’s-eye. Combining the firepower of INXS’s contracting universe. In Please (You Got It . . . ), he and Hutchence bring out their mutual best by virtue of containment. Each syllable stands for something, as does what’s implied in the pregnant pauses between words. But it’s when left on their own, six men making a less-is-more racket that is ugly, beautiful, and all things in between, that INXS really shines. Delivered with compacted urgency, thorny riffs and rhythms bleeding the songs one into another. “Full Moon, Dirty Hearts” is a black-and-white newsreel for the ears that proffes hope from within the midst of a firestorm.

JELLY ROLL KINGS
Rockin’ the Juke Joint Down
EARWIG 4901 (57 min)
Performance: Genuine
Recording: Good

You can find the blues in the most unlikely places these days, but there is an area of this country where the genuine article still thrives. A river (the Mississippi) runs through it, and decades of rich musical tradition has left the countryside steeped in the sounds that gave immortality to the likes of Bessie Smith, Ma Rainey, Leroy Carr, Robert Johnson, and Blind Lemon Jefferson. In 1975, when blues enthusiast Michael Frank left Chicago on a talent search that would take him to Tennessee and points beyond, he had specific performers in mind, the Jelly Roll Kings (also known as the Blues Kings) in particular. He found them rather quickly, but three years would pass before he could assemble them in a Memphis studio and, as he puts it, get into the record business. Organist/harmonica player Frank Frost and drummer Sam Carr teamed up in 1956, and guitarist Jack Johnson joined them in 1962. Still, unless you are a dedicated, serious-as-life blues fan, you may not be familiar with the band. But the rapport shared by these three instrumentalists reflects their years together, and the vocals by Frost and Johnson, are a much less edgy, dangerous outfit. There's more Chieftains than Clash in the Pogues, preferring to sparkle playfully rather than scuff the linoleum of the soul. At their best the group weaves a zestful tapestry of sound on numbers like Smell of Petroleum

THE POGUES
Waiting for Herb
CHAMELEON 61508 (46 min)
Performance: Gets by
Recording: Good

Having lost their main man, toothless wonder Shane MacGowan, the Pogues are a much less edgy, dangerous outfit. There’s more Chieftains than Clash in the rousing jigs and stomp that make Waiting for Herb., as these kinder-gentler Pogues prefer to sparkle playfully rather than scuff the linoleum of the soul. At their best the group weaves a zestful tapestry of sound on numbers like Smell of Petroleum
and Big City, which take wing on flights of profoundly silly fancy ("The secret of the universe is hidden in this song / La-lala..."), What really makes the Pogues tick like God's own metronome is the jaunty interplay of banjo, accordion, and mandolin. Spider Stacy's vocals are adequate; they're no match for MacGowan's scarifying rasp, and he double-tracks awkwardly, but he'll do. The biggest letdown here are the songs themselves, which fail to rise above the ordinary about half the time. Be it the unspec-tacular tale told in Haunting, the recycled urban sentiments of Modern World, or the drummer's wretched vocalizing in My Baby's Gone, this album does have its soft spots. At the same time, the Pogues manage to make an endearingly cozy racket on "Waiting for Herb" just often enough to pass muster.

**KEVIN SALEM**

*Soma City*

ROADRUNNER 009 (52 min)

Performance: Spectacular
Recording: Punchy

This is a rave, so let's get right to it: Kevin Salem, formerly of the Boston cult band Dumptruck, has made the most impressive solo rock record in ages. It isn't grunge, it isn't metal, it isn't alternative (except in the sense that it's on a small label). It's just a collection of smart, tuneful, deeply felt songs about somebody's real life, passionately sung in a classic sweet-but-ravaged voice in front of what sounds (at least while you're listening) like the greatest rock band in the world, all ringing guitars and thunderous drums. The influences are obvious—Dylan, middle Stones, the Velvet Underground, the Replace-mants—but it never sounds derivative, merely right, think Matthew Sweet with more attitude, or a young John Hiatt breathing fire as the lead singer of Television, and you'll get the idea. Add a deceptively no-frills but in-your-face production by Niko Bolas (Neil Young, Warren Zevon) and "Soma City" shapes up as that rarest of artifacts—an all-but-perfect debut album.

**STONE TEMPLE PILOTS**

*Purple*

ATLANTIC 82607 (49 min)

Performance: Has its moments
Recording: Very good

Stone Temple Pilots are purveyors of grunge-by-numbers, having taken the anarchy loosed by many truly dangerous Seattle bands—dangerous especially to themselves—and put it back in the bottle. Formulaic grunge may seem like a contradiction in terms, particularly emotional terms, but it sells well to middle-American kids who've got angst in their pants but really don't want to die just yet. So an album like "Purple" is ideally coifed and perfectly timed to capitalize on the mosh-pit manqué sensibility. The upside of all this is that suicide, broken necks, and other forms of bodily abuse really aren't that cool, so perhaps a more well-tempered, commercially polished grunge with mass appeal isn't such a bad thing after all.

**WHEN JACK DANIEL** first gazed upon the pure spring water in this limestone cave, he knew he was on to something.

So he built a distillery around it. Because Mr. Jack realized right away the water he'd discovered was perfect for making his Tennessee Whiskey. For one thing, it's 100% ironfree (iron is murderous to good whiskey). This precious natural resource, along with our charcoal mellowing method, has accounted for Jack Daniel's uncommon rareness since 1866. And, we believe, for its uncommon number of customers and friends.

**SMOOTH SIPPIN' TENNESSEE WHISKEY**

Tennessee Whiskey • 40.43% alcohol by volume (80.86 proof) • Distilled and Bottled by Jack Daniel Distillery, Lem Motlow, Proprietor, Route 1, Lynchburg (Pop 3,011), Tennessee 37352

Placed in the National Register of Historic Places by the United States Government.
To their credit, Stone Temple Pilots evince signs of growth on "Purple," particularly the more varied second side. (I've got the vinyl-purple vinyl at that. Cool!) There, the serviceable, humdrum grunge of the first half gives way to a series of pleasant surprises, especially the Cream-like hooks, mood and tempo shifts, and rococo arrangement (is that a dobro?) of Big Empty. Then there's the fearsome wallop of Army Ants, the haunting depth and eerie meter of Kitchenware & Candybars, and the self-effacing satire of the unlisted twelfth track, a tongue-in-cheek album summation titled 12 Gracious Melodies. Okay, maybe it's just grunge-lite, but it's not bad, either.

**THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS**

**John Henry**

**ELEKTRA 61654 (57 min)**

**Performance:** Big

**Recording:** Very good

They Might Be Giants, but they're not too swell-headed to know when the novelty's worn off and the concept is due for an overhaul. So John Flansburgh and John Linnell have added other musicians to their wacked-out world, trebling the size of the band with a bassist, drummer, and horn section. The sound is bigger and fuller, amplifying their ironic wit rather than trampling it. The expanded lineup has inspired the two principal Giants to the degree that song quality rarely flags throughout their latest album, "John Henry." Words and music are still arresting and still literate, and the stamp of hornman Kurt Hoffman (formerly of the avant-garde rock orchestra the Ordinaires) is particularly evident in tunes like Spy, which instrumentally deconstructs with an air of precision.

Flansburgh and Linnell continue to recontextualize pop iconography and employ language in surprising and amusing ways. Linnell recites a litany of Alice Cooper song titles while posing the question Why Must I Be Sad, thereby getting inside the head of a kid who sincerely believes the ghoul-rock star understands his despair better than anyone (the surging, unironic music suggests that this one might have been written more from empathy than sarcasm). Later, in I Should Be Allowed to Think, he reworks a famous Allen Ginsberg line as, "I saw the worst bands of my generation applied by Magic Marker to drywall." Vignettes here have the tragicomic tang of real life, as in this succinct, Flansburgh-sung scenario: "I got a crush / Copy shop clerk / But she won't look at me." There are (praise the Lord) no love songs, no message songs, and no baring of the soul or political commentary. Rather, the small moments and random thoughts that stream into a receptive mind are organized into fastidious, inscrutable constructs that, like the lyrics of the late nursing-home savant Ernest Noyes Brookings, nonetheless have a fundamentally sound internal logic to them.

With "John Henry," They Might Be Giants once again prove that the surest means of survival in a world gone blooey is a well-cultivated sense of the absurd. This is pop, or what it ought to be in a perfect world.
THE TRACTORS
ARISTA 18728 (47 min)
Performance: The real deal
Recording: Extra fine
How the hell did the Tractors get on a major mainstream label? They’re too deliciously left-of-center for most of the Nashville biggies, and yet here they are, backed by a company that’s usually only interested in the latest radio clones.
Actually, these guys are a Tulsa outfit made up of a veritable who’s who of seasoned session and road players; individually, they’ve backed everybody from Bob Dylan to Bonnie Raitt to Leonard Cohen. Their mission: To look at music the way people did before it was specifically categorized. In other words, to mix greasy guitars with popping percussion, boogie, rock-and-roll, western-swing, and Hank Williams whenever the spirit moves them, preferably loose and loud. With a dozen or so of their famous friends (Raitt, Russell, J.J. Cale, James Burton, Ry Cooder, Eldon Shamblin, Debbie Campbell) on hand, the Tractors make the most of a party. But underneath their dedication to good times runs a very serious undertow: “Tryin’ to get people interested in what it is we’re allowing our elected people to do and get away with.” As such, there are plenty of hank-loose but dead-on songs about “the little man,” and “the city slick bankers, the IRS boys, and the politicians” who muck up the American dream. But there’s also lots of straw-chewin’ fun, like Fallin’ Apart, a paranoid’s dream that weds a laid-back, lazy hillbilly beat with a raggedy tarpaper shack. See How-via-Alfred E. Newman ambience.
In short, anyone who remembers Billy Hill, or loved Leon Russell’s Tulsa sound of the Sixties and Seventies (several of the same players appear here), should run, not walk, to climb aboard the Tractors. In this case, it’s okay to operate heavy machinery while under the influence. A.N.

DON WALSER
Rolling Stone from Texas
WATERMELON 1028 (39 min)
Performance: Refreshing
Recording: Good
In an age when twentiesomething Hat Acts barely know how to stand on stage but record sparkling radio bits patched together from countless studio takes, sixty-year-old Don Walser is the real thing. A Texas honky-tonk performer since the Fifties, Walser is a master of the old Hank Williams–Bob Wills–Jimmie Rodgers styles, as adept at honky-tonk blues, country-swing, and cowboy yodels as any of the big names you already know.
Yodeling, in fact, is Walser’s stock in trade. At times, as on the old Stan Jones song Cowpoke, Walser’s clear, beautiful yodel takes on a flutelike quality. Elsewhere, his range extends so far that you’d swear—and I hope ol’ Don takes this kindly—he’d have to be a soprano to jump up that high. He hardly looks it, though (Don’s a big, well-rounded fella), and he certainly has the muscle to record most of this album of originals (the title song) and country classics (Willie Nelson’s Three Days) in one take—a feat that should inspire awe in the Clay Walkers and Tracy Lawrences of this world.
With Asleep at the Wheel’s Ray Benson co-producing, and pickers such as fiddler Johnny Gimble and steel-guitar legend Jimmy Day on hand, this is one authentic time-trip to Texas’s back-alley honky-tonks and cantinas of yore (although with modern sound, of course). Mighty fine, fellas, mighty fine.

A.N.
FREE Audio Catalog
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- How to buy home theater systems.
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Order your free catalog: call ext. 140 at 800-227-0390

CIRCLE NO. 38 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CHERYL WHEELER
Driving Home
PHILO 1152 (48 min)
Performance: Wistful
Recording: Very good

Like fellow folkie Nanci Griffith, Cheryl Wheeler went to Nashville a couple of years ago and failed to watch her records scurry up the charts. But then Nashville is a tough town for any literate songwriter, especially one born and schooled in New England and for whom the whine of a steel guitar does not fall easily on the ear. If Mary-Chapin Carpenter, with whom Wheeler shares a personal writing style, is the only neo-folksinger to successfully bridge the commercial country gap, it doesn’t mean there aren’t others out there who deserve to be heard. And Wheeler is definitely one of them.

This collection of extremely thoughtful songs is more subdued than Wheeler’s earlier “Circles and Arrows,” bforfitting snowy winter afternoons and hot tea breaks rather than upbeat summer folk-tests. Wheeler, who can write at poetic length about the simplest of topics, excels at chronicling the passage of time and the changing of relationships (75 September, a kind of love song to a father), as well as fashioning dead-on word portraits about people who have filtered through her life (Frequently Wrong, about a sad blowhard of a family friend). But before you write her off as a bookish intellectual, give a listen to Don’t Forget the Guns, a novelty song about the casualness with which guns are regarded in this country—hardly a Valentine to the NRA.

RICHARD BOONE
The Singer
STORYVILLE 4186 (74 min)
Performance: Excellent
Recording: Generally fine

When trombonist Richard Boone joined the Count Basie Orchestra in 1966, he was a major asset to the brass section, but it was when Basie brought him front and center as a vocalist that Boone really attracted the public’s attention. During his three years with Basie, Boone supplied comic relief by stepping up front and delivering witty vocals in a unique style that combined straight singing with scat, whoops, holllers, and yodels—the audience loved it. In the early Seventies, Boone took up residence in Paris and continued with eight selections made around the same time for the ill-fated, Los Angeles-based Nocturne label. These include highly original readings of such standards as Berlin’s There’s No Business Like Show Business and Old Folks and a couple of delightfully off-beat tunes, Framed and Cocoa Joe, sung with sophistication and a prepossessing wit. The rest of the album—with accompaniments by Danish bands—including Jesper Thilo playing beautiful flute behind Boone’s relatively straight vocal on the Roberta Flack hit, Killing Me Softly, a fine reading of Don’t Fall in Love, (which Sarah Vaughan recorded with the Basie band) and Louis Jordan’s Sure I Had a Wonderful Time. You’ll have a wondful time, too. C.A.

JAZZ REVIEWS

ROY CAMPBELL
La Tierra del Fuego
DELMARK 469 (53 min)
Performance: Needs work
Recording: Very good

Although forty-two-year-old Roy Campbell has been on the music scene for many years, “La Tierra del Fuego” is only his second release as a leader. Like his previous “New Kingdom,” the new album reflects Campbell’s keen awareness of his own musical heritage and his deep interest in ethnic music in general, but he is a better performer than this album would indicate. A trumpeter whose intense, fiery style and eloquent horn expression were fine-tuned by an impressive trio of instructors (Lee Morgan, Kenny Dorham, and Joe Newman), Campbell here sets out to demonstrate his ability as a composer-arranger. Perhaps that is what’s wrong with this album of Campbell originals—it gets bogged down in mundane Spanish-tinged arrangements that often stand in the way rather than frame and enhance individual expression. Granted, Campbell delivers some combustible solos, and there are fine tenor statements from Zane Massey. But repeated listening did not alter the fact that I often found myself wishing all concerned would get on with it and make something happen. C.A.

TOMMY DORSEY AND FRANK SINATRA
The Song Is You
RCA 66353 (five CD’s, 364 min)
Performance: Topnotch
Recording: First-class remasterings

The revelation here is not just how good Frank Sinatra was at this early stage of his career, but how unmatched the whole Tommy Dorsey aggregation was in those peak Big Band days of 1940-1942. With Dorsey himself on trombone and Joe Bushkin, Zigsy Elman, Buddy Berigan, and Buddy Rich among the sidemen, plus Connie Haines, Jo Stafford, and the Pied Pipers sharing vocals with Sinatra, the band could swing out excitingly with a cohesion and consistency that no one else surpassed.

This beautifully packaged compilation brings together every recording Sinatra made with Dorsey, including six unreleased alternate takes and twenty airchecks previously unavailable commercially. On most of the 120 tracks, Sinatra sings in the mellow, long-lined style that he openly modeled after Dorsey’s smooth, legato trom-
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bone technique. Beyond his incredible breath control, there’s also the instinctively warm, intimate, sexy handling of lyrics with which Sinatra shook up and refocused just about every crooner’s approach to pop singing in the early Forties.

In addition to their enduring musical merits, these recordings have never sounded so good as in this digitally remastered collection. Now if only RCA would do the same for its remaining non-Sinatra Dorsey recordings of this period! —R.H.

**DUKE ELLINGTON**

*Live at the Blue Note*

ROULETTE 28637 (two CD’s, 135 min)

Performance: A must

Recording: Excellent remote

According to Stanley Dance, who should know, Duke Ellington was fond of playing at Chicago’s Blue Note, which he called “The Metropolitan Opera House of Jazz.” Between 1947 and 1960, when it closed, Duke was booked into the club seventeen times for a total of 45 weeks, and if you are not among the fortunate who caught the band back then, be glad that someone did—on tape.

“Duke Ellington: Live at the Blue Note” is a two-CD set containing twenty-seven selections (including fourteen previously unissued) recorded during three sets on August 9, 1959. The sound is exceptionally good, due to the use of overhead mikes, and the band is in as fine a form as I have ever heard it. Even Billy Strayhorn is on hand, replacing Duke at the piano for the opening selection, a rousing version of *Take the A Train*, and joining him at the keyboard on *Tonk*, *C Jam Blues*, and *Drawing Room Blues*. The rest of the program is a mixture of old and new Ellington fare, harking back to the early days (or, as Duke put it, “the time before I joined the band”). Thus we hear *The Mooche* and *Black and Tan Fantasy* in modern dress, and four tunes written for the film *Anatomy of a Murder*, which had just premiered. (The latter tunes were certainly part of Duke’s repertoire, but they may have been included on this occasion for the benefit of Michigan Supreme Court Justice John D. Voelker, who was present and on whose book the film was based.)

So, there you have the setting, a fertile environment for a band that included, among others, Johnny Hodges, Russell Procope, Harry Carney, Jimmy Hamilton, Clark Terry, Shorty Baker, Ray Nance, Cat Anderson, Quentin Jackson, Britt Woodman, and Paul Gonsalves. Rather than go into details, let me assure you that these great players sound as inspired as their leader. Numerous live Duke Ellington recordings have been released, and many more are yet to come, but you will have to look hard to find a set that captures as much music and good spirit as this one. —C.A.

**LONNIE JOHNSON**

*Stompin’ at the Penny*

COLUMBIA/LEGACY 57829 (41 min)

Performance: Remarkable

Recording: Very good

One writer called him “the Jimi Hendrix of his time,” but New Orleans-born singer/guitarist Lonnie Johnson deserves better. He was a pivotal performer whose single-string guitar style and extraordinary twelve-string solos recorded with Louis Armstrong and Duke Ellington in the Twenties virtually set the course for the guitar as a solo jazz instrument. Such giants as Charlie Christian and B.B. King acknowledged their debt to Johnson, and rock music continues to bear his influence. Johnson was also the original comeback kid, surviving a series of setbacks that began with the flu epidemic of 1918—which
BODY COUNT
Born Dead
VIRGIN 14205 (47 min)
Ice-T is a cool guy and a great screen presence, but his heavy-metal band remains a so-so proposition. Here, the re- 
dictions of The System continue to sound less than convincing when marketed by a multinational corporation, and the 
cover of Heroin (previously heard on a CD) suffers from—of all things—a less than stellar lead vocal.

FELIX CAVALIERE
MCA 11062 (45 min)
It sounds like a perfect match: Cavaliere, a major Sixties figure who was the writer and snarling voice behind soul/rock pio- 
ners the Rascals, and Don Was, the seemingly infallible producer who resuscitated Bonnie Raitt's career. So it's with heavy 
heart that I report the results here are less than stellar.

JOE SCRUGGS
SHADOW PLAY 350 (36 min)
Combining humor, memorable melodies, variety, easy vocal delivery, and an uncanny knowledge of what children enjoy, Joe 
Scruggs has come up with another A+ recording for children aged three to ten. The Parade, Different Drum, and Rappunzel 
Got a Mohawk will probably become Scruggs classics. Excellent production plus Joe's musicality make it possible for parents 
to keep listening as their kids play this tape or CD over and over again. [Available from Shadow Play Records, 1-800-274-8804.]
William Livingstone

THE SHADOWS OF KNIGHT
Dark Sides—The Best of the Shadows of Knight
RHINO 71723 (53 min)
If you lived in Chicago in 1965, these local heroes were a bigger deal than the Beatles and the Stones combined. Fortu- 
nately for the rest of us, most of their music—from the hormonal hit version of Them's Glory to killer originals like Light Bulb Blues—is sensational anytime, anywhere. Yes, kids, the legend is true: the Shads really were the all-time American garage/blues/punk band.

PAUL WINTER
Prayer for the Wild Things
LIVING MUSIC 0028 (68 min)
Although the notes accompanying this "Earth Music Celebration of the Northern Rockies" are as pretentious and self-con- 
gratulatory as Dances with Wolves, the music itself is attractive, evocative, and quite powerful; from the start there is a 
sense of reflections of prehistory and of connection with potent great spirits. The cries and songs of twenty-seven beasts 
and birds are very well integrated with the music of the Earth Band led by Winter on soprano saxophone and the overall re- 
corded sound is excellent.

W.L.
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Tommy, Frank
DORSEY-SINATRA
The Song Is You"

The most complete musical record & documentation ever of Frank Sinatra's brief but stunning career as a vocalist with The Tommy Dorsey Orchestra.

Contains every studio master recorded and many rarities including 3 previously unreleased alternate takes, the 4 Sinatra/Sinatella recordings and 21 previously unissued live performances plus a full-color 100-page book.

$64999 $49999
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The Nightmare Before Christmas
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*Judgement Night/Kalifornia/Passe
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*Undercover Blues/Diggstown/Shattered
*Nature Davidson & The Mariboo Man
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Barbra-The Concert
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Prince:
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Boyz II Men:
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SLR Cameras

Nikon N50" Outfit
Autofocus SLR Camera Kit
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• Advanced mode Auto-exposure
• Built-in AP 100 sec
• Automatic Focus dia Zoom Nikkor 35-70mm annces. small kodak film & film bakery Nikon USA warranty
• (449.95)

Vivitar V3000 Kit
• Includes 18-55mm 3.5-5.6 kit lens
• 220V/110V adapter
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• Includes Soft Case & 32MB card 
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• (389.95)
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• (3799.95)
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CIRCLE NO. 25 ON READER SERVICE CARD
BEETHOVEN: Cello Sonatas, Opp. 69 and 102; Variations on "Judas Maccabaeus"
Maysky; Argerich
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 437 514
(73 min)
Performance: Sweaty
Recording: Excellent

Expect electricity, individualism, passion, and even recklessness from these performances by cellist Mischa Maisky and pianist Martha Argerich, though you may often wonder how much the music benefits from it. I like the Romantic ebbs and flows they give to the A Major Sonata, Op. 69, as well as the eagerness of the architecture that emerges. There are invigorating surprises at every turn—rubato where you don't quite expect it, accents that give phrases unusual twists, and exaggerated dynamics—surprises that are perhaps best appreciated by those who have heard the sonata more times than is healthy and need to be jostled around a bit to rediscover it.

The two sonatas of Op. 102, written late in Beethoven's career and quickly in form, require a more personal, less generalized response than performers can get away with in his middle-period works. Though moments here give the sense that Maisky and Argerich have thought deeply about the music, plenty of others seem to exploit dramatic tricks to conceal that they haven't. Their furrowed-brow reading of the modest variations on a theme from Handel's Judas Maccabaeus, in contrast, sounds labored—they may have worked harder over it than Beethoven did.

D.P.S.

BRAHMS: String Quartets Nos. 1 and 3
Borodin Quartet
TELDEC 90889 (69 min)
Performance: Dramatic
Recording: Rich

While a 1963 recording of at least one of these quartets by the "old" Borodin Quartet has circulated on CD, both of the original violinists were replaced some twenty years ago, and this Teldec issue is a new recording by the current foursome. The playing, in any event, is very much in the Borodin Quartet tradition: alert and expressive, impeccable in ensemble, charged with an intensity that never flags and never steps over the line toward excess.

These players do not settle for mellowness or "autumnal" qualities in this music but seek out a more active drama in it. They seem to relish its darker colors, especially in the C Minor Quartet (Op. 51, No. 1), as well as the opportunities Brahms provided, both in that work and in the B-flat Major (Op. 67), to show how sumptuously beautiful the sound of string instruments can be. First-movement repeats are, of course, taken in both works. In all, this is an eminently persuasive presentation, enhanced by a rich, well-judged sonic frame.

R.F.

ARGO 443 203 (68 min)
Performance: Bracing
Recording: Excellent

Like the vampiric character it depicts, Grogh, an early ballet by Aaron Copland, refuses to stay dead. Inspired by the 1921 German film Nosferatu (the first Dracula movie), it was Copland's first major work—finished in 1925 in Paris, revised in 1932, and then, aside from one excerpt, lost. The composer said he didn't mind, that it was an awful piece. But now that Grogh has been rediscovered and recorded here with revelatory confidence by the conductor/composer Oliver Knussen, Copland's appraisal seems dead wrong.

The only thing that keeps this tremendously vital, inventive ballet from being among the best works of Copland's early period is its last third, which winds down into a second-rate Petrouchka. Not that Copland pales in comparison with Stravinsky, but there's a jarring stylistic inconstancy when he abandons the more individual language of the earlier parts, a language full of eerie, modal melodies, bracing dissonances, chilling pianissimos, and—most significant—impressive thematic transformations. Grogh clearly points toward Copland's more serious later works, such as the Piano Variations, and there are orchestral effects that Leonard Bernstein seems to have picked up on for the gang-warfare sections of West Side Story. Were such ideas just in the air? Or was the score not so "lost" after all?

The Prelude for Chamber Orchestra is simply a rescued movement from Copland's First Symphony. Hear Ye! Hear Ye!, for a ballet about a murder trial, was quickly written in 1934 for Ruth Page. The composer's infrequently heard sense of humor emerges in Ivesian snatches of The Star Spangled Banner and the twittering flutes that depict the more vicious characters. A fun but lightweight piece.

D.P.S.

DIAMOND: Symphony No. 8; Suite from the Ballet "TOM"; This Sacred Ground
Seattle Symphony and Chorale. Schwarz
DELOS 3141 (69 min)
Performance: Excellent
Recording: Impressive

The find here is David Diamond's music for the unproduced ballet TOM, with a scenario by E. E. Cummings based on Har.
rriet Beecher Stowe’s classic anti-slavery novel, *Uncle Tom’s Cabin*. It languished unheard until Gerard Schwarz conducted the première of a twelve-movement orchestral suite on July 4, 1981, at the Waterloo Festival in New Jersey. The story unfolds through a series of colorful dances and stylized chorale melodies in the vintage Americana manner. Diamond’s music is tuneful almost to a fault, concisely dramatic where needed, and vivacious in New Jersey. The story unfolds through a series of colorful dances and stylized chorale melodies in the vintage Americana manner. Diamond’s music is tuneful almost to a fault, concisely dramatic where needed, and vivacious.

Listening to *This Sacred Ground*, a 1962 piece for chorus and orchestra whose text is Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address, I admired the skill of the choral writing and Diamond’s elegant command of canonic texture, but I also came to the rueful conclusion that Lincoln’s words are so perfect in themselves that any attempt at musical rendering, however skillful, is doomed to failure. The choral performance is first-rate and beautifully balanced with the baritone solo (capably carried off by Erich Parce).

The two-movement Eighth Symphony, composed in Italy, is quite removed from the pleasing pandiatonics of *Tom* or the Rounds for String Orchestra. There is a closely argued first movement, complete with bipartite tonal structure and chromatic textures to match, but the work’s overall rhythmic structure breathes none of the academic air that can sometimes cling to twelve-tone music. The contrapuntal textures are marvelously fluent without seeming merely facile, particularly in the forty-measure theme, seven variations, and fiery double fugue that make up the elaborate concluding movement.

Schwarz and his players give their all in both the ballet suite and the symphony, and the Delos sonics are magnificently rich and wide-ranging. D.H.

**G**luck’s *Orfeo ed Euridice* is the work that led opera—and, indeed, all of music—out of the Baroque and into the glories of Classicism. It caused a revolution in Vienna in 1762 and a row in Paris in 1774. In the end it triumphed over its detractors, and, often more respected than admired, it has never been out of the repertoire since.

And yet it turns out that we hardly even know the original opera. Gluck himself started its long revisionist history by adapting it from the original Italian into French, rewriting it considerably in the process. Later revisionists were even more cavalier, and these days the work is generally performed in a chopped-up version of the French edition.

Against all that, John Eliot Gardiner’s beautifully recorded *Orfeo ed Euridice* on Philips offers the original Viennese version, in Italian, in all its pristine simplicity and Classicism. It is a revelation: an antique temple with the encrustations of time removed. The biggest problem is that the role of Orfeo was written for a male alto—that is, a castrato, a species of singer no longer with us. In modern times Orfeo has been sung by a mezzo-soprano. Gardiner’s solution is to tune his orchestra low enough to bring the music within range of a special variety of high tenor voice, here that of the remarkable Derek Lee Ragin.

There is no doubt that the exquisite proportions of the work emerge with clarity in this restoration. Mark Twain once said that Wagner’s music is really better than it sounds. Gluck’s music, it might be added, sounds better than it actually is. It lacks the richness, the virtuoso technique, and the dazzling wit of a Mozart or a Haydn. But it plays . . . and plays and plays.

Gardiner is scrupulous in his use of period instruments and performance practices (rhythmic niceties, beautiful ornamentation, and the like), and his reading brings out the opera’s Classical balance and proportions. Yet, at the same time, the work’s inherent dramatic strength is conveyed in the form of vigorous tempos, shades of dark and light, lightning bolts of sound set against distant and gentle echoes. The restored “recitatives”—all accompanied by the orchestra—turn out to be powerful musico-dramatic scenes. “Classical” does not have to mean wimpy.

In the soprano roles, Sylvia McNair is appeasing as Euridice, Cyndia Sieden somewhat arch-sounding as Amore. But the show belongs to Derek Lee Ragin, who invests Orfeo with the kind of passion that you can believe would move the Furies. Here is the best proof that enlightened Classicism and emotional expression go very well together.

*To Hell and Back*

**McNair** (Euridice) and **Ragin** (Orfeo)

To Hell and Back

**HAYDN**: Salve Regina; Ave Regina; Missa Brevis Sancti Joannis de Deo ("Little Organ Mass"); other sacred works

Soloists: Tößer Knabenchor, L’Archibudelli; Tafelmusik, Weil
SONY 53368 (59 min)
Performance: Very good
Recording: Generous

Franz Josef Haydn has taken a lot of heat over the centuries for writing sacred works that were too hearty and cheerful for liturgical use. But this CD proves that in his younger years he could be as sternly pious as sternly pious.
as anybody, starting with the fragmentary Missa “Sunt Bona Matti Malis,” which only turned up in 1984 and is composed in a more intimate, less dramatic, and more austere style than his later sacred works. Following it are a number of other works showing Haydn’s roots in the Baroque period, particularly the sacred cantatas Ave Regina and Salve Regina. His innate theatricality is evident in their ornate vocal lines, beautifully sung here by sopranos Marie-Claude Vallin and Ann Monoyios, respectively.

The disc culminates in the 1777 “Little Organ Mass,” whose nickname should not be taken to imply modest artistic significance. A marvelously compressed piece of choral writing, it’s very different from his late Masses, contradicting the notion that his earlier works were mere dress rehearsals for the later ones. Some may find the Tolzer Boys Choir a bit unpolished, but the ingenuousness of their singing is welcome in this music, and Bruno Weil conducts the choir, the soloists, and the two period-instrument ensembles, l’Archibudelli and Tafelmusik, with a sure if conservative hand.
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Mozart's Second Symphony has been a cornerstone of Claudio Abbado's repertoire from the beginning of his career. Deutsche Grammophon transferred his 1976 recording with the Chicago Symphony to CD some time ago. Although the performance here was recorded in concert in Vienna just two years ago, the Chicago version has clear advantages in respect to sonic balance as well as interpretation.

Abbado’s 1976 reading had greater intensity and thrust; despite the live recording, his approach here is more detached, more understated, more focused on technical polish than on emotional values. And while the earlier movements move along well enough, momentum tends to break down in the vast finale—in which, also, the chorus is so recessed as to be nearly inaudible in the soft passages.

The soloists—soprano Cheryl Studer and mezzo Waltraud Meier—are better in that respect. Moreover, their singing, and particularly Meier's poignant and communicative realization of the Urlicht section preceding the finale, rather unfortunately show all too clearly, by contrast, what is missing in the rest of the performance, which exhibits many virtues but lacks the peculiarly Mahlerian strength that informed Abbado's Chicago recording.

D. P.S.

MAHLER: Symphony No. 2

("Resurrection")

Studer; Meier: Arnold Schoenberg Choir: Vienna Philharmonic. Abbado

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 439 953
(two CD's. 87 min)

Performance: Relatively detached
Recording: Chorus recessed

Mahler’s Second Symphony has been a cornerstone of Claudio Abbado’s repertoire from the beginning of his career. Deutsche Grammophon transferred his 1976 recording with the Chicago Symphony to CD some time ago. Although the performance here was recorded in concert in Vienna just two years ago, the Chicago version has clear advantages in respect to sonic balance as well as interpretation.

Abbado’s 1976 reading had greater intensity and thrust; despite the live recording, his approach here is more detached, more understated, more focused on technical polish than on emotional values. And while the earlier movements move along well enough, momentum tends to break down in the vast finale—in which, also, the chorus is so recessed as to be nearly inaudible in the soft passages.

The soloists—soprano Cheryl Studer and mezzo Waltraud Meier—are better in that respect. Moreover, their singing, and particularly Meier’s poignant and communicative realization of the Urlicht section preceding the finale, rather unfortunately show all too clearly, by contrast, what is missing in the rest of the performance, which exhibits many virtues but lacks the peculiarly Mahlerian strength that informed Abbado’s Chicago recording.
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MOZART: Cosi Fan Tutte

Soloists: Edinburgh Festival Chorus: Scottish Chamber Orchestra. Mackerras

TELARC 80360 (three CD's, 189 min)

Performance: Zesty and polished
Recording: Excellent

It seems that for record producers at least, the Mozart bicentennial is still a going thing. But the initial impulse to grumble about ceaseless duplications is quickly mitigated by a performance with as much going for it as this Così, a byproduct of the Edinburgh Festival of 1993. Under the leadership of Charles Mackerras, the music flows naturally at brisk tempos inspired by an awareness of the period but free of self-conscious “authenticity.”

While none of the six principals is a really exceptional vocalist, they all deserve praise for the triumphant ensemble they create. It is an unusually youthful-sounding cast; even Don Alfonso (Gilles Cachemaille) sounds like a youthful rake. And the amorous episodes, particularly the “Il core vi dono” of Dorabella (Marie McLaughlin) and Guglielmo (Alessandro Corbelli), are charged with sexuality.

Everyone makes a laudable attempt to deliver the recitatives with clarity and meaning. Not surprisingly, Corbelli and Nuccia Focile (as Despina), the native Italians, excel in that respect, but the half-Italian Jerry Hadley (as Ferrando) is their equal. Focile, incidentally, displays a richer tone than the chirpy Despinas in several
other recordings. I would have liked more contrast in the soprano timbres of Dorabella and Fiordiligi (Felicity Lott), and there are other recordings. I would have liked more contrast in the soprano timbres of Dorabella and Fiordiligi (Felicity Lott), and there are other recordings. I would have liked more contrast in the soprano timbres of Dorabella and Fiordiligi (Felicity Lott), and there are other recordings. I would have liked more contrast in the soprano timbres of Dorabella and Fiordiligi (Felicity Lott), and there are other recordings. I would have liked more contrast in the soprano timbres of Dorabella and Fiordiligi (Felicity Lott), and there are other recordings. I would have liked more contrast in the soprano timbres of Dorabella and Fiordiligi (Felicity Lott), and there are other recordings.
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QUICK FIXES

BARTOK: The Miraculous Mandarin; Concerto for Orchestra
Saint Louis Symphony, Slatinin
EMI 54502 (60 min)
Bartók’s big showstoppers—one weird and expressionistic out of old Hungary, the other in a romantic Neoclassicism—written in this country just before his death—are mid-European music in mid-American style: solid and virtuous rather than decadent and alluring. An oddity is the abrupt original ending of the concerto, which you can program as an alternative to the familiar finish. Koussevitzky, who commissioned the piece, requested the new ending, and he was right; the second thought is much superior to the first. E.S.

BEETHOVEN: Symphonies Nos. 2 and 8
Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra, Sawallisch
EMI 54502 (60 min)
Wolfgang Sawallisch is at his most persuasive in this robust yet well-tailored live recording of the Second Symphony, one of the finest to come along in years, its appeal enhanced more than a little by the warm, rich sound of the Concertgebouw. The Eighth is solidly attractive, too, but does not enjoy the same sonic richness—and its witty spell is broken by the applause at the end. R.F.

HAYDN: Symphonies Nos. 45 (“ Farewell”), 46, and 47
Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra, Sawallisch
EMI 54502 (60 min)
The “Farewell” Symphony is the one where the players pack up one by one, blow out their candles, and go home—during the performance! Tafelmusik, an all-star group directed by Baro, Weil, gives lively accounts on period instruments of all three of these intense, dramatic symphonies. The performances have just enough heft to get into the symphonic category and just enough early-music feeling to stay on the line between the late Rococo and the full-blown Classical style. E.S.

MOZART: Violin Sonatas (K. 296, 454, and 526)
Isaac Stern; Yefim Bronfman
SONY 53972 (62 min)
There is a lifetime of affection and respect, expressed in the most enlivening terms, in Isaac Stern’s playing of these sonatas, and a remarkably full and sympathetic partnership between him and pianist Yefim Bronfman. Their convincing style refutes any notion that “authentic” Mozart can be delivered only by period specialists. The sonic focus is a little closer than ideal, but these are by any measure outstanding accounts of Mozart’s finest works for these instruments. R.F.

BALANESCU QUARTET
Luminitza
MUTE STUMM 124 (51 min)
All the music on “Luminitza” is by Alexander Balanescu, a round-faced Roman- tian violinist in a Blues Brothers hat and leader of the Balanescu Quartet, and the second violinist, Claire Connors. The nine aggressive and even violent string pieces (which include some percussion sounds and spoken interjections) suggest a scary/funny commentary on the state of affairs in Eastern Europe today. The sound, close and often ugly, is carefully worked throughout: an air of foreboding and pounding intensity is there from the start, but the musical payoff in the two last pieces is a long time in coming. E.S.

MANUEL BARRUECO
Sometime Ago
ANGEL 55039 (55 min)
Beginning and ending with arrangements of songs by Paul Simon, centering on music of Chick Corea and Keith Jarrett, and including five folksy items by Lou Harrison, everything here has been rethought for classical guitar and the talented fingers of Manuel Barrueco. In the notes he describes his conversion to American popular music and jazz, but it is amazing how classical it all sounds. Something is lost in translation, but there are also gains from these idiomatic transcriptions and first-rate performances. E.S.

DAWN UPshaw AND THOMAS HAMPSON
Long Time Ago: American Songs by Aaron Copland
Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra, Wolff
TELDEC 77310 (61 min)
Few big-time opera stars can bring to the art song as much subtext, finesse, and interpretive skill as the baritone Thomas Hampson and the soprano Dawn Upshaw. In this ravishing program they raise Copland’s Old American Songs and Eight Poems of Emily Dickinson to the artistic level of nineteenth-century German lieder.

William Livingstone

recording premiere by Mark Elder and the Birmingham Symphony. The suite is a lot of fun, but it only whets my appetite for the complete work.

The Jazz Suite No. 1, the best-known piece here, was written a few years later, also for a so-called Russian jazz band (which had nothing to do with jazz). The five fragments for Small Orchestra, serious and experimental but starkly beautiful, were also written in the mid-1930’s, before the Stalinist attacks changed the composer’s life. Only the four Pushkin Romances date from after his terrifying brush with the cultural commissars; the texts obviously refer to his trials and tribulations, and the music suggests determination amidst the gloom. Three of the orchestrations of these songs are by the composer, the fourth by McBurry.

The performances are all evocative and lively, with a strong Kurt Weillian punch in the Jazz Suite that gives it some bite (usually the Shostakovich “jazz” pieces sound like Palm Court music with wrong notes). Dimitri Kharitonov sings the Pushkin Romances with a kind of restrained urgency. E.S.

Collections

THE AIDS QUILT SONGBOOK
Ollman: Parker: Sharp: Sylvan
HARMONIA MUNDI 907602 (69 min)
Performance: Moving
Recording: Revealing

Instead of the Three Tenors, here are the Four Baritones—Kurt Ollman, William Parker, William Sharp, and Sanford Sylvia—in an elegiac cycle of songs by no less than fifteen composers, all written for the 1992 AIDS Quilt concert at New York’s Alice Tully Hall. Although sorrow and pain cast deep shadows here, there are moments of passion, reflection, even humor and joy. My favorites are William Bolcom’s setting of the drag performer Ethyl Eichelberger’s “Ai-De-Aid” and Michael Hayman’s AIDS Anxiety trio (a rare moment of real humor), and some of the lyric moments of Rickie Lee Gordon’s “I Never Knew” and John Harbison’s “The Flute of Interior Time.”

The performances are superb, with four strong, impressive, and deeply musical baritones joined by an excellent clarinetist/composer: David Krakauer, and close to a dozen pianists and composer/pianists. The AIDS Quilt Songbook project—the com-
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missions, the concert, and the recording—was the inspiration of Parker, whose own performances here are extraordinarily moving and who died not long afterward. E.S.

ALICIA DE LARROCHA
Spanish Serenade—Music of Falla and Montsalvatge
RCA VICTOR 61389 (70 min)
Performance: Supremely persuasive
Recording: State of the art

RCA Victor has rather misleadingly titled this new disc by Alicia de Larrocha, today's preeminent champion of the Spanish keyboard repertory, "Spanish Serenade." Although one of the pieces is Manuel de Falla's early Serenata Andaluza, among the others are his keyboard masterpiece Fantasia Bética and his very substantial Four Spanish Pieces. His stage works are represented by the Spanish Dance No. 1 from the opera La Vida Breve and his piano version of the sinfonía (overture) to the ballet El Retablo de Maese Pedro (Master Peter's Puppet Show), which is recorded here for the first time.

Neither of Falla's memorial pieces for fellow composers (Debussy and Dukas) is included, but there are two such gestures by Xavier Montsalvatge, rather remarkable little elegies for his compatriots Federico Mompou (who died as recently as 1987) and Oscar Espié (1886-1976). The other components of the Montsalvatge half of the disc are his brief but intriguing Divagación, dedicated to Larrocha on the occasion of her marriage in 1950, the Sonatine pour Yvette, written two years later for her daughter's tenth birthday, and the concise and pungent Three Divertimentos "on themes by forgotten composers." The charming, witty Sonatine is fairly well known; the other pieces are very worthwhile discoveries, and none is likely to have a more persuasive advocate. The recording itself, made at the Troy Savings Bank Music Hall, is a model of realistic piano sound. R.F.

NATHANIEL ROSEN
Plays Brahms
Nathaniel Rosen: Doris Stevenson
JOHN MARKS RECORDS JMR 5 (70 min)
Performance: Earnest
Recording: Close-miked

The cellist Nathaniel Rosen's first substantial recorded excursion into the core German Romantic repertory is this CD of the two Brahms Cello Sonatas, filled out by Schumann's lovely Fantasy Pieces, Op. 73, and the only one of Mendelssohn's Songs Without Words scored for cello rather than solo piano, the Op. 109. The performances are highly successful in the case of the Brahms Sonata in F Major, Op. 99, as well as in the Schumann and Mendelssohn, less so in the first Brahms cello sonata, the one in E Minor, Op. 38. A good deal less listener-friendly than the open-hearted F Major, the E Minor has an opening movement that can seem downright dour. There is some relief in the bittersweet slow movement, but without real rhythmic impetus from the performers, the fugue-textured finale can come off as pedantic. That is just where I find Rosen and his otherwise highly capable keyboard partner, Doris Stevenson, falling short.

The recording itself, derived from a 30-ips analog tape made in New York's Church of the Holy Trinity, is closely focused and seems to favor the darker hues of the cello. The piano, though well-balanced and clean in impact, also seems very close—almost too close in Op. 38, where the sound is full but lacks breathing space. The Op. 99 sonata and the Schumann and Mendelssohn pieces fall more gratefully on the ear. D.H.
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JVC HRVP700U 6Hd Hi-Fi with jog shuttle. $369
Panasonic PV4462 4Hd Hi-Fi with remote $579
Panasonic VX600 Auto reverse with remote $499
Panasonic LX900 Auto reverse w/special effect $449

TEAC

STATE-OF-THE-ART THX The 90's reflex loaded bass system delivers a solid low end with a fast transient attack. WHITE only.

PERSONAL STEREO

JVC XLP40 1-bit portable CD player random/repeat $109
Panasonic SLPH170 MASH 1-bit portable CD player $199
Panasonic XPL780 3-piece AM/FM/cassette $199
Sharp WQC9000 6x1 portable stereo w/ cassette $179
Brand Name Portable 3-piece AM/FM cass w/6-disc remote $129
Sanyo SPX7000 Personal am/fm/cass w/p-1-p $49*
JVC RCW33 Remote portable CD/radio $49*

PRO LOGIC RECEIVERS

Technics SAAX550 Dolby® Pro Logic Receiver
- 4 channel x 3 for left/right/center/RR
- Center/RR level control w/variables delay
- Learning AV remote control
- 50Wch for rear $269

SHHERWOOD R6030R 10SW Pro Logic receiver $199
JVC RX35S Tuner with Pro Logic surround receiver $199
Phillips FR310, FR320, FR330 Receivers in Stock! $199

IN-WALL SPEAKERS

JBL S-4 2-Way 6 1/4" woofer, 1" titanium tweeter $199
Orion SolusU6 2-way 6" woofer Orig $280
Orion Super 100 2-way 8" woofer Orig $750
Niles 76 Round In-wall or ceiling mount speakers $199
Altec Lansing ITW260 In-wall subwoofer dual 6" $199
Advent A1042 Gallery Series in-wall speaker system $199
Altec Lansing In-wall subwoofer dual 6" $199
Canton Inwall6, Inwall9, Inwall speakers $199
Niles 300, 300, 300 $199
Brand Name 2-Way in-wall speaker system $199

ON-WALL SPEAKERS

Sonance SoundFrame 400 On-Wall Speakers
- Vented system, vertical Woofer Tweeter Woofer configuration w/center dome tweeter $199
- 1" Sonance soft dome tweeter $199
- Dual 4" polypropylene cone, butyl edge, 500 long throw woofer $199
- 5-30W power handling
- White cloth or metal grilles Excellent for Surround Sound!! $199

CALL FOR MODELS AND BRANDS NOT LISTED

TELEVISIONS

Brand Name 26" Stereo remote TV with P-1-P $479
Brand Name 35" Stereo remote TV with P-1-P $1249
Brand Name 31" Stereo remote TV with P-1-P $889
JVC N55BH4 55" 16:9 aspect ProLogic $799
Brand Name 60" High resolution TV w/remote $2800
JVC C13CLX13 13" TV w/on-screen & remote $199
Brand Name 20" TV/VCR combo w/remote $489

CALL FOR MODELS AND BRANDS NOT LISTED
SPECIAL BUYS

SPECIAL PURCHASE

SUB/SATELLITE SYSTEM

Atlantic Technology Pattern 100 au

Now Only $239

CAR AUDIO SPEAKERS

Aiwa AD-F510 Cassette Deck

NOW ONLY $239

SOUND PROCESSORS

Aiwa AD-F510 Cassette Deck

NOW ONLY $239

HEAURPHONES

Aiwa AD-F510 Cassette Deck

NOW ONLY $239
Gentlemen,

Did you forget to say “I Love You”?
Did you forget to say “I’m Sorry”?
Did you forget it was her birthday?

Okay, you forgot. Or you’re not sure what to get. Don’t panic.

Call Fragrance Express.

Our fragrance experts are standing by at 1-800-372-4726 to help you choose from our more than 250 perfumes, colognes, and other scents. Then we’ll gift wrap your choice with a personalized card and ship it FREE anywhere in the United States. For last minute needs, we offer overnight delivery for an additional charge. You can even call until 11PM - she’ll still get her gift the next morning.

Flowers wilt and you never get her size right. So call 1-800-372-4726 and let Fragrance Express guarantee she’ll always get the perfect gift.

Call 1-800-FRAGRANCE
Choose from over 250 designer fragrances and make a lasting impression.

Gifts that make scents.
Order Today.
Delivered Tomorrow.
The Cube by Lorentz Donnn

306 CDs featuring our patented AUSTOP STORAGE SYSTEM, no dots. no plastic molds, no wasted space. Full-extension drawer slides from high quality oak veneers and hardwood. 22" H x 19 1/2" W x 17 1/2" D. Fully assembled. Stockable. Available in Light, Medium, Dark Oil Stain ($225) & Black ($235) - Plus shipping and handling.

To order or for free brochure call 1-800-943-4499

Lorentz Design, Inc. P.O. Box 277 209 Parkway Ave. N. Lanesboro, MN 55949

FAX 507-467-2468

ALUMINUM CD CAROUSEL

Colorfully Illuminates your CD Case • Available in Red, Blue, or Clear • Can be Rotated for Easy Selection • Stack Modules Available for Greater Storage • Each Module Holds 40 CD's • Comes Fully Assembled. Just Plug In and Enjoy.

Base Module $29.95 plus S&H

Credit Cards, Checks, and Money Orders Accepted. Call 1-800-432-8005.

SORICE SYSTEMS Include...

Video, Cassette, LP, Laserdisc and Component Storage Units.

- Our A300 Model shown stores 300 CD's.
- Impeccably crafted in these Premium Solid Hardwoods: Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry.
- Adjustable Shelves store any combination of CD'S, VCRs & Cassette - all in One cabinet.
- Adjustable Solid Brass Bookends keep Discs & Tapes upright and in place.
- Cabinets can be stacked, wall mounted or left free standing.
- Optional Wood or Glass Doors are available.
- Enclosed back provides dust protection.
- Compact size: 39 1/2" H x 23 1/2" W x 7 1/2" D. Cabinet comes assembled.

Sorice Systems P.O. Box 747-21, Nutley, NJ 07110
Credit Cards, Checks and Money Orders Accepted. 30 Day Money Back Guarantee and a Full One Year Warranty on all Models.

For FREE Color Literature & Prices on our Full Line of Quality Products Call: 1-800-432-8005
Fax: 1-201-667-8688
THE HACK CD STORAGE SYSTEM

UNIQUE MODULAR QUALITY
ANODIZED ALUMINUM
Highly versatile horizontal or vertical storage. All units interlock, unlimited growth.
B-26-2 110 CD'S $89.00+P&H
B-52-2 220 CD'S $170.00+P&H
Custom sizes for large applications. Lifetime guarantee, 30 day trial. Made in the U.S.A. Patent pending.

AUDIO LIBRARY SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 112252
Stamford, CT 06911-2252
Fax (203) 961-0618
Phone (800) 822-5119
Please contact us for more information.

Because Your Collection Is Worth It
CALL
800-871-5290
OR WRITE:
157 LE PARC PLAZA
MT. KISCO, NY 10549

The Archetype Rack Systems
The Archetype Rack System features the latest in design. The heavy duty shelves are fully adjustable and vibration absorbing. Expandable and modular, the system may be arranged in almost any configuration. Available in several finishes including solid hardwood. 5 Shelf units from $199
Salamander Designs
1 Linden Place, Hartford, CT 06106 • Phone 800-521-0600 • Fax 203-247-3456
Made in USA • Product Design Copyright © 1999 Kennebec Archetype Systems. Trademark: Salamander Designs

CD, Audio and Video Storage
Call or write for a free color brochure
1-800-858-9005
AGM Woodworking
870 Capedio Way • San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
(805) 544-8968
• Fully Assembled!
• Handcrafted Oak!
• 30 Day Money Back Guarantee!
• Made in U.S.A.
• Smoked Glass Doors
• Adjustable Shelves
• No Hidden Costs
Just One Low Price!

Are You Ready For The CAN-AM 800 IT STORES 800 CDs Or 180 Videos
Call CAN-AM: 800-387-9790 Dealers Welcome. Fax: 905-475-1154

Copies of articles from this publication are now available from UMI Article Clearinghouse.

U.M.I
A Bell & Howell Company
300 North Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor, MI 48106 USA
800-521-0600 toll-free
313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll-free from Canada

REACH PROVEN MAIL ORDER BUYERS!
They turn to us when they are looking for purchasing information and advise.
Advertise your products and services in a low-cost environment that sells. Millions of your prime prospects can be found in the industry leading titles of Hachette Filipacchi Magazines, Inc.
To place a classified ad, simply call us Toll-Free and reserve your space today!
1-800-445-6066
(9 am-5 pm EST)
In Canada: 1-212-767-5750
Do expressions like THX, Dolby Pro Logic, DSP, Laser Disc, In-Wall, multi-zone, tweeter, and sub-woofer leave you confused?

We at Home Theatre Systems can help you!

From a single center channel to a multi-room multi-zone system, H.T.S., will provide the best advice and the best price to perfectly fit your needs.

Our professionals have installed home theatre systems for some of the most recognized names in the music business. Our consultants will be more than happy to help you through the maze of components so that you can get the system that does what you want it to do at the price you want to pay.

We carry most major brands of audio and video speaker, receiver, processor, TV, VCR, laser disc, CD-player, pre-amp, power-amp, cassette deck, satellite dish and accessory. Even hard to find brands that most dealers don't carry!

For Example The New VMS FF-1 State of the Art Audiophile Surround Sound Speakers with 2-12 inch woofers, 2-5 inch tweeters, Frequency Response of 17-45 Hz Ribbon Array.

Reviewed in June issue of "Audio" magazine.

$50 OFF
EXTENDED WARRANTIES
COVERED OVER 3000
SERVICE CENTERS NATIONWIDE

HOME THEATRE SYSTEMS
44 ROUTE 23 N., LITTLE FALLS, NJ 07424
1-800-978-7768

For Information Call 201-880-5560
For Fax Transmissions Call 201-880-9142

All Products Sold With Complete Manufacturer's Warranties
Pictures are for illustrative purposes only.

Sound & Lighting CATALOG

Microstamp Corporation 2770 E Walnut St. Pasadena, CA 91107—(818) 733-9489—(800) 243-3533

Our 18th YEAR!

Tips for Mail Order Purchasers

It is impossible for us to verify all the claims of advertisers, including product availability and existence of warranties. Therefore, the following information is provided for your protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise information with the seller, including brand, model, color or finish, accessories and rebates included in the price.

2. Understand the seller’s return and refund-policy, including the allowable return period, who pays the postage for returned merchandise, and whether there is any “restocking” charge.

3. Understand the product’s warranty. Is there a manufacturer’s warranty, and if so, is it from a U.S. or foreign manufacturer? Note that many manufacturers assert that, even if the product comes with a U.S. manufacturer’s warranty card, if you purchase from an unautho-
ized dealer, you are not covered by the manufacturer’s warranty. If in doubt, contact the manufacturer directly. In addition to, or instead of, the manufacturer’s warranty, the seller may offer its own warranty. In either case, what is covered by warranty, how long is the warranty period, where will the product be serviced, what do you have to do, and will the product be repaired or replaced? You may want to receive a copy of the written warranty before placing your order.

4. Keep a copy of all transactions, including cancelled checks, receipts and correspondance. For phone orders, make a note of the order including merchandise ordered, price, order date, expected delivery date and salesperson’s name.

5. If the merchandise is not shipped within the promised time or if no time was promised, 30 days of receipt of the order, you generally have the right to cancel the order and get a refund.

6. Merchandise substitution without your express prior consent is not allowed.

7. If you have a problem with your order or the merchandise, write a letter to the seller with all the pertinent information and keep a copy.

8. If you are unable to obtain satisfaction from the seller, contact the consumer protection agency in the seller’s state or your local Post Office.

If, after following the above guidelines, you experience a problem with a mail order advertiser that you are unable to resolve, please let us know. Write to the Advertising Director of STEREO REVIEW Magazine, Scott Constantine. Be sure to include copies of all correspondence.

Wholesale Connection Call Toll Free 1-800-226-2800

For all your Audio & Video needs

B&W • CARVER • DENON • KEF • NAD • ONKYO • POLK • OTHER LINES AVAILABLE • 24 HOUR AUTOMATED PRICING • COURTEOUS ASSISTANCE • AMERICAN THEATER SYSTEMS • 321-0100.
### Buy the perfect system.

Call us first and ask us how to buy the perfect system. Our staff is widely recognized in the industry as being highly knowledgeable and the most courteous. From state-of-the-art audio to sophisticated home theater systems, we carry only what we feel is the best. To get started, call us today... and ask us how.
UPGRADES AND DRIVERS PLUS SYSTEMS FROM $200 TO $700 PER PAIR. OHM AUDIO CORP., 241 TACFLE PL, BROOKLYN, N.Y. 11206.


ARE YOU TIRED OF PAYING A HIGH MONTHLY CABLE BILL? WE STOCK ALL MAKES & MODELS OF CABLE EQUIPMENT. FOR FREE CATALOG SEND SASE TO: CABLE-TRONICS, INC., 1710 KODA, MARENTO, IL 60152 OR CALL: (800) 232-5017, VISA/MA/COD, NO ILLINOIS ORDERS.

CABLE TV SCRAMBLERS. SAVE MONEY, DON'T RENT! NOBODY BEATS OUR PRICE! CALL US LAST FOR THE BEST PRICE! ALL BRANDS 24 HOUR SHIPPING. VCI 1-800-667-0321.


REPAIR FOAM ROT FOR YOURSELF! SAT will save you hundreds of dollars! All sizes including 1/2, 24x12, 22x12, 17x12, 16x12, and 12x12. Rotten Foam Edges? Lowest Prices. Best Warranty. (607) 594-4019.

ROTTEN FOAM EDGES? LOWEST PRICES. BEST WARRANTY. (607) 594-4019. Upgrades and Drivers plus Systems from $200 per pair. Complete surround systems starting at $5800. 30 day trial period & 5 year warranty. Call for brochure & pricing 800-380-5111.
TIME DELAY

THE DIARY OF A Hi-FI SERVICEMAN

PHONY FOLK MUSIC HAS A BOOM

30 Years Ago

In his November 1964 column, editor Furman Hebb reported from the New York High Fidelity Show. "The most obvious trend," he noted, "is toward transistorization . . . It seems unlikely, in fact, that more than a few tube-operated hi-fi products will be designed in the future."

New products this month included Artisan's three-manual Cinema electric-organ kit, Bogen's RT6000 The Empire speaker, 1964 60-watt stereo receiver ($400), and Empire's Royal Grenadier 9000 speaker system with a rated bandwidth of 20 to 20,000 cps (Hz). In test reports, Julian Hirsch examined the $240 Viking 77 stereo tape deck (open-reel), which he found "in many ways comparable to much more expensive recorders," and the Dual 1010 automatic turntable, which he said "offers a very high level of performance at its price of $69.50."

Tea Leaves of the Gods:
In "The Hi-Fi System of the Future," Ken Gilmore was right on the money when he predicted that digital recordings would be all the rage in twenty-five years (though he theorized that they would be mass-produced on film rather than plastic discs). He also noted that "the biggest problem to be solved in marketing such recordings would be finding a place to put the program notes."

Among the new products in this issue were Altec's Stonehenge III, the second in the company's series of floor-standing column speakers, the Wollensak Model 8080 eight-track tape deck with Dolby noise reduction, B&O's Model 4002 automatic single-play turntable with CD-4 cartridge, and the Sony TC-177SD three-head cassette deck with a rated bandwidth of 20 Hz to 20 kHz using ferrichrome tape. In test reports, Julian Hirsch checked out the Phase Linear 4000 stereo preamp, Scott's R77S stereo receiver, and the Tandberg 9200XD three-speed open-reel tape deck, which he said "makes virtually perfect recordings at all three speeds.”

Reviewing Marie Osmond’s "In My Little Corner of the World," Peter Reilly said it illustrated "one of the burning social imperatives of our day—that is, the Osmonds must be forced to cease breeding for the sanity and well-being of all of us."

20 Years Ago

Future member of "The Three Tenors" Luciano Pavarotti told editor William Livingstone that "Italian is the perfect language for singing."

In Best of the Month, James Goodfriend flipped for RCA's Hansel and Gretel with Anna Moffo and Helen Donath ("This strikes me as well-nigh perfect."). and Chris Albertson applauded Keith Jarrett's "Solo Concertos Bremen/Lausanne” on ECM ("The finest new album of jazz piano I've heard in twenty years."). Elsewhere in the review sections, Peter Reilly dismissed "Some Nice Things I've Missed" by Frank Sinatra ("His voice is thinning as rapidly as his hair."). Eric Salzman panned a CRI disc of concert music by 1973 Naumburg Award winners ("None of it is very likable or even very important."). and Noel Coppage observed of Arthur Brown’s “Journey” that "You'd have to be on something pretty strong to stay with it all the way."

Among the new products in this issue were KEF's 104/2, with two woofers mounted in acoustic-suspension sub-enclosures, and JVC's XL-V2 CD player, which could cue up any track within 2 seconds.

20 Years Ago

In the issue's cover story, Fred Petras examined state-of-the-art hi-fi VCR's, from the Panasonic PV-1730 (a VHS machine going for $1,400) to the Sony SL-2700 (a $1,500 Beta machine) and concluded, "Once you've heard a hi-fi tape in a hi-fi VCR through a good audio system, there's no going back." New products included KEF's 104/2 speaker, with two woofers mounted in acoustic-suspension sub-enclosures, and JVC's XL-V2 CD player, which could cue up any track within 2 seconds. Julian Hirsch tested Polk Audio's SDA Compact Reference speaker system and gave it this accolade: "It was easy to forget that we were hearing speakers at all . . . this is what hi-fi is all about."

Oh, Those Fabulous Eighties!
Reviewing "The Story of a Young Heart" by early MTV fashion victims A Flock of Seagulls, critic Mark Peel noted that they had "the worst hair in New Music today.”

—Steve Simels
At prices that sound unreal.

Sound moves us most when it's built on powerful waves of bass. Because bass is the heartbeat. That steady, pulsing beat that seems to flow from your home entertainment system right through your body. Touching, soothing, arousing, enhancing your every mood.

When that sound comes from Velodyne's new VA-X Series Subwoofers, it's more than just realistic. It's real. So real you don't simply listen to it. You feel it! And marvel that this high-definition, distortion-free sound could have such brute force and intensity.

Now it's easy to add VA-X Subwoofers to the audio/video home theater of your dreams. At a price that's music to your ears. To audition a Velodyne, call for the dealer nearest you: 1-800-VELODYNE.
JUST ADD BACARDI

TASTE THE FEELING.